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Summary 
This thesis was prompted by three major concerns. Firstly there is need for a structure of 
centres providing a wider range of facilities closer to home. Secondly, the Wynberg 
centre is slowly changing to become almost exclusively a shopping centre, and thirdly, the 
quality of the environment of the centre is also declining. 
The first aspect of the analysis was the establishment of what those qualities are that 
make a centre. Having examined the existing Wynberg centre structure and operation;and · 
the plans, mainly road schemes, presently proposed by the local authority it became 
apparent that with these influences the centre of Wynberg would definitely not develop 
into the centre which was needed. 
A further six alternatives were prepared to determine the possible future for Wynberg. In 
the first four alternatives, the involvement presently practiced by the local authority was 
considered to be a fix and the alternatives were mainly achieved by keeping or omitting 
one or both of the two road schemes to be built through Wynberg viz. the Wynberg By-
Pass and the Widening of the Main Road. 
The second set of alternatives was based on the premise that the Local Authority would 
become actively involved in the development of the centre, able to use economic and 
legal techniques to induce development in the direction of the goals. An economic and 
traffic analysis was undertaken to give quantitive values to the alternatives. 
In comparing the alternatives, it became apparent that one alternative held the greatest 
potential for Wyn berg and briefly, these are the main aspects of the scheme : 
There is to be no further widening of the Main Road or construction of the Wynberg 
By-Pass, instead the construction of the Kromboom Parkway, Constantia Road/South 
Road Scheme and the Castletown Road link is to be expedited ; 
, 2 Incentives are to b.e provided to attract office and industrial job opportunities to the 
Wynberg Centre; 
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3 The retail function is to expand so that the population residing on the western side of 
the centre can be attracted ; 
4 The expanded centre is to straddle the railway line at the Northern end so as to 
spread the demand for parking and reduce vehicular movement ; 
5 The detailed planning of Wynberg must be accompanied by public participation and 
constant review so that a more accurate and equitable system of constraint and in-
centives can be applied. 
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Planning makes no sense if it does not establish targets 
different from those which could be achieved in the 
spontaneous unfolding of economic life ( 1.3). 
Introduction 
This thesis has been prompted by a real concern about the future of Wynberg and by the 
possible loss in opportunity and efficiency within the metropolis if a positive plan is not 
developed for the future of the Wynberg Centre. 
This concern broadly springs from four con1iderations : 
1. The reduction in the variety of services offered at the Wynberg Centre and the decline 
in the overall environmental quality; 
2. The need to plan the future of the Wynberg Centre within the context of a metro-
politan system of centres, so that its potential and the opportunities which it offers 
are not lost; 
3. The need to review the road proposals and appreciate the intentions of the Driessen 
Report; and 
4. The need for a more positive planning policy by the Local Authority. 
1. 1 
When the retail expansion of the Wynberg Centre is compared to that of other centres eg. 
Claremont, Parow, Bellville, it appears that in economic terms "Wynberg" might have 
"missed the boat". Since the economic climate is not expected to reach the levels that 
existed in the late 1960's, it will be difficult for it to recapture this momentum. Further-
more, it has been superceded by Claremont as the largest retail centre in the southern 
suburbs. The variety of services at Wynberg is changing and the centre seems to be 
moving towards a more pure retail function. In terms of environment the centre is also 
suffering in that redevelopment results in a reduction in pedestrian protection due to the 
widening of the roads and the disappearance of canopies and collonades. 
1.2 
There is concern about the future retail activity of Wynberg because the development of 
the South Road/Constantia Road linking up the two freeways to the east and the west 
will create an area in its vicinity which will be highly accessible by private vehicle. While 
it can be argued that many of the shoppers in Wynberg are public transport captive, it can 
be seen that the development of another retail centre in close proximity to Wynberg will 
considerably affect the retail trade of the Wynberg centre. 
Besides this concern for the future economy of the Wynberg Centre, there are three 
opportunities which if fully exploited will benefit Wynberg itself but also the suburban 
and metropolitan community as a whole; 
Firstly, the proposed expansion of the Magistrates Courts holds significant political 
importance for Wynberg. 
Secondly, the fact that Wynberg lies at the focus of pub!ic and private transport routes 
and acts as a major interchange point, provides the opportunity to intercept these people. 
This is particularly relevant in the journey to work as the attraction of workers to Wyn-
berg could reduce the need and cost for transport infrastructure and at the same time 
provide further retail activity for the centre. 
The third factor is the recent expansion in the amount of office space and existance of 
industry in the vicinity of the centre which shows that the potential exists in these fields 
for the provision of more job opportunities. 
1.3 
The existing Town Planning Scheme, which controls development in Wynberg was 
approved in 1957. Since its approval numerous road proposals have been prepared and 
incorporated in it. Notable among these are : The Kromboom Parkway, the Van Der 
Stel Freeway, the Main Road widening, the Wynberg By-Pass, the Waterloo Road/Gabriel 
Road/South Road Schemes. It is contended that these proposals have been developed by 
additions, and that no attempt has been made to examine whether schemes prepared 
earlier remain necessary. A need therefore exists to examine the road system in the 
vicinity of Wynberg. 
This need to review the road schemes has been reinforced by the recent approval of the 
Urban Transport Bill which resulted from the report "Urban Transport Matters" known 
as the Driessen Report. The author reads the intentions of Driessen Report very simply 
as being : "To reduce the need and the amount of movement of the population without 
adversely affecting its lifestyle and well-being, at the same time providing the opportu-
nities and infrastructure which will facilitate this and also those movements which are 
essential." 
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It therefore becomes apparent that the Local Authority can no longer play the role of 
controlling the development passively and planning being mainly the catering for expec-
ted demand. Local Authority is required to take a more positive stance, which it is 
already empowered to do in terms of the powers delegated to the Administrator with the 
approval of the Urban Transport Bill. By the examination of the alternatives open for the 
future of Wynberg, it is hoped that the potential advantages of a more positive Local 
Authority planning policy will be made even more apparent. 
2. The Local Authority and Planning 
The role of the Local Authority in planning and in fostering the achievement of its plans 
is a thesis in itself and could be investigated in any detail, however, it is essential that a 
few aspects be set out at this stage of what are considered as being central to Local Au tho 
rity involvement in planning. 
Of local authority involvement in planning, the following seven aspects have been singled 
out: 
Metropolitan Policy 
Moulding the future 
Positive incentive and restraints 
Catalyst and minimum involvement 
Public participation 
Real costs - Planning alternatives 
Data bank 
2.1 Metropolitan Pol icy 
Planning at the metropolitan level should be aware of the future paths of the metropolis 
as a whole. It should have an understanding of the economic and social requirements of . 
the metropolis and not only be concerned with land use allocation. It should be able to 
make the entrepreneur aware of opportunities and shortcomings of large schemes as they 
affect the metropolis. In turn, the role of a centre, such as Wynberg, should be more 
clearly defined, within the system of efficient activity in the metropolis. 
2.2 Moulding the Future 
To date common planning terms were "building in flexibility" and "meeting demand". 
It is agreed that these are important aspects of the planningas carried out by local govern-
ment, but these are not the only terms that apply. Local Government can no longer con-
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tinue to cater for all the flexibility alternatives, nor can it continue to cater for additional · 
demand in some areas while capacity is minimally utilised in others. The economic down-
swing, presently being experienced has prompted some, but not sufficient thoughts to-
wards making better use of existing infrastructure and facilities; and possibly mould 
future development to make better use of existing facilities. 
2.3 Positive Incentives and Restraints 
If the Local Authority is to have any success in inducing entrepreneurs into developing to-
wards Local Authority plans, then the development controls presently in the Town Plan-
ning Scheme as it is applied in Cape Town will not suffice. Positive incentives such as the 
disposal of City owned land for specific developments, differential rates, or increased de-
velopment waivers are essential. These opportunities should be neatly tied to a time 
period and specific sites or area and be judiciously applied in terms of the prevailing eco-
nomic conditions. For example, if the development of high density multiple dwellings is 
not viable in the present economic climate, and the plan for a certain area required the in-
creased population as a catchment, then some incentive must be provided to improve the 
viability of a development. 
Just as incentives are important so are restraints. These again can take the form of stric-
ter controls on development or differential rates structures. 
2.4 Catalyst and Minimum Involvement 
If the incentives and restraints are not sufficient or suitable to achieve the goals then a 
more positive approach must be adopted. This would take the form of a physical deve-
lopment which would act as a catalyst. It is important that the local authority does not 
get too involved in this investment, as its funds are already in short supply. The notion of 
catalyst is not new to Cape Town involvement, because while Cape Town involvement is 
usually related to the provision of major roads, these roads when superimposed on the 
existing urban area do suddenly create new opportunities or new problems, thus acting as 
catalysts. It is unfortunate that these affects have been so little studied before implemen~ 
tation. 
2.5 Public Participation 
The Local Authority governs by the will of the people and in theory councillors represent 
those people who elected them into office. Unfortunately, it is impossible for these 
Councillors to be totally aware and representative. It is for this reason that public partici-
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pation should be involved in major schemes as the proposals for Wynberg with which this 
thesis is concerned. It is unfortunate that early efforts in public participation are usually 
tempered with emotionalism, half baked schemes, arguments and personalities. Tech-
niques are presently being developed which are better able to guage public sentiment. 
These psychometric techniques have a significant role to play in assisting the preparation 
of plans which are acceptable to a well informed public. 
2.6 Real Costs : Planning Alternatives 
The function of the planner in the local authority is not that of making the decision; he is 
not a politician. It is unfortunate that the blame for "too much road construction" has 
in the past been laid on the head of the Engineer or Town Planner of the city or town. It 
seems to be easy for t.~e politician to have forgotten who took the decision. It is the poli· 
tician, the Councillor elected to represent the people, who takes the decision and not the 
professional. The role of the professional is to prepare the background for the decision· 
maker. It is his function to prepare the alternatives, and to professionally show up the 
advantages and disadvantages, the costs and benefits and possibly to make a recommenda-
tion. But the analysis of the real costs of any plan lies with the politician, who must 
therefore be well informed. 
2.7 Data Bank 
The last aspect of the Local Authority in the planning field and its attempt to achieve its 
plan is that of information centre. It is contended that the planning facilities of a Local 
Authority should be attuned to the activities on the land. Its knowledge could possibly 
be available for a fee. But it should be possible for an entrepreneur to obtain information 
relating to land use, opportunities and suggested locations for developments. This, in no 
way forces entrepreneurs to devef op in certain locations as he faces numerous factors be-
sides those obvious to the Local Authority. But this more positive involvement with de-
velopers will automatically lead to fess duplication of data collection, unnecessary compe-
tition in the market place and easier influencing of development in line with the plans and 
intentions of the plans of the Local Authority. 
3. Study Process and Presentation 
The whole process of study might be considered cyclical in nature with the work in each 
cycle being centred as shown in Figure 1.1, on four main aspects, viz: 
1. the analysis and synthesis of available information; 
2. the generation of a goal statement; 
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3. the study of alternatives; and 
4. the synthesis of the process into positive proposals. 
Unfortunately, because of the volume of of work involved and the time allowed, only 
two cycles of refinement were possible. However, while each refinement does improve 
the plan, it is felt that a review of proposals at a time closer to implementation is more 
beneficial than refinement to the "n"th degree at this stage. 
3. 1 
The study commenced with a cursory examination of the Wynberg centre and the estab-
lishment of a base from which to work. This aspect of the work ran parallel to the study 
so that the collection of excess information seldom occurred. A list of the type of infor-
mation which the author set out to establish is given in Figure 1.2. The information col-
lected is to a large extent synthesised and abridged in the appendices, although obviously 
it has been impossible to include all this aspect of the work. 
3.2 
The formulation of the goal statement could not be achieved at the outset but emmana-
ted from the study as a result of the examination of the qualities envisaged for the centre 
and the pitfalls which became obvious in working through the alternatives. 
3.3 
The postulation and evaluation of alternatives formed a critical section of the study. The 
need to make assumptions, many of them obvious, was essential so that a comparative 
analysis of the alternatives could be made. In all, seven alternatives were developed and 
tested for the study. These are not considered by any means to be the total spectrum, 
but serve rather as typical examples. 
3.4. 
The cyclical process served to refine the postulated views and assumptions and examine 
the problems a:id alternatives in more detail. The final aspect of the work was to exa-
mine the preferred alternative and expand on its details. 
3.5 
This thesis is however, presented in a rather different manner with much of the basic in-
vestigations being relegated to the appendixes. The thesis sets out to propose what a cen-
tre should be, it then examines what Wynberg is at present and proposes some minor im-
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provements which would remedy the immediate problems. The thesis then examines two 
groups of alternatives. The first group are alternatives typical of the present form of local 
government planning. The second group of alternatives is based on the proposed more 
positive involvement by the Local Authority in the future development of the Wynberg 
·Centre by Local Government. 
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Through this study an alternative appears to have greater advantages in terms of the quali-
ties which are regarded as ~ssential to the most efficient development of the centre, and 
the details of this alternative are expanded to a point at which the input of urban desig-
ners becomes essential before its physical expression can take place. 
The Town Centre is a place full of people. They go 
there in cars and buses and on their feet. Some are in a 
hurry, some are deliberate in the purpose and some are 
just strolling. All have closed behind them the doors of 
home and have come out to meet the world, to buy and 
to sell, to learn or teach, to persuade or seek or just to 
contemplate other people doing these things (2.14). 
Centre 
1. Definition 
The physical aspects of what a centre is are usually obvious in making it stand out in the 
background of the more general development which surrounds it. It is not the physical 
artifact that makes the centre, but the intensity of social activity. Regardless of shape 
or size all centres have one common element, namely, that an intensity of social activity 
takes place which is significantly greater than the surrounding area as a result of a regular 
coming together of people, who do so either by desire, need or history. 
The term centre is related to perception of an individual's responses, which create the 
social activity and energy which is inherent in a centre. In a rural context the local 
shrine, village, marketplace, town and regional city all act as centres.· In the urban con-
text the CBD is the obvious centre, but regional, suburban and neighbourhood centres, 
together with specific individual locations such as corner shops, play lots, shopping centres 
etc, also act as centres. 
The centre may be considered as that point or place which serves as a focus for people in 
the surrounding area. The greater the centre, the greater the sphere of influence. The 
attraction of a centre might be equated to the attraction of a city; "people migrate to a 
large city because among other reasons they find a wider range of choice within their in-
dividual limitations than they are likely to find anywhere else" (2.1 ). 
2. Evolution of Centres 
The evolution of centres is based on their being the focus of social activity. If one uses 
the European village as an example one could imagine how the village grew from the 
meeting place created by a cross-roads, a river crossing or a shrine. The village developed 
as people rested, stopped and settled. As the settlement grew the need arose for greater 
protection, and the fortification led to the establishment of a town. The town could also 
have been developed by the construction of a lord's castte in the first instance. These 
towns became the focus of the people living in the surrounding countryside. They pro-
vided these people with a place where they would sell their produce, buy goods, obtain 
protection, partake in worship, be entertained, etc. This was the focus that the people 
looked up to, this was the place where social activity took place. 
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As sophistication increased and the life style changed, the central squares took on this im-
portant role of focus. These squares were always flanked by the most important build-
ings, such as the cathedral or the lord's house. No wonder that the square became the 
place where religious processions were held, armies were mustered, justice carried out 
and where pageants and fairs took place. As the cities grew and rivaling between families 
increased the centres would obviously become related to the families and serve also as 
mustering places and battlegrounds for feuds. 
So it was that the feeling of belonging to a lord, a town square extended into a way of 
life. Here the square played the central role of social activity with each individual being 
able to identify quite easily with one of these central places. 
it would appear that in pre-industrial times the central place had its most colourful ex-
pression. The advent of industrialisation brought with it three major changes to urban 
living. tt provided a sudden increase in job opportunities vvithin the city itself, it also 
allowed the inflow of a greater volume of goods including foodstuffs and permitted the 
spatial expansion of the city. The first results, using the English City as example, were 
overcrowded and squallid conditions. These resulted in the first attempts at town plan-
ning, which were in fact laws and regulations concerned with the health of the popula-
tion. Resulting from the social conditions came the social reformers and physical reform-
ers. The work of Robert Owen and the Garden Cities Concept of Ebenezer Howard are 
well known. The advent of the motor car further altered planning. Among the concepts 
put forward to include the effects and opportunities of mechanised transport, the lineal 
city of Soria Y Mata {which was mainly public transport orientated), the Broad Acres of 
Frank Lloyd Wright and what Lewis Mumford (possibly unkindly) calls "the vertical 
Garden City" (2.2) of Le Corbusier, are the most notable. 
The expression of modern town planning regulations has unfortunately been an over re-
action to and a fear of the conditions which prompted the first town planning legislation. 
This over reaction has resulted in the pure form of suburbia for housing and very little 
else, with commercial areas being only for business. This brought its own problems such 
as excessive commuting, difficulty in obtaining services and sterile commercial centres. 
The sterile unserviced residential suburb was seen as an opportunity by the entrepreneurs 
~ who began providing commercial facilities - "regional shopping centres" - in relation to 
them. In the American context the catering for the demand was met in relation to major 
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freeways. Cape Town is also beginning to have the same panacea offered for its suburbia 
problems. Fortunately, the old established centres continue to flourish because of the 
large population that is still captive to public transport. Hopefully, the realisation that 
the modern shopping centre serves a rather singular function will occur, and the integra-
tion of these activities in a centre that offers a greater variety of opportunity will be con-
sidered as more desirable. 
3. Mobility and Accessability 
The new breed of centre, the shopping centre, results mainly from the increasing popu-
larity of the motor car. This motor car which has congested existing centres has also pro-
vided the necessary mobility to allow new locations to be found for the new "breed" of 
centre. Much has been written about the social significance of the motor vehicle to the 
individual and the obvious opportunities which it provides him, the questions however, 
still remain as to whether the motor vehicle can be catered for in the future, and to what 
extent. 
Before considering two problems that will have to be overcome in future in terms of 
mobility, it is important to highlight some deficiencies in present land use structures. In 
general terms it can be said that job opportunity locations are located in such a way that 
significant travel is necessary and also that they tend to be agglomerated thereby aggre-
gating peak period flows in certain directions. Thus, while the demand for transport 
infrastructure continues to increase so does the amount of infrastructure which is not 
fully utilised. This is very apparent in the directional nature of both private and public 
transport movements at peak periods. A definite improvement in efficiency must be 
possible by the spread of work opportunities closer to home. 
Bearing this fact in mind one can now consider the two problems of catering for the 
private vehicle, viz. 
1. The need for infrastructure. 
2. The need for fuel. 
To date, land use planning and road planning have tried to oblige the "ratepayer" with 
sufficient road infrastructure to allow for general car usage. However, the implementa-
tion of beautifully structured road schemes are being postponed for longer and longer 
periods due to the lack of funds. This postponement is not looked upon as the reality of 
the economic times, but rather as an unfortunate inconvenience. A revision in policy is 
required where the placid acceptance should be replaced by a positive review of the trans-
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port infrastructure/land use arrangement within the context of an expected budget. 
The second problem has been highlighted in the national context by the publication of 
the Driessen Report (2.3) and the Urban Transport Act (2.4). The problem of a better 
utilisation of infrastructure is also dealt with in these publications. But, more important 
is the role that the "oil crisis" has played in Central Government becoming directly in-
volved in Metropolitan Transport. One could argue that the improvement in technology 
will alleviate the political implications of South Africa's dependance on foreign oil 
supplies. The point of resource conservation in a "spaceship earth" concept (2.5} and the 
improvement of efficiency cannot be waived aside. Once again the argument calls for a 
review of the land use arrangement with respect to the transport infrastructure. 
The attempt to improve efficiency in the conservation of resources in relation to mobility 
is an attempt to find land use arrangements which firstly reduce the need 
to travel and secondly reduce the distances of travel. This re-arrangement of land uses 
could appear to contradict the presently enforced ideals of purity in iand use, by pro-
posing more integrated land use systems. Whether this contradiction is real or only 
apparent is not the issue, what needs to be accepted is the need for cioser proximity of 
different land uses and the detail evaluation of compatability between these. 
The other point that needs to be clarified is the basic difference between accessibility and 
mobility. By mobility, which is the often quoted goal, is meant the abiiity to move free-.,....__ 
ly. If this is implied as the ability to enter a freeway, to move around easily and then 
incur difficulty in getting from the freeway terminal to one's destination, then mobility 
is surely not the goal. (There are instances such as the "Sunday afternoon drive" where 
mobility is important, but this is seldom a basis for the quantitative and qualitative design 
of facilities). What is in fact the goal is accessibility, which is the ability to get from one's 
origin to one's destination easily. It is the clarTffoation of this fact, which was unfortuna-
tely not appreciated in the Driessen report, that gives considerable direction to the pro-
vision of transport infrastructure in terms of amount, types and use of "10des. 
4. Concentration and Deconcentration 
In the extreme sense the previous discussion calls for total decentraiisation but this is 
obviously impossible. Because almost all social activities require the corr.ing together of 
at least two people, activities tend to agglomerate in close proximity, a11 trying to locate 
near the central p!ace. 
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The attempt to agglomerate in a central place is an attempt towards efficiency which 
becomes self defeating. Two economic examples which show why this occurs; the one 
is the ice-cream vendor location example (2.6) and the second is the assumption in gravity 
models that shopper attraction is proportional to size. This implies the greater the 
agglomeration, the greater the attraction. 
Somewhere between total decentralisation and total concentration lies an optimum and 
efficient alternative. This fact has already been noted in retailing, \Vhere entrepreneurs 
have studied the catchment market and developed agglomerated outlets to match de-
mand. Unfortunately, the newer shopping centres are motor car orientated and while the 
higher income population is adequately served, there is a large proportion of the popula: 
ti on which is public transport captive and as such still rely on the older CBD and central-
ity of the existing suburban centres. It is this sector of the population that will suffer as 
the upper income buyers are attracted to the newer shopping centres. 
While decentralisation of the retail function has taken place and sufficient attention has 
been given to overcoming the problems of threshold, the same cannot be said about other 
social and economic activities. The persistance to locate office function in the CBD ha's 
been questioned (2. 7) (2.8) and. it appears that it is not necessary for this practice to con-
tinue although some enticement or "hard sell" might be necessary to prove the advan-
tages of other locations. 
Industry has been decentralised, but once again it has been agglomerated into industrial 
areas. Furthermore, light industry finds the rentals for factory space or the price of land 
possibly prohibitive near centres or maybe insufficient incentive is provided to inform 
and attract entrepreneurs. 
It can be concluded that the distribution of most urban activities need not be centralised 
to the extent that they are at present, and that these could to a large extent be re-located 
at centres throughout the metropolis. It should be the policy to attract future activities 
to locate away from the CBD and closer to the homes of the people who are involved in 
the activities. In this way the need to travel would be reduced and the need for infra-
structure could also be reduced. For example, if 2.000 people could be coerced to work 
in Wynberg instead of continuing northwards to the city thereby saving one lane of arter-
ial road in each direction, the 12 km or two lanes saved (not considering parking, signals 
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and terminal facilities, etc ~n the CBD) would constitute a saving in construction costs 
alone of at least R2 million. To the individual, saving 24 kms a day travel, there would be 
a marginal cost saving of R1,20 and a time saving of half an hour per day at least. The 
system of activities dispersed at centres would also tend to promote a more convenient 
service to the community and more efficient system within the metropolis. 
5. A System of Centres 
Within a metropolitan area there must exist a hierarchical arrangement of centres which 
provide not only commercial facilities but should also serve as cultural and social foci. It 
is in this aspect that the modern shopping centres fall short. In a system of centres one 
should see riot only the microcosm of the CBD but also the essence of the community 
which the centre serves. · 
These centres should be selected not in terms of entrepreneurial initiative which is based 
on reasonable choice of location and the fact that the land is available, but in terms of 
them being in a favoured iocation to carry out their function. At present the iocation of 
centres within the metropolis, as shown in Figure 2.1, is the result of history. While some 
of the centres serve as municipal centres, e.g. Fishhoek, Simonstown, Parow, Bellville, etc 
the Southern Suburbs centres have lost much of the social function. While they still have 
the T_gyvn ~I, library and possibly even a clinic, the range of activity has significantly 
been curtailed since the 1920's when many changed from municipalities in their own area 
to be amalgamated to form the City of Cape Town. 
Many of these older centres still retain the infrastructure to provide the basis for the 
variety of activity which is considered essential of a centre, as these existed there in the 
"old days". The variety that formed the Wynberg Commercial centre has to a large 
extent been lost as the centre's retail activity has been extended and the housing and the 
industries, both light and service, have found it difficult to cope with the incr~asing 
and land prices. 
The provision of the variety of activities within the ambit of these favoured locations 
would provide the increase in job opportunities and commercial and social activities 
closer to home, which would by reducing the amount of travelling, increase time spent at 
home, real income and reduce the amount of infrastructure to be supplied out of rates 
and taxes. 
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In considering favoured places, Wynberg is indeed fortunate. While its recent relatively 
slow development gives the impression that Claremont has superceded it in importance. 
This is in fact only the case as regards the retail function. In this activity Wynberg still 
has a larger potential catchment population and also lies in a prime interceptor location. 
Although retail trade is important it is not as important as some of the other significant 
factors in favour of Wynberg such as : 
1. The imposing Town Hall; 
2. The Magistrates Court complex which is shortly to be redeveloped; 
3. The Maynardville/Oude Wynberg complex; 
4. The variety of schools in its immediate vicinity; 
5. Its history; and 
6. The presence of Government and Local Authority offices and facilities. 
These are the things which begin to create an environment which cannot be found in a 
shopping centre but has the beginnings of what makes a centre. 
A final note in this consideration of the system of centres and favoured place is a specula-
tion on the future arrangement of metropolitan and municipal government. At present 
the metropolitan area of Cape Town is divided among thirteen municipalities 
and the Divisional Council. The Cape Town Municipality is by far the largest authority 
in the group with a population of almost ten times that of the next largest authority. The 
Slater Report (2.9) investigated as far back as 1966, the situation which this arrangement 
of municipalities created, and advocated a two tier system of government and a more 
reasonable arrangement of municipalities. The report appears to be wary of treading on 
on "peoples toes" and the proposals should be seen as minimum change proposals rather 
than optimum change proposals. It is speculated that before the turn of the century local 
government will have converted to a two tier system (already in terms of the Driessen 
Report there is a call for the formation of a Metropolitan Transportation Advisory Board, 
M.T.A.B.) with Metropolitan Government being effective and possibly located at Central 
Cape Town, and the Municipality of Cape Town taking on a revised role. 
Furthermore, it is more than likely that a development the size of Mitchells Plain will 
demand its own local government structure. Once this rationalisation of the local 
authority structure commences and includes a re-grouping of northern suburbs munici-
palities, it is most likely that a system of about eight municipalities each with a popula-




2.2. At this point the southern suburbs will need a municipal centre, and it would appear 
that Wynberg, already active in the government field, would be most suitable. This might 
not be just pure speculation. 
6. Qualities of Centre 
The basic quality of a centre is the Intensity of Social Activity. All other qualities which 
can be used to describe a centre serve in support of this. Thirteen qualities which are 
considered to be the most important have been selected for discussion. To facilitate their 
description they have been grouped into three contexts as follows: 
Social 















While these qualities have been grouped into the three categories it is obvious that they 
do often transcend into other categories. 
6. 1 Sense of Community : 
The centre is the focus of the catchment area which it serves. People from that catch-
ment area come to the centre for various purposes; to shop, pay accounts, pray, learn, 
etc. The people relate to the centre. However, how often does the centre relate to the 
people? How often are the people able to feel a sense of belonging to, an affection for or 
a loyalty towards a centre? This is not due to the people, because most people wish to 
belong, and this includes the need of belonging to a centre. Whereas in the past, physical 
mobility was difficult and people grew up around their centre; nowadays people change 
their residence on an average every seven years and the difficulty arises in absorbing these 
people into a community that much more rapidly. It is for this reason that a centre 
requires not only commercial facilities but also social and cultural facilities which create 
the opportunities for social interaction. 
The e.xistence of facilities other than commercial facilities would give the centre a greater 
intensity of public life than that which occurs in a commercial centre. Furthermore, 
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Within a regional city, people look for a place to live 
that has concentration, meaning and permanence. Forces 
of dispersal may govern the physical Metropolis but the 
people themselves have a natural affinity to gather to-
gether around centres of human attachment (2.15). 
these facilities could assist in bringing back the life to centres at night and weekends. 
6.2 Prestige: 
One of the factors affecting choice of location , particularly regarding residential and 
office, is the quest for prestige. Prestige can be obtained in many ways but most often is 
related to environment and cost. A pleasant environment or being in the vicinity of some 
historical, symbolic or visually impressive or unique building all help to create a feeling of 
prestige. The rental paid also helps to denote prestige. This is probably one of the 
reasons why offices and businesses which could as efficiently locate elsewhere, persist in 
locating in the CBD where the land costs and rentals are highest. 
If centres are to compete with the CBD for offices and business activity, they will have to 
compete on an environmental prestige basis, as rents at CBD will always create greater 
rental prestige there. However, the factors of lower rents can be turned to advantage as 
long as prestige can be generated. 
6.3 Historical Continuity: 
All modern shopping centres are developed in total at one moment in time and as such 
has no semblance of historical continuity with the surrounding area. They definitely are 
able to inspire a dynamic image, with size, impact on the surrounding area, pre-opening 
publicity, etc. But what they lack is a link with history. A link is what an older establish-
ed centre can have. This historical continuity is linked very strongly to the sense of com-
munity which the existence of specific buildings and areas can help to create. This is not 
a call to forbid redevelopment. What is required is a conscious effort to retain those 
buildings which give to the centre the link with history, that are good examples of speci-
fic architecture and are symbolic of the centre. These buildings or precincts must not be 
seen as monuments but should ·be incorporated into the life of the centre, thereby pro-
viding not only the historical links, prestige and sentiment, but also serve the centre 
positively. 
6.4 Vitality: 
The social activity which takes place at a centre is the vitality of the centre. This vitality 
does not only occur on its own, but can be influenced and manipulated to achieve certain 
goals. There are areas of a centre that require the social activity to be channelled and ag-
gregated into a high pitch, e.g. the market place, the movement corridor, and other areas 
where the activity needs to be dissipated, as in a quiet park. 
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It is important that a centre be alive at times outside the normal working day, if a centre 
is to fulfill its function more fully. Since it is obviously impossible to keep the whole 
centre alive at off peak periods, off peak period activities such as cinemas, restaurants and 
late night shops should be located adjacent to each other and to transport terminals. In 
this way a portion of the centre will attract sufficient people to give it life and provide 
the element of safety which is required at off peak periods. 
Vitality is not only created by people, the physical qualities such as the placement and 
architecture of buildings, the facades and colours, the variety of shops and activities also 
contribute to the vitality of a centre. 
6.5 Accessibility: 
One assumes that any centre is accessible, as without accessibility a centre just would not 
exist. However, what is often neglected is the fact that the characteristics of the catch-
ment itself do change; and that this should be accompanied by a realignment in an 
accessibility policy. By this is meant that while the centre was small, accessibility was on 
foot, but as a centre grows, the catchment population is required to travel to the centre. 
An understanding of the characteristics of the catchment population is essential so as to 
make the centre as accessible for them as possible. In many cases this does not mean pro-
viding road space, but rather the provision of bus and rail terminal facilities and amenities 
making access easier. 
Accessibility is important to service vehicles that are required to reach the heart of the 
centre. The growth of the centre is accompanied by increased accessibility problems for 
these vehicles. Accessibility is one factor that can regulate the growth of a centre, it can 
also be -used as a measure of cost to determine the size of the centre beyond which the 
provision of further access facilities would negate any benefit achieved by additional 
growth. 
6.6 Mobility: 
While accessibility was concerned with getting to the centre, mobility is concerned with 
getting around within the centre. It is also concerned not only with "getting around" 
but with the ease with which the facilities and opportunities offered within the centre can 
be made use of. 
Movement within a centre is made predominantly on foot. Attempts to create centres 
capable of sustaining other forms of internal movement are usually attempts to improve 
efficiency in a centre that has been spatially extended beyond that suitable for pedes-
trians. Attempts were made to make business centres suitable for the motor car. How-
ever, inspection of these attempts one can see them to have four problems: 
1. The cen.tre must perforce be extended spatially creating a rather "non human scale" 
environment; 
2. The amount of road space results in poor protection from the elements; 
3. The need for a motorist to park immediately outside his destination is a concept that 
proved impossible in the 1950's, for buildings of any height (land at a centre is rather 
expensive for single storey development in the long term); and 
4. In the South African context the majority of the population does not have access to 
the motor car. 
An outstanding example of this type of planning and the problems it poses is the Cape 
Town Foreshore. 
The appreciation of this fact that movement of people in a centre is mainly on foot is 
critical to good planning of a centre. As a confirming factor, one can note that most 
CBD's have increased spatially relatively small amounts, while the bulk of expansion has 
taken place vertically, (e.g. Chicago; 2 city blocks expansion in 100 years). Walking is 
the most economical, feasible and personal method of movement in the distance range of 
0 to 1,0 km, although the inherent qualities of the· magnet and the individual can stretch 
his acceptances of distances. The following notes apply to planning a centre in terms of 
mobility: 
1. A centre should be relatively square in shape (e.g. modern shopping centres) rather 
than linear. The linear form being more suited to the automobile {e.g. strip retail.) 
2. The major attractions should be located with regard to minimising distances from the 
major generators (e.g. Public transport terminals and parking areas); 
3. The pedestrian should in general take priority over the vehicle within a centre; 
4. The shopper, especially when laden with parcels, cannot be expected to walk the 
same distances as someone going to or coming from a place of employment; and 
5. Pedestrian ways need to be structured to facilitate movement and social interaction 
through the physical results of an urban design strategy. 
While the movement of the pedestrian has been considered in detail, the movement of 
goods is equally as important. The movement of service vehicles destined for establish-
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ments within the centre should be assisted in every way. These movements should be 
minimised, and where they affect the quality of the centre activity, they should be re-
stricted to off peak periods, and througn vehicles should be disceuraged if alternative 
routes exist. 
6.7 Comprehensibility: 
Many centres have developed over time as a result of individual entrepreneural initiative, 
usually with little or no attempt to integrate the development within the context of the 
centre. This is not the fault of the entrepreneur, who is usually frought with too many 
controls and not enough direction. 
In a modern regional shopping centre the layout is often so easy to understand that even 
tenant mix and location can be anticipated. This simplicity of logic in the arrangement 
usually results in taking away the excitement that is experienced in the centres of some 
older cities. Somewhere between these two extremes should lie the approach for the 
modern centre, with simplicity in overall concept and complexity at the scale of instan-
taneous human perception. 
6.8 Efficiency: 
By efficiency is not only meant that economic and mechanical aspects, but included in 
this term is the measure of success achieved in obtaining the broader qualitative goals 
which apply to a centre. One such measure is obviously the ease with which social inter-
action can take place within a centre. The measure of efficiency is not measured in abso-
lute terms only. There are threshholds, upper and lower limits within which the centre is 
most efficient and below which the centre is unable to provide sufficient service and 
variety of service and above which growth creates ill-effects such as congestion and spatial 
over-extension. 
The achievement of efficiency assists not only the entrepreneurs in reducing costs, there-
by favourably competing with other centres but also adds attractiveness and pleasure for 
the visitor. Regardless of whether these factors are perceived or just taken for granted, 
they all act to make up the individual feeling of well-being in a centre with its diversity 
and vitality. 
6.9 Adaptability: 
Over time many changes occur. These changes occur at the national, regional and metro-
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politan level. They also occu·r at the individual level, as preferences and attitudes change. 
When this is coupled to a catchment area situation with its changing size and changing 
population a centre must be dynamic to cope with these changes. As buildings become 
outdated and new technologies appear, the centre changes its facade. However, there is 
not a uniform level of changability. While a building of one function can easily be re-
placed by a building of another function, it is quite a different matter to either remove or 
insert a new railway line. It therefore becomes apparent that those artifacts with the lon-
gest lives need to have either the greatest flexibility or be introduced with the greatest 
confidence, if a centre is to retain a unified coherent appearance over time. 
6.10 Variety: 
A major attraction of a centre is the variety that exists within a centre. Firstly there is a 
variety in the activities that take place there. In the retail context there is a variety of 
goods and there is a variety of stores for purchase comparison. In the broader con-
text there is a variety of opportunities, work, play, shop, pray, learn, recreate etc. 
Secondly there is a variety of people, and the greater the centre, the larger the catchment, 
the greater the variety of people. Thirdly there is a variety of the built form and ex-
perience that one can obtain from these. 
6. 11 Aspect: 
The visual characteristics of a centre contribute the most to the sensual experiences. The centre might stand out from a distance because of its high rise buildings, or church steeple 
but once inside the centre the perception of the individual is almost totally restricted to 
two or three storeys in height. It is the shop window, the monument, the building, the enclosures created by the buildings, or the opennes5 of the square, the continuity of 
lines or contrast of textures which contribute to the excitement of being in a centre. 
6.12 Confidence: 
In a centre where one is surrounded by activity there is also the need to feel secure. 
(Safety in numbers?) The feeling of security stretches beyond safety, into the fields of 
comfort, convenience and well being. The creation of these feelings using the physical 
form is not an easy task, and techniques such as traffic free zones, gentle ramps instead of 
steps, good visibility into subways, protection from elements, collonades, noise reduction, 
etc, which help give a feeling of security, are only a minute segment of the urban de-
signer's art. Techniques must however, be used carefully as they do not alter the condi-
tions, they just reduce the ill effects and may be accompanied by side effects which must 
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·not be overlooked. 
6.13 Sense of Nature: 
The imposition of the urban structure on the land, especially in the centre often totally 
replaces nature with the built form. While a person who chooses to live in the city, has 
implicitly foregone the rural environment, he still needs contact! with nature {2.13). 
Attempts have been made in planning to reconcile the two e.g. Garden Cities. Since the 
denser the development, the greater the need for this contact will become, the centre 
can derive considerable benefits by being connected with nature, where one can escape 
from the intensity of social activity while still remaining part of it. 
7. Summary 
At this point it might be useful to summarise the preceeding paragraphs. It became 
apparent in the discussion that a centre should form the focus of its catchment area and 
as such should fulfill the wider role of social as well as economic functions. The notion 
of accessibility is a more complete goal for transportation than the goal of mobility. It 
leads to an appreciation of the potential function which a centre could serve. A centre 
having functional variety could provide a considerable number of job opportunities. In 
this way an improvement in metropolitan efficiency could be achieved through the distri-
bution of varied activities at favoured places in a system of centres throughout the 
metropolis. The final point was a listing of qualities which should be set as goals for any 
future centre. Although emphasis will undoubtedly be slanted depending on the circum-
stances defining each centre, these qualities of a sense of community, prestige, historical 
continuity, vitality, accessibility, mobility, comprehensibility, efficiency, adaptability, 
variety, aspect, confidence and a sense of nature are essential to the centre. 
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When considering the Central City we believe the follow· 
ing to be self evident : 
1. The crucial problem is the quality of life for resi-
dents, and; 
2. The limits of man's ability to tolerate the man made 
overloads in the scale of structures, population den-
sities and urban support systems has been exceeded, 
creating a public danger. 
3. lf sense of place is a fundamental biological need 
contributing to human identity and dignity. 
4. Man must maintain his roots in nature in order to 
survive; therefore the elements of nature such as 
light, water and vegetation must be accessable to 
him. 
The limited resources of the world demand an efficient 
re-ordering of all energy systems, especially in existing 
urban areas, if there is to be an acceptable future. 
The process of redesign of the city must be considered 
open ended strategy allowing for change and growth, 
guided primarily by humanistic - not materialistic goals 
(2.13). 
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History of Wyn berg 
The first plots of land were granted in the vicinity of present day Wynberg to Dutch 
farmers in 1659. _ These plots were situated on the fertile foothills of the Wynberg moun-
tains and at the junction of the wagon tracks which linked Cape Town with its winter 
anchorage at Simonstown and the woodlands of Hout Bay and Wittenbomen. 
In 1794 or thereabout, twelve morgan of land was deducted from the farm Oude Wyn-
berg for the purpose of a military post and on this the Government erected buildings 
close to the old highway at the corner of the present Aliwal Road and Carr Hill Road. In 
1803 a Jan Sintler acquired a small piece of adjoining private land which became known 
as Klein Oude Wynberg. On it he built the cottage now known as Osborne House. This 
development formed the nucleus of the later village of Wynberg. 
During the Napoleonic Wars successive governments maintained a temporary army camp 
on private farms surrounding the old military post, but in 1809 a large portion of Oude 
Wynberg was bought for a permanent camp. At the end of the Wars many of the camp 
buildings were let or sold with plots of land to private individuals. Wynberg became a 
popular summer resort and later a suburban village. In 1839 it became the seat of a 
magistracy but it was not till 1886 that it attained municipal status. 
The first branch railway line was constructed between Salt River and Wynberg in 1864. 
This had the effect of increasing residential development in relation to the Main Road and 
Railway line. This was accompanied by the development of some retail trade in relation 
to the Station where the present shopping area is at present. 
In the mean time religious and educational facilities were provided for in the area. The 
most significant are : 
The Dutch Reformed Church, 1829. 
St Johns Anglican Church, 1837. 
The Methodist Church, 1851. 
The German Lutheran Church, 1861. 
The Yusefeyah Mosque, 1867. 
The Wynberg Girls School, 1884. 
The Wynberg Boys School, 1893. 
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The end of the South African War brought about a drastic reduction in the number of 
troops stationed at the Wynberg Camp and with this came a reduction in the activity of 
the shops in the Durban/Wolfe Street area. The commercial focus therefore swung to-
wards the Church Street/Main Road area which was in closer relation to the station. 
Although in 1927 Wynberg followed the paths of most other Southern Suburbs munici-
palities into incorporation with the City of Cape Town, it was designated in 1930 the 
centre of a primary magisterial district. The population of which exceeded that of the 
Cape Town Magisterial District in the 1970 census. 
1904 1911 1921 1936 1946 1951 1960 1965 
Sea Point 60 59 76 173 171 195 235 264 
CBD 
Athlone 59 95 182 240 272 
Mowbray 46 43 5i 73 59 69 79 74 
Rondebosch 29 35 29 40 46 46 63 65 
Claremont 114 113 122 165 166 180 222 217 
Wynberg 125 137 130 254 246 266 295 255 
Plumstead 7 7 6 18 16 30 43 49 
Tokai Road 
Kenilworth Centre 
Table 3.1 Comparison of the Number of Retail Outlets at Suburban Shopping Centres 
Table 3.1 Comparison of the Number of Retail Outlets at Suburban Shopping Centres 
(3.1) 
From table 3.1, it appears that until the late 1960's Wynberg was still the largest shopping 
centre in the Southern Suburbs. However, in the early 1970's, Claremont took over as 
the largest shopping centre with a spurt of commercial development including Cavendish 
Square and the Werdmuller Centre which together doubled the retail floor area of Clare-
mont (3.2}. (3.3). Wynberg has apparently lagged behind. Three large developments did 
occur nevertheless in this period, viz. Grand Bazaars, the Medical Centre and Withinshaw. 
Wynberg still has latent potential as a commercial centre being in a prime interceptor lo-
cation, and having still to capture the business of the higher income population living to 
the West. Besides the commercial aspect, the presence of facilities such as Maynardville, 
the Magistrates Courts, schools and the station; and the expansion of the population to 
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Wyn berg To-day 
1. Coritext 
1. 1 National Context 
The major economic area of South Africa is the Pretoria - Witwatersrand - Vereeniging 
(PWV) complex. It is estimated that 34.6% (4.1) of the national economic activity is con-
centrated in this area. If this area is considered linked to the Pinetown - Durban com-
plex, which acts as its port 600 km away, it is estimated that over half of the national 
economic activity is concentrated along this axis. If one considers that the Western Cape 
located 1,600 km away from the major economic complex can account for only 16,3% 
of the national economy, it becomes immediately apparent that the Western Cape is com-
paratively unfavourably located for its economic future within the South African Market. 
Since the Western Cape cannot rely purely on its hinterland for its economic market it 
has to compete against unfavourable odds for markets in the Republic. The varying fac· 
tors which affect the economy of the Western Cape such as migration of entrepreneurs 
and skilled labour, difficulty in obtaining investment capital and high transport costs in-
dicate that the growth of the Western Cape economy cannot be expected to match that 
of the PWV region and in fact will even fall short of the national average. The Western 
Cape Region could therefore be considered to be what Okum and Richardson call a 
"High Stagnant Region" (4.2). 
Government investment in the region to bolster the economy such as the Saldahna Iron 
Ore shipping terminal, the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station and the development of Atlan-
tis and Mitchel ls Plain Coloured areas have all to some extent been pruned due to the eco-
nomic climate, furthermore, the granting by the government of "growth pole" status,and 
its associated subsidies, privileges and advantages, to Atlantis and Saldanha does little to 
help the economic well-being of the Metropolis and in fact could be considered as nega-
tive. It is suggested that the entire Western Cape Region requires these types of incentives 
to obtain an injection of capital and entrepreneurial activity into its economy. 
1.2 Metropolitan and Suburban Context 
Wynberg acts as a major centre in the system of centres which operates within the Metro-
-><:_ polis of Cape Town (2.1 ). It serves as an important transportation, commercial, educa-
tional, government and recreation focus. 
1.2.1 Transport Focus 
There are two stations connected with the Wynberg Centre, viz. Wynberg and Wittebome 
Station. More than 100 trains pass through these stations daily (fig. 4.1) {14 in the peak 
hour), and it is estimated that Wynberg Station alone handles between 30.000 to 35.000 
people a day. Schemes exist to increase the number of tracks through Wynberg, but this 
hardly seems reasonable in view of the fact that 14 trains an hour does not constitute 
saturation flow. Furthermore, the problems exist in a bottleneck at Salt River Station. 
Plans to lengthen all platforms throughout the metropolitan area make much more sense 
in the attempt to increase capacity. 
There is a bus terminus on the East side of Wynberg Station which serves Lansdowne, 
Wetton, Ottery, Plumstead and Grassy Park, a bus terminus on the West of Wynberg 
- - Station which serves Hout Bay, Tokai, Westlake and Constantia and another on the West 
side of Wittebome station which is the terminus o·f the Sea Point to Wynberg bus route 
along the Main Road passing through the C B D (Fig. 4.2). From a survey carried out in 
March 1977 between 07h00 and 08h30, the results of which are shown in Table 4.3, it 
appears that : 
1. Of the al most 4.000 passengers brought into Wyn berg by bus from the East side, 
almost 90/b use the train to leave Wynberg. 
2 The East side bus terminus serves as an interchange point for almost 500 bus passen-
gers working in the north east area, and 
3. Alt the White bus passengers departing from Wynberg in the morning peak period 
travel northwards. 
The bus system is presently being revised, and it is envisaged that a system will be crystal-
lised into a collector - line haul - distributor system. In the existing planning, 
Wynberg does not feature as a particularly significant bus focus, however this seems to 
miss the importance which the Wynberg East side bus terminus plays at the moment and 
can be expected to play in the future. 
Although the metropolitan road system is not completed {fig. 4.4) the centre is easily 
accessible via three north-south routes, viz. Rhodes Drive/van der Stel Freeway, the . 
Main Road and Rosmead Avenue/Prince George Drive; The outer two routes are linked 
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WHITE COLOURED AFRICAN 
Pavements 354 1 306 337 
Major stores 384 965 38 
Sub total 738 2 271 375 
Inside stores 354 1 306 337 
TOTAL 1 092 3 577 702 
Pick'n Pay, arcade,Shoprite, Grand Bazaars, Cbeckers 
Woolworths, O.K. Bazaars 
Estimated equal to pavement volume 
"rABLE 4.6 PEOPLE IN WYNBERG 
to the centre via Constantia Road, Trovato link Road, Wetton Road and Ottery Road. 
An analysis of weekday and Saturday traffic conditions can be found in Appendix B. 
From this analysis it appears that: 
1. There is a large volume of through traffic using the Main Road because the road 
system is incomplete and the Main Road is still attractive as a through route. 
2. More than 50% of the traffic entering Wynberg has no business in Wynberg, and does 
not contrbute to the economic activities of the centre. 
3. The short periods of congestion that arise along the Main Road are not due to the 
lack of capacity but rather to poor signal conditions and traffic enforcement. 
4. The 2.200 bays that are presently available are well utilised and just cope with 
demand at peak periods. 
Plans for the completion of road system are described in Section 4 of this chapter. 
1.2.2 Commercial focus 
The catchment area of the Wynberg centre cannot be clearly defined as interviews re-
vealed that people come from as far afield as Mitchells Plain and Athlone. A sample of 
motor vehicles parked in Wynberg in a Saturday morning revealed the same wide catch-
ment with over one third of the vehicles coming from further afield than the area which 
was considered to form the primary catchment area (Fig. 4.5). Even after allowing for 
vehicle owners including workers as well as shoppers, the influence of Wynberg can be 
considered to be fairly wide. An economic analysis carried out for Wynberg (Appendix 
A') was based on the inner catchment area. This estimated an annual retail trade of R23 
million at the Wynberg centre at present. While the expenditure might be considered to 
be evenly spread between the east side and west side catchment, it is apparent from the 
economic analysis, the car registration number survey and a count of people at the centre 
(Table 4.6) that the majority of the shoppers come from the east side, which is predomi-
nantly a black population as opposed to the west side, which is almost totally a white 
population. An estimate has been made of the floor areas occupied by the various activi-
ties in buildings in the Wynberg area demarcated in Fig. 4.7, for 1966 and for 1976 (the 
1966 figures obtained by correcting the 1976 data and using a aerial photograph) (4.3). 
These were found to be as shown in Table 4.8. This shows increases in the retail, office 









FIG 4.5 ORIGIN OF VEHICLES PARKED 
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TABLE 4.10 SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT 
In broad terms the distribution of the land uses shown in Fig. 4.9 are : 
1. The 'flats' residential area at the Northern and Southern ends. 
2. The prime retail area at the Northern area adjacent to the Wynberg station. 
3. The office function above ground floor area over the prime retail area. 
4. The strip retail 'frame type' area in the middle flanking the Main Road. 
5. The strip retail car orientated area to the South flanking the Main Road. 
6. The service industrial sector between the Main Road and the Railway Line. 
7. The low rise residential area to the west of the centre. 
8. The low rise residential area to the east of the centre. 
9. The commercial/industrial area to the east with beginnings of office activity. 
Based on the 1970 census data the number of people employed in the suburb of Wynberg ' 
which has a population of 17 704 (4.4), has been estimated to be 7 338. These are em- · 
ployed in the different sectors. as shown in Table 4.10 (4.5). This data compares reason-
ably with a survey carried out by the City Engineer's Department (4.6) which established 
that the number of people employed at the Wynberg centre itself was 2410 people. This 
indicates that there is considerable scope for increasing the work opportunities at the 
Wynberg Centre, especially when one considers the volumes of public and private trans-
port commuters passing through it. 
1.2.3 Education Focus 
As shown in Fig. 4.11, there are 8 secondary schools, 12 primary schools and a school for 
the deaf with a total enrolment of almost 10 000 pupils in the area of Wynberg. While 
the distribution of schools appears at first glance to be reasonable, it does seem that the 
area bounded by Constantia Road, Main Road, Church Street and Waterloo Road could 
sustain its own primary school, thus reducing the need for primary school children to 
cross these relatively major roads. There is no higher education facilities in Wynberg. 
The Coloured population of the southern suburbs suffer t-e most in this regard as the 
nearest centre for higher education for them, under the prt::Sent education system, is at 
Athlone; which cannot be considered to be easily accessible. 
As far as religious education is concerned there is a Moslem school related to the Moslem 
Centre in Bega Road. 
The religious needs of the community are well catered for by the large number of chur-
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The Wynberg library is the largest brancl:i within the Cape Town Municipality with a 
membership of over 20 000 in 1975: The present building located to the Ea.rl of May-
nardville requires expansion and also lies in the path of the proposed Wynberg By-Pass 
scheme. A second much smaller library is also in use on the East side of Wynberg station 
on the first floor of a building in Bexhill Road. 
1.2.4 Government Focus (Fig. 4.13) 
Wynberg Camp has recently increased its importance with the construction of the new 
Military hospital (357 beds} and being the base of a transport unit. While Wynberg Camp 
is more intimately connected with the camp, Youngsfield is another military base locc..ted 
only kilometres away along Wetton Road. 
Plans already exist to construct a new Magistrates Court and Police Station complex, to 
- take up the whole block bounded by Church Street, Aliwal Road, Electric Road and 
Court Road. 
The Municipality of Cape Town besides providing a library service also has two clinics, a 
fire station and a garbage depot located in the Wynberg area. The Town Hall which was 
to have been demolished for a parking area has recently been refurbished. It is a fine 
building and worthy of being preserved. 
The Victoria Cottage Hospital which is a general hospital is located on Alphen Hill Road. 
The nearest day hospital to Wynberg is located in Diep River. The population of Wyn-
berg itself and the focus created by the public transport system seems to call for either 
the expansion of the existing clinic or the establishment of a day hospital in relation to 
this population focus ie. near the station. 
1.2.5 Recreation Focus 
Wynberg serves in all aspects as a significant recreation focus. The use·of Maynardville 
for the Shakespearian productions provides Wynberg with a theatrical base which could 
be expanded with the involvement of the schools in the area. It also has two cinemas and 
two hotels, and there has been a recent increase in the number of eating houses within the 
centre itself and within the Klein Oude Wynberg sub area. With regard to .open air re-
creation there are the school sports fields in the vicinity, the Kenilworth Racecourse, the 
Wynberg Bowling Green, the William Herbert Sports Complex and the Constantia Sports 
Complex all within range of the Wynberg Area. The potential of Maynardville is unfor-
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tunately not fuliy realised as besides the Shakespearian plays, the only other function 
that occurs there is the Community Carnival, which only last for three days a year. 
2. Climate 
The climate of Wynberg cannot be considered as undulv severe; and imoressive weather 
protection such as the skyways of Minneapolis or the underground malls of Montreal are 
not necessary. But due consideration must be given to the characteristics of the weather, 
when it does become unpleasant. 
The metropolis of Cape Town has what is called a mediterranean ciimate with warm dry 
summers and coo! wet winters. In general these conditions are not severe although the 
wind does often make conditions unpleasant. Wynberg does not appear to have a micro-
climate significantly different from the rest of the metropolis although obvious local 
variations do exist. At present there is no data ! ~vailable to judge whether Wynberg 
competes favourably or unfavourably in terms of the weather, with other centres. 
What is significant as far as planning is concerned is the direction of the wind. While 
normally one speaks of the bad South Easter, using data obtained from V·Jingfield, Fig. 
4.14 (4.7) it would appear that unpleasant wind conditions occur mainly from the South 
and North West This would imply that firstly any pedestrian routes should, if they are 
to be open to the weather be located in an East-West direction and secondly the widening 
of any North-South route would increase the unpleasant effects of the wind in summer 
· and the wind and rain in winter. 
3. Wynberg Centre 
Before commencing the description of the centre itself, it would be beneficial to get some 
understanding of the residential areas to the East and West of the centre. Since the late 
Mrs Anna Verschoyle carried out considerable work (4.8) in the area, it appeared un-
necessary to do further analysis. Table 4.15 was prepared as extracts from her summaries 
of the quality of the residential districts shown in Fig. 4.16. 
It is proposed to analyse the Centre of Wynberg in two contexts. The first context con-
siders the built form. 
In this context the following topics are presented graphically : 
1. Coverage of the iand ............................................ Fig. 4.17 
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2. Height of development .......................................... Fig. 4.18 
3. Condition of building and vacancy ................................. Fig. 4.19 
4. Resistance to change ............................................ Fig. 4.20 
5. Land use ....................................... Fig. 4.21. 4.22, 4.23, 4.24 
The second context is that of systems that create the Wynberg Centre; viz. 
1. The environmental system. 
2. The vehicular system. 
3. The pedestrian system. 
4. The retail system. 
3. 1 Coverage and height of development 
From Fig. 4.17, Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 it is immediately apparent that there are few 
vacant sites in the centre. It is also apparent that few buildings have been developed 
higher than two stories. With the Northern sector being slightly more built up than the 
Southern section. 
3.2 , Condition of buildings "nd resistance to change 
In general the buildings at the centre· are in good condition and those that look a bit run 
down require only a good painting to improve them. Some of the buildings along the 
Main Road have been ailowed to become run down especially the upstairs areas which are 
being used as stores. The only other significant blighted group is found at the intersec-
tion of Temby and Wilson Road, but this is caused by the fact that the construction of 
the Wynberg By-Pass has been imminent for quite a few years and these buildings would 
then be demolished. 
There are two reasons why the vacancy of shops can occur. Firstly because the buildings 
are scruffy and even the low rents cannot attract tenants, as occurs in the southern sec-
tion or secondly, the rents are too high and the economy does not allow viability, thus 
retailers are wary of '.'setting up shop", as occurs in the northern section. When com-
parec;I with other centres eg. the CBD, and the new ~~opping centres, Wynberg has a low 
vacancy rate. This has improved even further with t~ recent letting of many shops in the 1~'. 
Withinshaw Centre. The recent demolition of the old Ackermans building South of the 
Medical centres shows that the developers are about to develop the site; probably prom-





(i) White Group area; 
(ii) Well maintained Single Dwellings, Terraces, a 
few Maisonettes and Flats; 
(iii) The most elevated district in the Study Area, 
betvveen contours 175 - 200 h.; 
(iv) Irregular pattern, fine grain; 
(v) Soft development potential, a few pockets of 
hard; 
(vi) Historical enclave with many buildings of 
1888 and earlier characterised by thatch, slate 
and iron roofs, shutters, sash windows and 
some Victorian iron-work; 
(vii) Status shops - seven antique shops, one bou-
tique, village post office, local shops and 
artist' studios; 
(viii) Half the area within a quarter mile radius of 
Primary and High Schools; 
(ix) Stress factor - proximity to PATH carrying 
heavy traffic; 
(x) Vistas - enclosed into small courtyards and 
gardens contrasting with public open space on 
the perimeter of the district; · 
(xi) Poor accessibility to public transport, half 
mile to the Main Road; 
(xii) Zoning - mostly Single Residential, some 













White Group Area; 
Well maintained Single Dwellings/Flats; 
Irregular pattern, fine grain; 
Flat contours; 
Both Hard and Soft development potential 
implying change; 
Local convenience shopping, one dog bou-
tique and close to Wynqerg Main Road shop-
ping centre; .,. 
One Primary School within the District, three 
High Schools with half mile; 
No stress factors; -
Mountain vistas, some fine trees; 
Accessible to bus and rail transport; 
Zoning - General Residential R4. 
District5 
(i) White Group Area; 
(ii) Well maintained Single Dwellings/Flats, some 
neglected semi-detached on lower contours; 
(iii) Sloping site. southern orientation; 
(iv) Regular pattern, medium to fine grain; 
(v) Medium to Soh development potential 
fairly stable at Medium level. with possibilities 
of renewal on lower slopes; 
(vi) A few corner shops of poor quality; 
(vii) Poor accessibility to schools - the nearest 
Primary School is three quarters of a mile. 
away at Plumstead, but new High School 










pocket of Terrace Housing; 
Low contours, flat site; 
Regular pattern, fine grain; 
A Medium development potential area; 
Few trees, no major open space; 
Primary and High Schools within a quarter 
mile; 
Convenience shopping within a quarter mile; 
Stress factor - noise from railway on western 
boundary; 
Good accessibility to bus and rail transport; 
Zoning - General Residential R4. 
District 8 
(viii) Stress factor - mixed race on lower contours; ,. (i) Coloured Group area; 
(ix) Accessible to bus transport, quarter mile to ( (ii) -~oprly_ maintained mixture of Single Dwel-
railway station; ~· ~ -0 · lings, Terraces and Semi-detached houses; 












White Group area; 
Mixture of well maintained and neglected 
Single Dwellings and Terrace Housing. Flats 
well maintained; 
Low contours, flat site; 
Regular pattern, fine grain; 
Large Soft development potential with small 
Hard area of flat development suggesting tran-
sition to higher density; 
Close to major open space, some fine trees; 
Poor accessibility to both Primary and High 
Schools. Both Wynberg and Plumstead schools 
are three quarters of a mile away; 
Stress factors -- incompatible uses, enginee-
ring works and motor car sales yards adjacent 
to housing. Small area of mixed race; 
Good accessibility to bus and rail transport; 
Zoning - General Residential R4. 
District 7 
(i) Coloured Group area; 
(ii) Single Dwellings 'Nell maintained, with small. 
(iv) Regular pattern, fine grain; 
(v) Soft development potential; 
(vi) Primary and High Schools within quarter mile; 
(vii) Convenience shopping within quarter mile; 
(viii) Stress factor - noise from railway on western 
boundary; 
(ix) Good accessibility to bus and rail transport; 
(x) Zoning - General Residential R4. 
District 9 
(i) Coloured Group area; 
(ii) Large area of well maintained Single Dwel-
lings, interspersed with pockets of poorly 
maintained semi-detached houses. A few 
flats; 
(iii) Low contours, flat site; 
(iv) Regular pattern, fine grain; 
(v) Medium to Soft potential; 
(vi) Primary and High Schools within quarter mile; 
(vii) Convenience shopping within quarter mile; 
(viii) Mountain vistas; 
(ix) Stress factor - noise and danger from traffic 
on Rosmead Avenue; 
(x) Fair accessibility to railway station; 
(xi) Zoning - General Residential R4. 
TABLE 4.15 RESIDENTIAL QUALITY 
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A map (Fig. 4.201 was prepared to determine which areas had the greatest resistance to 
change and at the same time determine a policy for conservation. The buildings that were 
considered unlikely to be redeveloped in the near future, were classified into two groups: 
1. Buildings which were only recently redeveloped and, 
2. Buildings which although not so new, appeared to have a viable activity taking place; 
thus resisting change to a certain extent. 
In the process of this analysis, the amount of redevelopment taken place since 1967 was 
also noted, and it is immediately apparent that the Northern and Southern sectors in 
which redevelopment has taken place are separated by a "stagnant zone" in which no 
major redevelopment has taken place during this period. This can be interpreted as 
follows: 
1. The northern sector is consolidating as a prime shopping area related to the station 
and bus termini. 
2. That the stagnant section is unable to redevelop economically as the type of shops 
which it can attract viz. second-hand furniture, cheaper clothing etc. could not afford 
the rents payable to new retail space. 
3. That the southern section redevelopments have been almost entirely related to the 
motor trade, being either new motor car showrooms, or service stations. 
On the eastern side of Wynberg station the Yusufeyah Mosque is being redeveloped while 
a service station and a new group of small convenience shops have also been constructed. 
'The major area ie. the triangular piece between Brisbane/Broad/Sussex Roads has not 
been redeveloped, although some retail (P G Hardware) has replaced light industry. This 
site appears to have more bulk than would be allowed on redevelopment in terms of its 
zoning; this does not induce redevelopment. 
In trying to prepare a policy for conservation, two groups of buildings were considered, 
viz.: 
1. Buildings of significant historical or symbolic value which should be conserved at all 
costs. 
2. Buildings· which were not as significant but nevertheless contributed something to 
Wynberg which would be lost on redevelopment. 
The first groups are found mainly in the Northern sector and comprise the Town Hall, the 
group of buildings along Church Street south of the cemetry and the two thatched 
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houses at the Northern end. Also in this group would be the "Oude Klein Wynberg" 
complex and Langley House (which is presently being restored). 
The second group of buildings which were either examples of good architecture or else 
gave pedestrian protection in the form of canopies or collonades which in terms of 
Section 105 of the Town Planning Scheme wouldbedifficulttoprovide on redeve-
lopment. 
Among the buildings which are considered architecturally interesting are: 
1. Buildings on either side of the Main Road South of Church Street. 
2. The two Bank Buildings North of Mil!bank and Station Roads respectively. 
3. The shop at the North Eastern corner of the Town Hall site. 
4. the group of buildings on the East side of the Main Road which form a pair on either 
side of Wilson Road , 
5. The building midblock between Rackley Road and Park Road. 
6. A house converted to flats inside the block on the East of the Main Road almost 
opposite Benjamin Road. 
It is regretted that the Ackermans Building has recently been demolished. 
Figure 4.20 therefore can be seen as the basis of a resistance to change: 
1. Firstly, all the buildings classified as new or relatively new are unlikely to be re-
developed in the near future, although expansion can occur to some of them eg. 
Grand Bazaars and Withinshaws. 
2. Those buildings which were considered worthy of conservation because of their sym-
bolic and historical importance must be preserved. 
3.3 Land Use 
Broadly speaking the Wynberg centre can be divided into G sub areas 
1. Government and semi-government area. 
2. Prime retai I area. 
3. "Stagnant" retail area. 
4. Southern retail area. 
5. The service and industrial area. 
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3.3.1 The Government and semi-government area: 
This area is located along the north side of Church Street. The predominant functions are 
the Police Station and Magistrate Courts. Within this area are also buildings which pro-
vide Wynberg with strong historical links. 
3.3.2 The prime retail core area : 
_This is situated at the northern end of Wynberg. This area has the most shopping and 
pedestrian activity and focuses on the station and eastern side bus terminal. The area is 
basically within 5 minutes walking distance of the station except for Grand Bazaars 
which, because it acts as a magnet, is able to belong to this group. The major redevelop-
ment in the Wynberg Centre has occured in this section. 
3.3.3 The "stagnant" core area: 
Is a strip of retail area just South of the prime shopping core. The nature of business is 
still pedestrian orientated and the type of trade is analogous to that in the frame area of 
CBD. In this area are the cheaper clothing shops and furniture stores. No redevelopment 
has occured in recent years. 
3.3.4 The southern retaii area: 
Is mainly automobile orientated having the motor showrooms, service stations, the motor 
spare parts, the hardware, movie-hire and service shops (lawnmower, electrical and plum-
bing repairs). This area has had some redevelopment in recent years. 
3.3.5 The service and industrial area: 
Has some row h-ousing within it, but is predominantly industrial. Within this area is to be 
found the cabinet makers, tool, fibreglass and sign writers. It is supposed that these acti-
vities exist in this area because of the low rentals which can be asked for the buildings. 
3.3.6 The terminal area: 
Is made up of taxi and bus termini and the Wynberg station as well as a small retail area 
which captures the passing trade along Bexhill Road. This includes cafes, shoe repairs and 
even barrow boys. Within this area can also be found a large hardware store and a service 
station. 
Immediately outside of this prime core is a residential matrix which was brief!y stated at 
the beginning of Section 3. There are six significant features within this broad residential 
area besides the differences in the residential types themselves. 
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A and B are new office complexes on the North side of Broad Road. These are the Red 
Cross and Coloured Education Offices. The environmental feeling in the area seems to 
attract office space and could be the area into which future offices can be attracted. 
C is the Rex Trueform Factory which is the largest feature of a potential industrial area 
on the South side of Broad Road. 
D is the Maynardville open space area which is the "green lung" of the centre. 
E is an institutional area providing safe custody for white children; it has its coloured 
counterpart on the East of Rosmead Avenue. 
F is the "Chelsea" area. An area that has been proclaimed as a national monument and 
the buildings there have been renovated in an attempt to attain the quality of life in early 
"Oude Wynberg". 
The present land uses of the Wynberg Centre are shown in Fig. 4.21 for the ground floor, 
4.22.for the 1st floor, and Fig. 4.23 for 2nd and upper floors. 
A more detailed land use has been prepared for the Main Road and is shown in Fig. 4.24 
and a list of activities of the centre is given in Appendix C. 
3.4 The Environmental System (Fig. 4.25) 
The centre has a scattering of trees of which only those at the Wynberg club and the new 
Telephone Exchange are of any significance. Outside the centre, Maynardville, the area 
just South of Riverstone Road, Broad Road and in the vicinity of Wittebome Station are 
the only areas where an exiting vegetation growth still remain. Apart from these few 
areas, the centre has to rely on the built form for its environmental quality.There is at 
present a considerable variety in the built form, created by the time between the develop-
ments and the process of widening the Main Road. The gentle slope on which Wynberg is 
located makes it an easy centre to walk in. But the pedestrian protection offered by col-
lonades and canopies is slowly vanishing as redevelopment takes place. The other form of 
pedestrian protection offered by relatively narrow roads in also leaving the centre, as the 
regulation 78( 1) is enforced. 

Outside the centre there is an important physical feature which has almost been forgotten 
over the years and that is the canal which runs from Maynardville to Sherrard Square, and 
this amenity needs enhancement to re-introduce it into the environmental system of the 
centre. 
3.5 The Vehicular System 
Since the major elements of the road system were discussed under "transport focus", 
it is proposed to deal only with the questions of vehicle movement within the centre, the 
parking of vehicles and the servicing of commercial activity. 
3.5.1 
The Main Road serves as a spine for the Wynberg Centre with roads taking off from it 
both East and West. Constantia Road, Reckley Road, Piers Road, Maynard Road and 
Church Street all feed into the Main Road (Fig. 4.26). At present the volumes along 
these roads are not excessively high and even the Main Road, which shows signs of con-
gestion for small periods on Saturday mornings, does not carry heavy volumes. The prob-
lems along the Main Road are due almost entirely to the congestion caused by the group 
of unsynchronized robots along the Main Road at the Northern end of the Centre. 
Roads do exist on the West side of the Main Road which allow for vehicles to change 
direction etc. after travelling up the side streets. However, this seems to occur very sel-
dom as the bulk of the vehicles are able to use the parking areas for this exercise and the 
Fleming Road is only lightly trafficked. On the East side of the Main Road a similar sys-
tem exists with Lester and Ebor Roads. 
The link under the Wynberg Station is also questioned. It is very substandard and hazar-
dous particularly to pedestrians who also make use of it. However, the volumes of traffic 
which use this underpass appear to be high and the link appears quite important al-
though undesirable from a pedestrian point of view. If one examines the function of this 
route, it must be appreciated that if parking were provided on the East side of the rail-
way station, with good accessway to the retailing activity across the railway line, this 
would significantly reduce the traffic that find it necessary to cross the railway line. Se-
condly, if one examines the remaining function one would conclude that it serves as a 
"short cut" through the centre. These users should be induced into using Wetton Road. 
By modifying these two demands one would be able to do away with the underpass 





































(viz. Church Street, Maynard Street and Station Road) west of the railway line could be 
modified if necessary. 
3.5.2 
There are at present over 2 200 parking bays in Wynberg. This number is made up as 
follows: 
Public structured bays .................. 586 
Public unstructured bays ................ 123 
Private structured bays ................. 637 
Private unstructured bays ............... 228 
On Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650 
Total 2 224 
As can be seen from Figure 4.27 almost 90 percent of the off-street parking facilities are 
located in relation to the prime retail area in the northern section. The parking areas are 
reasonably accessable from the West, but from the East accessability is rather tortuous 
At present the parking areas are well utilised and overflow takes place onto the area to 
the West of Grand Bazaars parking area. The imminent construction on the Ackermans 
site will reduce the present parking by 100 bays. Even if the redevelopment does include 
parking, it can be expected that as the parking demand increases due to improved 
affluence of the catchment population and expansion of the centre, that the provision 
of parking could become a serious problem. 
3.5.3 
It is contended that there is no need for traffic to use a centre as a through route, and 
while through traffic is not harmful and in fact useful at off peak periods, it is very harn-
ful at peak periods, creating severe congestion and requiring the widening of roads in peak 
land value locations. Therefore mobility within the centre is not required for through 
vehicles (alternative routes must of course exist) but only for those vehicles having busi-
ness in the centre. 
, In providing for the servicing of the centre one includes not only deliveries but also pur-
chases. The large stores and developments have provided their own servicing facilities. 
Using the prime streets for parking appears to be an expensive way of solving the problem 
when off-street parking and loading facilities can be provided much more economically. 
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In examining the retail structure in a later section one is made aware of the different sec-
tors that exist in Wynberg. Each of these requires a different loading and parking stra-
tegy. In the prime shopping area loading should be away from the Main Road, as large 
turnovers require constant use of space and this would severely restrict the movement of 
traffic along the spine. The existing embayments can of course be used. In the next zone 
the nature of buying is still pedestrian but the loading of goods is less frequent but the 
goods are bulkier, (eg. furniture). Loading facilities are required in close proximity to the 
retail outlets although they do not need to be continuous along the Main Road shop 
frontage. The third area is a motor car orientated retailing area which in general has con-
siderable parking and loading demands, eg. motor spares, hardware, warehouses, repairs 
and services etc. This section requires parking on street to operate properly. 
It would therefore appear that these three distinct parking strategies are required to serve 
the centre properly. 
3.6 The Pedestrian System 
The results of pedestrian counts given in Appendix B, show that as expected, the highest 
pedestrian volumes were recorded in relation to the Northern shopping area and the Wyn-
berg Station. These are related directly to the major generators viz., the station, buster-
mini and parking areas and the major and minor attractions as shown in Fig. 4.28. 
The concentration of pedestrian activity is most apparent in Station Road and along the 
Eastern sidewalks of the Main Road between 0 K Bazaars and Withinshaw Centre. These 
sidewalks are often too narrow to carry the pedestrians which use them. 
Apart from these foci, there are strong links between the bus terminal on the east and the 
station,as well as the railway crossing points at Piers Road, Wilson Road and Wittebome 
station which permit crossing from the Eastern resid~ntia! areas to the Main Road. 
The environmental qualities of the pedestrian system does suffer from a lack of natural 
elements. Also the weather protection offered by the canopies and collonades is being 
only partially replaced by malls internal to the centres, which could alienate a new deve-
lopment and not intergrate it into the streetscape. This has not as yet occured at Wyn-
berg as the new centres have maintained shops fronting onto the street, as well as the in-
side malls. 
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What is therefore required is the improvement of the existing pedestrian system to pro-
vide a better facility for the pedestrians. 
3.7 The Retail System 
The retail system at Wynberg Centre is split up into three distinct areas if one disregards 
the small retail area to the East of Wynberg Station. These three areas act as a whole pro-
viding a more complete service to the community, in that the activities are not only rela-
ted to the prime retail trade but provide the opportunity for lower retail service function 
and vehicle based retail to co-exist. 
3.7.1 
Whereas in the past the retail trade of Wynberg was mainly suburban and stretched along 
the Main Road, it has crystalised in an intensely active squarer shaped prime retail area in 
the North. This Northern prime shopping area has to be stretched Southwards by the 
establishment of Grand Bazaars just South of a 250 m radius from the station. It is in 
this area that the most important shops are located. 
It is in this area that the highest rentals are paid for land. Some anomalies do exist, as 
within this area one will find shops (eg. shoe repair shops), which would normally not be 
found in these prime areas. This has occurred because these business are run by the 
owner of the building whose economic viability relies on the fact that his perceived cost 
of premises are very low, making his location viable. Should the economic activity of the 
centre expand then it is most likely that many of these owners could be induced to re-
develop in expectation of a better return on their present sites. It is in this area that the 
major redevelopment of the older buildings can be expected to occur. 
3.7.2 
The next section of retail shopping activity is characterised in Wynberg by little recent 
redevelopment. This is probably due to the fact that the rentals presently obtainable is 
this area would not justify redevelopment. This area might be likened to the Long Street 
of the C B D with its second hand clothing and furniture stores, and cheaper type of 
clothing stores: This area acts as a back-up to the prime retail area by catering for the 
lower priced goods. Redevelopment in this area is unlikely to occur although it is possi-
ble that a reduction in the number of retail outlets would occur with an increase in ser-
vice activities eg. plumbers, undertakers office and motor workshops. 
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3.7.3 
The last section of the centre is related to the automobile shopper. It has the service sta-
tion, new and second-hand car shops, the big hardware stores, and the cafes and the 
movie rental outlets. The recent developments that have taken place have been either 
motor car show rooms eg. Schus and MW P, or a change in function eg. the Terminus 
Centre. 
4. Development Proposals and Constraints 
4.1 Municipal Controls 
The physical development in the Municipal Area of Cape Town is controlled by a Town 
Planning Scheme which "is in the course of preparation". It takes the form at present of 
"Revised Final Statement of the Proposed Town Planning Scheme as amended to May 
1975". The stated purpose of the scheme is "a co-ordinated and harmonius development 
of the area of the Municipality (including where necessary the reconstruction on any part 
thereof which has already been subdivided and built upon) in such a way as will most 
effectively tend to promote health, safety, order, amenity convenience and general welfare 
as well as efficiency and economy in the process of such development". (4.9) 
The Town Planning Scheme for Wynberg was first approved by Council on 1957-12-23 
gaining the authority of the Administrator on 1963-09-09. 
The statement is in general restrictive in nature rather than providing incentives and 
guidance to the developers. It might be argued that a static plan as it exists does give a 
developer confidence in the form which his development can take, and in what to expect 
of development in the adjacent erven, and that it is far easier to administer than other 
forms of planning schemes. 
An important criticism of the existing town planning scheme is that some conditions are 
laid down to apply to all similar areas throughout the municipality, permitting little scope 
for the individuality of the location to occur. Furthermore, the restrictions have been 
based on British and North American practice, history, environmental and climatic con-
ditions. A typical example where cognisance of local conditions could lead to improve-
ments is the question of setbacks. In the relatively cold climate and smog filled city one 
can concede: the need setting back to the centre of the erf to allow the sun and air in. 
But the sunny and windy climate of Cape Town would benefit considerably more from a 
lower continuous windbreak type development providing some protection from the ele-
ments. 
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The control exercised by the Town Planning scheme in its present form over seven major 
factors has been summarised for the town planning zones in Wynberg (as shown in Fig. 
4.29) in the following tables: 
1. Permissabie function of development .. 4.30 
2. Height of development ............. 4.31 
3. Permissable coverage of development .. 4.31 
4. Bulk factors ...................... 4.31 
5. Set backs from Road Boundaries ...... 4.31 
6. Set backs from Side Boundaries ...... 4.31 
7. Provision of parking facilities ........ 4.32 
Furthermore, the statement also controls the projections over streets (Table 4.33) and 
clause 78( 1) controls the minimum widths of streets facing commercial and business 
activities. 
4.2 Municipal Plans 
There are at present over 200 plans in the Town Pianning Branch of the City Engineer's 
Department relating to Wynberg. A list of these plans given in Appendix D shows which 
of these plans have status, been approved or have been superseded as a result of review. 
The bulk of the plans relate to road proposals with a minority dealtng with bus termini, 
parking, the development of Maynardville and sprinkling of other topics. 
In examining these plans, the progress in the planning can be traced. The Main Road be-
tween Cape Town and Simonstown has always been considered important. A proposal to 
link Wetton Road with Carr's Hill Road was superseded by a scheme, to link the Main 
Road, North and South of Wynberg Business Centre with a by-pass. The early proposals 
divided Maynardvilie into two halves with a rather impressive by-pass, while still maintai-
ning the widening of the Main Road. 
At about this time proposals were approved for the improvement of Waterloo Road and 
. Bower Road so that Rosmead Avenue in the East could be linked with Edinburgh Drive 
through the Trovato Road on ramp. A later proposal for the Blue Route (van der Stel 
freeway) and the Kromboom Parkway slightly altered thinking and the Constantia Road/ 
South Road Route became an East/West link between these two freeways, with Waterloo 
Road/Bower Road linking orthogonally with Constantia Road to Gabriel Road. 
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TABLE 4.31 PERMISSABLE BULK FACTORS AND BUILDING LINES 
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Category of .building Required com- Required extent of 
Service Stetion. - 4 bays for every lubricating bay 
or portion con- bined extent of perking eree for 
cerned parking and visitors 
plus 4 bays for 
or. petrona weah hay, 
garaging areas 
every 
with a minimum 
for visitors, 
patrons end 
of 8 bays. 
occupsnta 
--~ i Industrial Build- One bay for every 25% of the bays 
l 2 3 ings 
and Special 100 m2 of Actual required in terms 
: Industrial build- floor Area of the 
of Column 2 with 
Group of Dwelling Aa provided for in As provided fer in in gs 
erected in building or buildings a minimum of 
Mouses. section 90 9uat. section 90 gust. General Indus tr isl 
concerned, up to an three beys. 
and Noxious Actual floor Area of 
I 
Indu3trial Use l 500 m2 plus one 
Block of Two F'lats. l bay for every l bay for every 4 Zones. bay for every 200 m
2 
I 
Block of F'lats. Dwelling Unit. Dwelling Units. of Actual floor 'Area 
in excess of 1 500 m2 • 
Aeaidantiel Building 3 beys for every l bay for every 5 Supermarket l Bay for every 10 sq 




Lic11nsed Hotel. 3 bays for every l bay for every 5 
5 b1tdrooms bedrooms plus 20 
l 
plue 20 beys. bays. Tabie: Extent of loading areas 
raquirnd fer V!!%"10U!! c11tegories 
of buildings in certain Zones. 
I 
Place of Worship - l bey for every 20 
t 
other then e occupants in ex-
l 
funeral Parlour. cess of 250 oc- Category of Actual Floor Area of Required 
cupants. building building in m2 extent of 
I Funeral Parlour. 
concerned. (to nearest m2). loading areas. 
l - 15 beys. 
I 
Hospital 
1 2 3 
I or nursing - 2 bays for every 3 
! home. patients. 
Office 0 to 5 000 -
Place of Assembly - l bay for every 20 Building. 5 001 to 15 000 
l. bay 
other then a occupants up to l. 5 
001 to 30 000 2 bays 
theatre, cinema, 160 occupants plus 
Every additional 30 000 or 1 additional 
music hall or con- l bay for every 12 
fraction thereof. bay. 
cert hall. occupants in ex-
cess of 160 oc- Business 
0 to l 000 -
eupants up to 400 Premises 
l· 001 to 2 500 l bay 
occupants plus 1 (other than 2 
sea to 5 000 2 bays 
bay for every B an Office 5 001 
to 10 000 3 bays 
occupants in ex- Building}, Every 
additional 10 000 or l additional 
cess of 400 oc- Shop, 
frl'lction thereof. bay· 
cupants. Industrial 
Building, 
Theatre, cine111a, 1 bay for every - Special In-
mus.ic hall or 8 occupants. dust rial 
concert hall. Building. 
Public Garage. 4 bays for every - -lubricating 
bay plus 4 
bays for 
every wash TABLE "t.31 PARKING 
REQUIREMENTS 
bay with a 
minlllu• of 
B bays. 
Position of lowest part of 
projection• 
l 
Less than 3 m above level of 
footway. 
3 m or more above level of 
footway:-
(a) At or below level of firat 
floor, 
(b) At or below level of 
second floor but above 
level of first floor. 





... !(---· 5rflS ~ ----"lll)! 
projection into street• 
Street less Street not 
than 12 Ill less then 
wide. 12 111 wide· 
2 3 
Nil Nil 
4 m 4 m 
l m 4 m 
TABLE 4.33 PROJECTIONS OVER STREETS 
l m 2 m 
Setting back of site boundaries. 
78(1) No building shall be erected on a site if-
(e) (i) such building is e Group of Dwelling Houses, Block of Flats, Institution, Place of 
Instruction or Residential Building or is a Combined Building any part of which falls 
into one of the said categories, or 
(ii) such site fells wholly or partly into a General Business, Special Business, General 
Commercial, General Industrial or Noxious Industrial Use Zone, and 
(b) any portion of a street boundary of such site is less than 8 m from the centre-line of the 
street or service road on which it abuts, 
unless sufficient portions of such site to enable such porti.on of such boundary to be set back to 
e line parallel to and 8 m from the centre-line of such street or service road are first transferred 
to the Council. 
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The routing of the by-pass route was shifted Eastwards so as to reduce the damage to 
Maynardville. It would nevertheless cut a wide 26 metre gash through the built up area, 
creating a barrier between the residential area, on the west, and the Main Road shopping 
strip. The Main Road widening scheme has an average road reserve of 34 metres. 
Fig. 4.34 shows the proposed road system as a whole. Besides the proposals for the pro-
vision of parking in relation to the by-pass, three other areas were proposed for parking: 
1. East of Maynardville. 
2. On the existing Town Hall site. 
3. East of the Wynberg Railway Station. 
The proposal to demolish the Town Hall site appears to be reviewed, although the plan 
has not been rescinded and the Town Hall has recently been given a facelift and its 
dignity restored. 
~- -- -- -"Fhe prnposal to provide-parking on the East side of the Wyn berg Railway Statiori-is tied 
up with the Castletown Road link to Wetton Road (the local system rather than the 
minor arterial route) and the development of a modal interchange facility. 
A set of plans has been prepared which delimit the "Klein Oude Wynberg" area, so that 
any redevelopment plans must be submitted to the National Monuments Commission for 
approval. This area has been proclaimed a national monument having not only historic 
meaning for Wynberg and Cape Town, but also for South Africa. 
Among the plans proposed for Maynardville are a varied assortment of arrangements of a 
library, civic hall, swimming pool, parking and parkland, still maintaining the develop-
ment of the Wynberg by-pass scheme. 
4.3 Government Controls 
Most government laws and administrators proclamations have an effect on the urban de-
velopment. However, besides the Township Ordinance which gives the Municipality its 
powers there are three acts of Parliament which play a significant role in urban develop-
ment. These are the Group Areas Act (1956), the Physical Resources Act (1967), and 




The Group Areas Act was extended by the Community Development Act and serves to 
define and create areas for the use of people of only one race group. Wynberg has been 
divided in such a way that the Eastern area is proclaimed Coloured and the Western area 
is proclaimed white. These group areas are extended through the metropolis and are de-
fined as shown in Figure 4.35 for the Wynberg catchment area. The enforcement of the 
Act has resulted many people being relocated to conform with the act; which has been 
accompanied by social problems, hardships and resentment. In Wynberg there still 
remain some coloured families; along Ebor Road and in relation to some retail stores in 
Gabriel Road. 
The serious problem caused by the enforcement of the Group Area Act is the relocation 
of people far from the place of work, and from amenities into areas of less social signifi-
cance to them and usually too new to have any environment. One of the most significant 
side effects is the increase in tt-ie length of the journey to work. This is a problem which 
is being felt both in terms of cost (ie. loss of real income) and in the reduction of time 
spent at home. These problems call for an improved job location strategy so that one as-
pect of the well being of the people can be improved. 
4.3.2 
The second act of Parliament which plays a significant role is the Physical Planning and 
Utilisation of Resources Act. While the act serves numerous functions, its one function 
was that of Bantu influx control through the restriction in the amount of land zoned for 
industry. In terms of the act no further land may be zoned for industrial purposes with-
out the permission of the Minister. 
Wynberg has two areas zoned for commercial purposes and in these areas light industry is 
permissable. If the goal of increasing job opportunities closer to home is valued, then 
these two areas need to be induced into development. 
4.3.3 
The other government involvement which is not all encompassing act, is its attitude to the 
development of Altantis and Saldanha. When the priveledges applied to these two growth 
poles are viewed in terms of the economic conditions of the metropolis, there appears to 
be a need for a revision of the artificial "comparative advantage" conditions within the 




FIG 4.35 GROUP AREAS 
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4.3.4 
The Urban Transport Act has been passed by Parliament as a result of the Driessen Re-
port. The main objective is to reduce the cost of Urban travel mainly to Government. It 
attempts to provide the framework in whic,h planning can take place to reduce mainly : 
1. The amount of infrastructure required; 
2. The amount of energy, particularly oil, consumed in urban travel. 
It is proposed that the effect of the restrictions necessary in the future should be mini-
mised, if the social order is not to be effected, particularly since any restraints usually 
affects the lower income population the most. !tis proposed that the alternative oppor-
tunities must be provided to induce rather than force the population to facilities closer to 
home. In the case of work opportunities which are the essential part of daily life, those 
located closer to home would give the greatest benefit. 
4.4 Government and Semi-government Proposals 
The proposals by government for development in the Wynberg area were obtained by in-
terviews with members of the following government departments: 
1. Department of Coloured Affairs. 
2. Provincial Department of Education. 
3. Department of Public Works. 
4. Department of Community Development. 
1. A new high school for coloureds is being built at the comer of Cheddar and Abbey 
Roads for between 600 - 700 pupils. This should be completed by 1985. 
2. The Wynberg Boys High and Junior Schools are to be moved to a new school to be 
built at Hawthomdene. Sport facilities are also to be provided there. The Girls 
school is to expand into the existing schools. 
3. There are also plans to expand Voortrekker school which lies to the North East of the 
centre. 
4. The military hospital at Wynberg Camp is being expanded to accommodate 350 beds. 
5. The block containing the Police Station and Magistrate Courts is to be redeveloped as 
a phased construction to include an expanded Magistrates Court and Police Station. 
Work is to commence withing two years; and, 
6. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children has just recently moved its 
CBD offices into the Jutas Building in. Court Road. 
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5. Existing Problems and Short Term Remedial Measures 
5.1 
The existing Wynberg centre has many problems which arise from the opinions expressed 
in the discussion in what is considered as the basic qualities of the centre. However, most 
of these problems would take a long time to improve and in fact are expected to be exa-
cerbated if present trends continue. Nevertheless there are three problems that can be im-
proved in the short term. 
1. Lack of parking facilities. 
2. Vehicular congestion in the Main Road. 
3. Pedestrian environment near the Wynberg Station. 
5.2 
The present parking facilities to the west of the centre are becoming inadequate, particu-
larly at peak periods. Additional parking can be provided initially to the west of the 
Grand Bazaars Parking area. This area is already owned by Council and can be improved 
rather inexpensively and the work will only be partially abortive even if the By-Pass is 
ultimately built. When this area becomes inadequate an attempt should be made to pro-
vide additional parking on the East side. While this might not be as attractive it will have 
two favourable aspects, viz. it can be used at off peak periods by commuters and at peak 
periods shoppers can be guaranteed of parking facilities. A suitable site would be the area 
to the north east of Wynberg Station which has very little development on it and a por-
tion is already owned by Council. 
5.3 
The vehicular congestion along the Main Road does not occur as often as might be expec-
ted, and this is probably the reason for the high percentage of through traffic. To still 
further improve the only bottle-neck in the northern section it is essential that the signal 
system be synchronised, and that parking be prohibited at peak periods along the Main 
Road by good enforcement. 
5.4 
The desire to improve .. 1vehicular movement could be assisted by reducing the number of 
right turners turning West or East•along the Main Road. One suggestion is the closing of 
Station Road permitting only buses, taxis, hotel and Wynberg Club traffic at peak pe-
riods, with loading being allowed at off peak periods and general traffic being allowed du-
ring the night time. This would have the effect reducing the number of points at which 
vehicular signals would occur, Station Road/Main Road becoming a pedestrian crossing. 
The pedestrian environment would also be greatly enhanced in an area where there is in-
tense pedestrian activity. 
6. Summary 
It is apparent that even if Central Government does provide economic facilities which will 
assist the metropolis of Cape Town, it will still require every method possible to improve 
efficiency, if it is to overcome its locational and economic disadvantages. pne such 
·method is the development of centres which assists in reducing all costs (in the broadest 
sense of the word) and also provides amenities and facilities tor the population. 
Although in recent years the range of activities in Wynberg has been reduced consider-
ably, it still retains the elements required for its development into just such a centre. It is 
obvious that a large number of people pass through Wynberg, that they shop there and 
some even work there. It is also obvious that Wynberg offers many other facilities besides 
retail and work. What is not so obvious is the role which Wynberg can play as a centre 
within the Metropolitan system. It is also not so obvious that it positive steps are not 
taken to encourage this and to reassess planning proposals tor the Wynberg centre, that 
much of its worth may be lost and its potential not fully utilised. These are the factors 
that become obvious in the analysis, and which require positive planning action. 
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I WYN BERG 
PRESENT FORM 
' OF INVOLVEMENT 
BY L. AUTHORITY 
1 uO NOTHING 
2 NO BY Pt.SS 
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Wyn berg Future 
1. General Preamble 
An attempt was made to forecast the future of the Wynberg Centre, using the presently 
known controls on development, road proposals and economic trends. In the evaluation 
of this Wynberg future was found that many of those qualities which contribute to a centre 
would be absent or lost. As a result of this, an attempt was made to broaden the number of 
scenarios that would be tested to achieve a better alternative. 
Two sets of alternatives were evolved. The first set was based on the premise that the Local 
Authority continued to play a "controlling role" in the development of the centre. through 
the implementation of its Town Planning Scheme. Its only positive inputs taking the form 
of roads, the library, clinic and civic hall. The second set was based on the premise thaf the 
Local Authority played an "enabling role" in the development of the centre, through com-
prehensive planning, possibly provision of investment and the use of ineentives which would 
act as catalysts to stimulate development. 
In the first set of alternatives, three alternatives were examined besides the possible future 
Wynberg resulting from present trends. Since the major imput was the road system the first 
set of alternatives was based on the manipulation of this road structure and the present Town 
Planning Scheme. This set of alternatives therefore included: 
1. The "Do Nothing" alternative; 
2. The "No Wynberg By-Pass" alternative; 
3. The "No Main Road Widening" alternat'ive; and 
4. . The "Do Less than Nothing" alternative .. 
Three alternatives were also developed for the second set of alternatives. Since these alter-
natives are more comprehensive they are named as follows: 
5. West Side Development;· 
6. East Side Development; and 
7. Bilateral Development. 
The seven alternatives are by no means a comprehensive list but serve rather as typical 
examples within which numerous variations and improvements are pO$ible. 
2. Process of Evaluation 
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EX. APPENDIX A 
ffients and alternatives being able to emanate from each cycle. At the same time attempts 
\'\.'ere made to find inputs which would improve the results, if the alternative did not appear 
to achieve the desired goals. To evaluate the description the process is described in six 
sections. viz: 
1. Statement of intent either apparent, implied or defined. 
2. Description of the assumptions made and the implications of these assumptions. 
3. Brief description of the expected future of the centre. 
4. Evaluation of the attributes of the future centre. 
5. Palliatives and 
6. Local Authority involvement. 
3. Broad Assumptions 
Numerous assumptions were required to be able to forecast the Wynberg centre in the 
future; each alternative having its own input and variations. However, these assumptions 
are basic to all the alternatives. 
3.1 Catchment: 
The metropolitan, regional and catchment population were held to be the same for all alter-
natives. The detail projection of catchment size and spending potential is detailed in 
Appendix A. Briefly it is expected that the present racial distribution of the population 
will not alter drastically. Should an adjustment take place it can be expected that the in-
come characteristics in the various zones, will not change and is such that the model used in 
Appendix A is considered to forecast reasonably accurately the trade potential of 
Wynberg. In general terms, it can be expected that the income of the people resident to the 
East of the centre will increase more rapidly than that of residents in the West. However, 
the increase is not expected to substantially reduce the public transport captivity of this 
group. However, the scarcity of fuel could result in a readjustment of travel pattern even by 
members of the more affluent group to shorter trips towards centres which are favoured by 
their location and the facilities which they offer. 
3.2 Proposed Government Developments: 
The redevelopment of the existing police station and Magistrates' courts as well as the 
expansion of the education facilities as described in section 4 of the preceding chapter will 
not have considerable influence on the centre in the short term. However, the presence of 
the magistrates courts could attract a few attorneys to locate close to it. In the longer term 
should the system of metropolitan government alter, then the presence of the magistrate 
courts could be a major influence in creating Wynberg as a Municipal centre. 
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3.3 Road System and Change in Philosophy: 
No official road construction programme is available but the following are tentative dates for 
the completion of the various road schemes, which have a direct bearing on Wynberg: 
Kroomboom Parkway from Ottery Road northwards 1985 
Wynberg By-pass 1985 
South Road/Constantia Road 1990 
Waterloor Road/Gabriel Road 1995 
Castletown Road 1995 
Main Road widening 2000 
.The dates were estimated based on the present stringent economy, existing priority ratings 
and the difficulty in sufficient redevelopment along the Main Road occurring to allow its 
widening to be completed in the short term. 
Although no road serves purely one function, it should and usually does from part of a road 
network hierarchy, the position in the hierarchy being directly related to its function. It is 
obvious that different road functions require different road types. The major metropoiitan 
arterial has the function of permitting movement to occur over relatively large distances 
across the metropolitan area. The nature of this route must be such that this function is 
facilitated. The route must be such that high speeds can be attained and that little interfer-
ence occurs with the movement e.g. a freeway or expressway. These routes have I imited 
points at which vehicles can gain access or egress and do not allow any activity along its 
length which require vehicles to stop. Its function is purely of movement. Since v.ehicles 
cannot continually move aimlessly along various routes, the next level in the hierarchy of 
roads serve to bring the vehicle into greater association with urban activities and this is 
called a minor arterial. This route aggregates vehicles which come along collectors or dis-
perse vehicles into distributors. This function allows some friction to exist between the 
vehicles and urban activities. This route serves to connect an area with the major arterial 
system it serves also to connect centres with other centres. It is a high order service road. 
Feeding off this route are a labyrinth of minor and more minor roads which provide access 
to individual houses, stores, parking area, hospitals etc. 
As has been mentioned before, few routes serve purely one function, and in an incomplete 
road system this is surely the case. However, with the road network becoming more and 
more complete, there appears to be a need to instruct the motorist of the function of these 
new roads and the harm which he continues to do in using routetfor purposes other than 
those for which they are provided. This is not an easy problem, as it depends largely on the 
. comparative attractiveness of the two order of roads. 
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Wynberg centre will in the near future provide the same dilemma to the motorist. The 
motorist has been forced in the past to use the Main Road to move Northwards or South-
wards he had no other option. However, with the completion of the Kromboom Parkway 
and the construction of the South Road/Constantia Road Scheme, there is really no reason 
for a motorist to travel Northwards or Southwards through Wynberg Centre unless his trip 
either begins or ends there or in its immediate vicinity. 
It is for these reasons that it is proposed that Wynberg Main Road should not be considered 
to function as a major north/south arterial but rather as a minor arterial serving Wynberg 
Centre. 
If one accepts this fact then one can immediately begin to question whether there is a need 
for the proposed Wynberg By-pass and Main Road widening schemes and the amount of 
North/South vehicle capacity required. 
4. Zoning - Any Alternatives? 
The term zoning implies the segmentation of the urban (and peri-urban) land into sub-. 
areas for each of which there is a statement which controls to some extent the type, 
quantity and form of development. To simplify administration these codes normally 
commence in a very simple form, but as time progresses, they become increasingly restric-
tive, and less and less indicative. In this over simplification of the controls and their 
numerous "detail" controls lies the short comings of the zoning system as it is applied in 
Cape Town. For example it must be obvious that the type of centre necessary at Wyn-
berg is quite different to that required in Sea Point or Claremont. The catchment popula-
tion is different, the competition is different, the history is different, and amenities and 
micro-climate are different. Yet, the same identical system of zoning conditions apply. 
It is obvious that zoning could be extended to its illogical extreme with hundreds of zone 
types controlling the development, but this is not what is required. What is required is a 
more sensitive application of controls where sensitivity is required. This does not mean 
that zoning is to be superceded by any other method of development control. In fact in 
this study it has been impossible to go into the problems of development control to any 
great depth. That the zoning method might be the easiest controlling device to imple-
ment is conceded, but it is felt that numerous other techniques are required in different 
areas to either reinforce or supercede the zoning controls to coerce development towards 
stated goals. The following four techniques serve to illustrate the possibilities that could 
be made available: · 
Development permission 





The use of a system of planning permission where each development must apply for plan-
ning permission appears to have two major problems. The first involves the possibility of 
corruption, but this has been overcome to a large extent by clearly stated policies regar-
ding expectations from development and the presentation of arguments at public hearings 
to clear controversial issues. This however, does introduce an aspect of uncertainty re-
garding acceptability of a project, and possibly some delay in approval. However, these 
sub-problems are overcome depending on the preciseness of the policy statement and or-
ganisation of the approval procedure. The over-preciseness of the policy statement how-
ever, would lead back to a zoning type of control. 
4.2 
In cases where there is particular concern for a specific area the use of "special zoning 
districts" is an alternative. In New York concern over the theatre district resulted in the 
provision of special incentive to promote the retention of these theatres (1.1). In urban 
renewal schemes in effect the area is set apart from the controlling regulations. In Cape 
Town the development of townships by the Local Authority are in effect the same situa-
tion with incorporation into the Town Planning Scheme taking place only at a later stage. 
The use of this method facilitates the achievement of specific local goals. 
4.3 
The prominent attitude of Local Authority control is one which appears to be a fear that 
the entrepreneur makes excess profits. While this is the apparent attitude, it stems from 
the basic notion that control of development does not permit relative advantage to occur. 
This notion is obviously nonsensical as the concept of private enterprise is based on entre-
preneur initiative and making the most of the situation. The controlling authorities are 
however, faced with a dilemma when the value to the community of a building in its 
present form is more than it is to the developer, as in the case of particularly unique buil-
dings. Yet, the developer had acquired the land for the opportunity which the land 
offered when redevelopment takes place. The focal authority is therefore faced with the 
problem of how to preserve each building. It could acquire the site. It could allow the 
developer to amalgamate the site with another site, thus being able to redevelop the 
whole site to its full potential yet not demolish the building, and the developer could pos-
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sibly transfer the development rights to another site, thereby not altering the amount of 
total development without destroying the unique building. The transfer of development 
rights is a technique that must be handled with great care, if the local authority is not to 
be accused of favouritism. It can also be a useful tool in achieving goals. 
4.4 
The last aspect to be discussed is the use of incentives. How can an entrepreneur be 
coerced into doing something different to that which he was going to do so that the deve-
lopment can tend towards a set goal. Firstly, he could be forced to comply with regula-
tions. This is usually restrictive and rather contrary to the principle of free enterprise. 
Secondly, he could be informed or shown that his interests or direction will no be signifi-
cantly altered and could even be enhanced by a development more in keeping with the 
·overall concept plan. And thirdly, he could be induced by incentives .to comply. These 
incentives could take the form of additional development rights, reduced annual rates, 
government investment in the vicinity, etc. The entrepreneur becomes faced With a 
trade-off situation, he incurs additional costs to comply with the demands made from 
him, but at the same time increases the viability of his own investment. The trade-off-
needs to be kept in perspective as the waivers and favours cannot be dished out "ad lib" 
without creating real problems in the existing system. 
4.5 
These techniques have significant validity in the context of Wynberg, but require detail 
study so that the greatest opportunities can be realised and that the competitive nature of 
private enterprise is not unduly disturbed. -
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First set of alternatives 
1. THE "DO NOTHING" ALTERNATIVE 
1.1 Intent 
This is the first alternative to be tested because it represents the development of the centre 
that could be expected to occur if no change is made to the present local authority involve-
ment. This alternative has three basic implied intentions: 
· 1. It is important to achieve the continuity of the Main Road with arterial standards and 
to maintain its capacity as it passes the Wynberg centre. 
2. It is important to have accessibility from North and Sou'th and 
3. the commercial centre has a linear form which is slightly modified to a square shape ih 
the vicinity of the Wynberg station. The area zoned commercial is to be retained. 
1.2 As~umption 
So as to develop this alternative there are nine major assumptions that require discussion; 
these are listed below. 
1.2.1 
The Main Road is considered to be a major arterial, on which the traffic should flow un-
hindered by movements created by the centre. This is achieved by the development of the 
By-Pass which skirts the centre. There are unfortunately three factors which appear to 
conflict with this assumption. Firstly, North and South of Wynberg the arterial does go 
through commercial areas where the maintainance of this traffic flow standard will be 
difficult. The second factor is that in By-Passing the commercial centre of Wynberg there 
are some businesses e.g. service stations, cafes, take-aways etc. which will suffer considerably 
due to the loss in trade presently derived from by-pass traffic. The third factor is that the 
existence of the route will create a severe barrier to residents west of the centre from using 
the convenient commercial facilities available along the linear commercial strip. 
1.2.2 
The removal of through traffic will also reduce the night time activity of the centre. This 
will create an area in which it is unsafe to be at night and thus still further enforce the 
change to a "pure" shopping centre, having no facilities outside of commercial hours. 
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1.2.3 
The widening of the Main Road even after the provision of the Wynberg By-Pass could be a 
carry over from plans prepared prior to the development of the By-Pass concept, or that it 
remains essential to facilitate vehicles stil I moving within the centre. The proposed width 
of the Main Road will be approximately 26m, which is tar too wide for compara:ive 
shopping to take place across the road, this also creates an unpleasant area due to the wind 
and the rain. The other aspect to consider is the tact that the use of the By-Pass for 
through traffic will reduce the need for the traffic policing aiong the Main Road. This will 
result in chaotic traffic conditions with double and treble parking taking place. And 
although the traffic/pedestrian conflict has been overcome as far as through traffic is con-
cerned, the conflict will still exist in terms of the manouvering vehicles. 
1.2.4 
The construction of the Wynberg By-Pass will reduce to some extent the number of parking 
bays in Wynberg, and this will reduce the attractiveness of Wynberg to shoppers coming by 
car. Furthermore the construction of the Constantia Road/South Road arterial will create 
an area with good automobile accessibility along its axis. This area will therefore become 
suitable for the development of another centre such as the Kenilworth centre or the Blue 
Route centre. An attempt will surely be made to exploit this fact, and the development of a 
major private vehicle orientated centre, will deny Wynberg any chance of attracting the more 
mobile residents. The Wynberg centre will suffer even further if the centre can intercept the 
pub! ic transport shoppers. 
1.2.5 
The linear nature of the commercially zoned area is better suited to a "shop by car" system, 
or "convenience" shopping for the catchment in its immediate vicinity. However the By-
Pass will act as a significant barrier to the second activity. The squarer section to the north 
is better suited to the pedestrian form of shopping activity. 
1.2.6 
From the bulk and coverage factors of the zoning categories in Wynberg (i.e. B1 or 83), it 
can be implied that the commercial centre should be found on the West side only. The 
East side, area zoned 81, is more conducive to a neighbourhood shop type development. By 
implication, it may be assumed that Wynberg should therefore relate primarily to residents 
to the West. However, a visit to the centre clearly shows that the bulk of the population 
using Wynberg comes from the East and the retailers are well aware of this, as can be seen 
in their merchandising techniques. 
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1.2.7 
The area of R4 zoning between 1he Wynberg By-Pass and the commercially zoned area west 
of the By-Pass, is made up in general of a number of small erven, (only two large enough for 
multiple dwelling redevelopment) and even if consolidated, it would be difficult to develop 
these viably, especially in the present economic climate. 
1.2.8 
Since it is obvious from the preceding remarks that the Wynberg centre will become less 
attractive to the more mobile Western residents, the commercial activity will continue to be 
orientated towards the lower income groups. As members in these groups improve 
economically and also in their mobility they could be attracted to other centres. The 
growth in retail floor area can therefore be expected to approximate the low values as shown 
below. 
1980 1990 2000 
43 000 58 000 65 000 
1.2.9 
The road system proposals have been discussed at length, however, an examination of what 
existing developments would be considered as "fixed" is important so that the projected 
developments can be forecast as closely as possible. In terms of this development the only 
"fixed" buildings are those constructed recently which conform to the proposed road 
widening schemes. There are no buildings set aside for conservation as there is no conser-
vation policy. The two bank buildings almost opposite each other on Main Road will have 
to be set back and even the Town Hall is earmarked for a parking area, but this might not 
come about. 
1.3 Description 
The following is a brief description of the changes that can be expected to occur and the 
form which Wynberg would take in the process of implementing this plan. 
1.3.1 
By 1980 one could expect that the development of the site at the Western end of Maynard 
Street would be completed as this development is already planned and probably awaits some 
improvement in the present economic climate. The development will increase the retail 
floor area by about 6000 square metres. It will occur in a prime position be:ng almost at 
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parking. This development will probably house Ackermans and Clicks, both retail outlets 
having significant magnetism. The existing retail area along the Main Road will continue 
as it exists at the present with minor tenancy changes based on economic and managerial 
factors. Some further redevelopment might occur but this is not to be expected due to the 
economic climate. Work will have commenced on the redevelopment of the Police 
Station/Magistrates Court complex. 
1.3.2 
Between 1980 and 1985 the Kromboom Parkway will be completed and wiii act as a major 
freeway link northwards. Unfortunately while its use in the C.B.D based trips is obvious, 
its metropolitan role will not be fully realised until some cross linkages e.g. South Road, are 
developed. Construction of the Wynberg By-Pass will also take place during this period. 
This will create significant public awareness of Wynberg and this could be cif short term 
benefit to the centre. The loss in' parking will affect Wynberg, even though the bulk of the 
shoppers will continue to come from the Eastern area. By this time some improvement in 
the general economy could induce redevelopment to take place. The sites likely to 
redevelop are those in the prime shopping area which at present do not take advantage of 
the bulk and if redeveloped could significantly command higher rentals i.e. the two sites in 
Station Road including possibly the Wynberg Club, and the land to the immediate east of 
the 0. K. Bazaars. This redevelopment could add approximately 8000 sq. m. to the retail 
floor area. These developments might stretch into the next five year period depending on 
the economic climate, competion and improvement in the spending power of the catchment 
population. 
The Magistrates Court/Police Station would be completely redeveloped by the end of this 
period but would play a rather minor role in the activity of the centre, which is almost 
entirely commercial in nature with minimal office development. As a result of the con-
struction of the By-Pass the library would have to be relocated, and it would probably re-
locate in the Town Hall itself or adjacent to it, although a portion at the North East end of 
Maynardville has been set aside for it. 
Some redevelopment of the commercial area along the Main Road might take place, but 
this would be sparce as entrepreneurs await to see the affects of the Wynberg By-Pass on 
passing trade. 
1.3.3 
The completion by 1990 of the South Road construction road scheme will once again be 












before, pressure will probably have resulted in the construction if not completion of a larger· 
regional motor car orientated shopping centre. The choice of location of that centre will 
depend on whkh developer develops first and the importance he places on the West or East 
side catchment population. The possibility also exists of having two developing in com-
petition. Three possible locations are suggested, viz. East of the Kromboom Parkway with 
access off Ottery Road; or just West of the railway line possibly in the present garage site 
. with special ramps being provided by the developElr o#South Road,or the Constantia Road/ 
Alphen site which was to have been developed a few years ago. It is probable that the 
central site would be the easiest to develop. This would reduce to some extent the number 
of people shopping at Wynberg. The adverse affect being felt more and more as less people 
remain public transport captive. 
The re-arrangement of education facilities will not be integrated with the centre and as such 
will not affect the quality of the centre at all. 
In expectation of the development of the regional shopping centre complex, the development 
or redevelopment of sites within Wynberg itself could in fact be less than anticipated in the · 
previous five year period. Furthermore, the reduction in expenditure in the centre, 
especially from the relatively higher income section will begin to generate vacancies and hence 
blight could set in. 
1.3.4 
In the remaining period till the year 2000, a consolidation of the retail activity closer to the 
railway station will take place and the general quality of the goods supplied will be related 
to the lower income group. Since the standard of living of the population in the metro-
politan area is expected to rise in general, the standard of goods is not expected to decline 
but will probably maintain its present day levels. A certain amount of vacancy will exist as 
lessors are reluctant to lower their rents. Over ti me the rent demanded and the rent payable 
will stabilise and more service type activities will locate in the vacated shops, an extension of 
the type of activity present in the vicini_ty of Rackley and Ebor Roads. 
This period will also see the completion of the Waterloo Road, Castletown Road and Main 
Road widening road schemes. 
1.4 Evaluation 
In the preceding discussion of the development of the centre, it appears that the centre if it 
develops along the lines of the proposals set out in this alternative will suffer both 
qualitatively as well as quantitively. 
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In terms of centre quality, the centre will have lost almost all those qualities which are con-
sideroo important to a centre. It will have lost much of its individuality, identity, vitality, 
pe<:testrian scale, environmental protection, links with history and nature and the variety 
which was created in the centre by the diversity of buildings, activities, people and micro-
environments. 
Quantitatively the centre will suffer in all its facets ranging from the number of people, the 
trade, the social amenities, the number of social and individual experiences etc. 
The centre will develop mainly as a shopping centre. No positive effort is made to attract 
either amenities, job opportunities or residential activity. While the presence of the 
Magistrate Courts, schools, Police Station and hospital might be quoted, no attempt is made 
to integrate these with the centre. Therefore the centre remains almost entirely a shopping 
centre; and this is definitely not what a centre of this size should be. 
1.5 Palliatives 
Since those qualities which make a centre are lost in this form of alternative, at some stage 
an awareness of this fact might result in an attempt to improve conditions. In looking at 
the programme it is most likely that this awareness would come about after the completion 
of the Wynberg By-Pass. 
It would then still be possible to reverse some of the problems that will beset Wynberg. 
1.5.1 
The first step would be the prevention at any cost of the development of a regional shopping 
centre in direct competition with Wynberg. The shopping centre in Constantia might be 
considered permissible, as it would not be directly competitive, being related to the higher 
income group it would at least not attract existing trade from Wynberg. 
1.5.2 
The widening of the Main Road must be curtailed, with permission being given to some 
developers to return to old boundaries in certain cases dependant on a well planned 
strategy for the Main Road as given in alternative three. 
1.5.3 





The creation of a pedestrian environment including a street mall. This would most easily 
be achieved by focussing on the station and using a street which runs East/West, as this is 
better protected from the elements than a North/South road. 
1.5.5 
·An attempt to introduce a social programme to create the qualities of a centre. 
It must be remembered that all these palliatives remain outside the scope of this set of 
alternatives; the basic premise of which is that "local authority" only "controls" 
development. 
1.8 L.A. Involvement 
Local authority involvement in this alternative is restricted to the provision of road infra-






EFFECT OF WIDENING THE MAIN ROAD 
2. THE .. NO BY-PASS .. ALTERNATIVE 
2.1 Intent 
. 
From the evaluation of the first alternative it becomes apparent that one of the factors 
expected to bring about a decline of the Wynberg centre both quantitively as well as 
qualitively is the proposed construction of the Wynberg Pass. 
The second alternative that is to be examined is in general similar to the first alternative 
except that the Wynberg By-Pass is deleted from the town planning scheme. 
The implied intentions of this alternative remain the same as the first alternative except 
that the means used to achieve these ends have slightly changed as regards the question of 
North/South road system. 
2.2 Assumptions 
The deletion from the town planning scheme of the proposal to build the Wynberg By-Pass 
will release almost 80 000 square metres of land for development. The following 
assumptions were made for the purpos~ of the evaluation of this aJternative: 
2.2.1 
The land which was to have been used for the Wynberg By-Pass is to be rezoned towhat it 
was before being zoned for road purposes. 
2.2.2 
The land acquired for the Wynberg Pass is to be resold. If previous owners are still living in 
any of the dwellings, their reacquisition of the dwellings should be facilitated. No attempt 
need be made to amalgamate erven. Development can be expected to take place only on 
those sites which are vacant or on which the dwellings have become irrepairable. Develop-
ment will most likely take the form of single dwellings except on these sites exceeding 
1000 sq. m which could be attractive to flat developers. Condition of purchase could be 
drawn up to require development to take place within prescribed periods. The value of 
the land that can be sold is estimated at R3 000 000. 
2.2.3 
Not having to build the Wynberg By-Pass a greater effort will be made to acquire the 
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This alternative could be considered as the maintenance of the status quo with improved 
road conditions along the Main Road. 
2.2.5 
The retail floor area development will be based on the "low" value. 
2.2.6 
The increase in population to the immediate West of the commercial strip will assist in 
increasing the viability of the convenience retail activity along the Main Road. 
2.2.7 
The disposal of the land reserved for the By-Pass will reduce the present parking facilities by 
about 300 bays. While it is the premise of this first set of alternatives that Local Authority 
intervention is kept to a minimum, the retention of some of the existing parking might be 
considered as complying with this basic premise. 
2.2.8 
Comments made in 1.2.5, 1.2.6 and 1.2.8 and 1.2.9 also hold for this alternative. 
2.3 Description 
Deleting the Wynberg By-Pass proposal from the Town Planning Scheme will have an affect 
on the development of Wynberg because firstly it will remove any apprehension which 
entrepreneurs presently have because they do not know when the scheme was to have been 
implemented, and what its effect would be; and secondly, it will allow refurbishment of run 
down buildings and the construction of new dwellings, which should increase the population 
by at least 200 families. 
2.3.1 
The development of Wynberg will follow the same pattern as that described in the first 
















could induce a certain amount of "face lifting" to the convenience shops along the Main 
Road, the time required to release the property presently reserved for the Wynberg By-Pass 
vvould mean that the refurbishment of run down houses and construction of new residential 
buildings will only begin towards the end of this period. 
The retail floor area development in the Northern area should take place as in the first 
alternative. The library which is presently too small will be enlarged to keep up with its 
membership. 
2.3.2 
Since the Wynberg By-Pass scheme is not to be built, the South Road/Constantia Road 
scheme can be brought forward in priority and its importance in the Southern suburbs road 
structure will mitigate its early construction. Its construction will once again be accom-
panied by pressures to develop a regional shopping in relation to it. The development in 
the vicinity of the Wynberg Station, which was suggested as probable in the first alternative 
is considered tea.sable for this alternative as well. The tempo of redevelopment along the 
Main Road will however be faster then in Alternative One due to the increased population in 
the residential area (developed as a result of not constructing the By-Pass) and the removal 
of the potential pedestrian barrier which the By-Pass would have created. 
The Kromboom Parkway will also have been completed Northwards of Ottery Road, 
removing some of the North-South through traffic in the Main Road. The construction of 
the Magistrate Courts/Police Station complex should be completed by the end of this 
period. The rearrangement of the school amenities will also have been commenced. 
However since these activities lie outside the Wynberg centre they will have little influence 
on it. 
2.3.3 
By 1990 the bulk of the Main Road reconstruction will be completed and its new width will 
be most severely felt in the Northern Section where the pattern of shopping is not related to 
the private vehicle. Also the catchment population expenditure pattern will have stabilised, 
so that provision of retail floor space can be assessed more accurately. If development of a 
competitive regional centre can be averted the retail floor area can be expected to increase 
up to 58 000 square metres. 
The improvements visible in the Wynberg centre will be the completion of developments and 
the improvement of shops along the Main Road, to allow its widening. 
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2.3.4 
In the remaining period of the year 2000, the construction of the Castletown Road and Bus 
Terminus can be expected, as well as the Waterloo Road-Gabriel Road scheme. The centre 
itself will have changed little in character, style or size, as almost all the changes will have 
taken place in previous years, and only a process of refurbishment and replacement will 
occur. 
2.4 Evaluation 
Even in this alternative the quality of the Wynberg centre will suffer, and many of the 
qualities which were proposed as essential for a centre will be absent. 
2.4.1 
The continuity of the residential area up to the commercial strip will be mutually beneficial 
as the one offers the trade and the other the service. 
2.4.2 
The reduction in parking facilities is to be avoided, as the centre must be accessable to 
people using the vehicle. 
2.4.3 
The centre is once again concentrated on the West side, while the bulk of the catchment 
population lives on the East. 
2.4.4 
The widening of the Main Road will introduce a barrier between the station side and West 
side of the commercial area. While this is not significant in the strip area, the more active 
Northern sector could suffer because of this. The widening of the Main Road especially 
without creating any form of windbreaks, will allow the wind and rain to make this area 
often unpleasant. 
2.4.5 
The set backs enforced by the widening of the Main Road will force redevelopment along it 
and this would take place in a short space of time. In this way the facades could be 
developed almost at the same time removing any historical variety and losing any possible 
visual variety. 
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While the development of this alternative requires less local authority involvement, a saving 1 
of R2 000 000 in construction costs and the sale of land vatued at R3 000 000 by not 
constructing the By-Pas.5, it is unlikely that these funds would be made available to provide 
greater amenity in the area. 
2.4.7 
The fact that the centre still strives towards being purely a shopping centre once again is 
opposite to one of the basic functions of the centre, that of being a multi functional 
centre to the community. 
2.5 Palliatives 
The palliatives suggested for the first alternative also apply in this alternative. 
2.6 L.A. Involvement 
Local authority involvement is once again restricted to the provision of road infrastructure 
and control of the development in terms of the regulations of the town planning scheme. 
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3. THE "NO MAIN ROAD WIDENING" ALTERNATIVE 
3.1 Intent 
In the evaluation of the first alternative it appeared that the Wynberg By-Pass created a 
barrier between the residential area to the West and the retail area of the centre. To 
overcome this problem, the second alternative was developed which suggested that if the 
By-Pass were not constructed this problem would be overcome. However alternative two 
still retained another problem which was the deteriorating quality of the Main Road. If 
·there still exists a need for a high North/South road capacity (even after consideration of 
road function through the centre) then another alternative that must be considered is one 
where the Wynberg By-Pass is retained but no further widening of the Main Road takes 
place. 
The implied intention in this alternative once again remains almost the same as in the 
previous alternatives except, it is assumed that the Main Road and the Wynberg By-Pass do 
not both require a wide cross section and it is assumed that to maintain and improve the 
shopping environment in the Northern sector is more important then the loss in trade to the 
strip commercial sector created by the existence of the barrier in the form of the Wynberg 
By-Pass which also takes away the passing trade from the existing Main Road. 
3.2 Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made for the development of this alternative. 
3.2.1 
The following road program would apply 











No widening of the Main Road will occur. The actual form the Main Road will take will be 
the subject of detail urban design which makes use of the areas which have already been 
acquired for road widening purposes for pedestrian amenity. 
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The removal of the widening scheme from the Main Road could attract developers to 
redevelop sites as they do not loose floor area as they would have done in terms of the 
• widening scheme. 
3.24 
The possible retail expansion will be based on the low values, as no attempt is being made to 
positively attract the upper income group. 
The strip retail area in the southern area will suffer when the By-Pass is built due to the 
barrier effect and the loss of passing traffic. The type of activity will change from 
convenience to service, although some low price stores will continue to operate as added 
commercial facilities for the population attracted to Northern sector. 
Redevelopment of those erven i.e. south of the Medical centre, on the sides of Station 
Road and East of 0 K Bazaars will probably take place as mentioned before. Once again 
the catchment population will be from the East side with little effort being made to attract 
population from the West. 
3.3 Description 
The removal of the widening scheme along the Main Road must be accompanied by a detail 
proposal for the treatment of the side walks and the portions of land already given up for 
widening. Since this will be relatively inexpensive this work could be carried out immediate-
ly. This action by the local authority will remove one aspect of uncertainty presently being 
felt by developers and might assist in achieving investment in property additional to that 
which was expected. 
3.3.1 
The footways along the Main Road would be completely reassessed in function. In this 
assessment it will be possible to create areas of pedestrian movement, pedestrian meeting 
(squares). bus stop locations and even to sell back some of the sidewalks either for the 
expansion of the shops, or the provision of protection from the wind and the rain. In this 
way by the year 1980 the retai I development of the sites in the Western end of Station Road 
should have commenced. This design might be different from that for alternative two but 
to similar to that alternative 1 as a certain amount of parking will be required to make up 
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3.3.2 
By the end of the second period, i.e. 1985 the two major road schemes will have been completed i.e. the Kromboom Parkway and the Wynberg By-Pass. Development of retail space wi II continue as demands increase. And if economic analysis was correct sufficient demand should exist for the development of sites as mentioned before. 
The Magistrates Courts complex which will be redeveloped by the end of this time period, is again unlikely to contribute much to the activity of the centre. 
3.3.3 
In the next five year period ending 1990 the construction of South Road can be expected to be. completed. This will assist vehicular access from the East to the Wynberg centre and could serve to make the centre more assessable, however, as discussed before it also creates the area which could attract the development of a regional centre. The development of retail floor space in Wynberg will begin to stabilise as the catchment population and shopping patterns stabilise. 
3.3.4 
In the remaining period till the year 2000 the construction of the Castletown Road and Waterloo Road can be expected to occur. But these will have little effect on the Wynberg Centre itself. 
3.4 Evaluation 
In comparing this alternative with that of the previous one, one is confronted with the dilemma that the improvement in the Main Road environment is achieved at the cost of a reduction in parking for the Northern section and the removal of passing trade and creation of a pedestrian barrier from the West for the Southern section. 
3.4.1 
The centre will once again develop into a shopping centre with I ittle or no diversification of activities, and as such will not allow the centre to develop comprehensively thereby not achieving its full potential. 
3.4.2 
The quality of the enviror:iment along the Main Road will be greatly improved and there will be an improvement on the present day shopping environment. 
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3.4.3 
The variable widths of road along the Main Road, and the varied nature of the development 
along the Main Road, will add to visual excitment. The narrowness of the Main Road and 
the retention of some of the colonnade and canopies will improve the protection against 
the wind and the rain. Nevertheless some of these protective elements might be lost on 
redevelopment in terms of the Town Planning Scheme controls; paragraph 78( 1) and 105. 
3.4.4 
The area between the commercial area and the Wynberg By-Pass is unlikely to be developed 
to high densities, as the sites are relatively small. One can expect single dwelling develop-
ment, although the area is adjacent to the By-Pass and this does not help to make the area 
attractive. 
3.4.5 
The centre is still located only on the West side of the railway line while the bulk of the 
catchment population continues from the East side. 
3.5 Palliatives 
The palliatives suggested for the first alternative apply also in this alternative. Waivers of the 
clauses 105 and 78(1) of the Town Planning Scheme would help in improving the environ-
ment of the centre, especially in the Northern section. 
3.6 LA.Involvement 
The involvement of the Local Authority is restricted in this alternative to the development 
of the road schemes and control of development by the administration of the Town Plan-
ning Scheme. 
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4. THE "DO LESS THAN NOTHING" ALTERNATIVE 
4.1 Intent 
The alternative that must always be evaluated in any set of alternatives is the do nothing 
alternative. In the evaluation of alternatives for Wynberg the first alternative for Wynberg 
might be considered as the "do nothing alternative" as no changes were made to existing 
planning. It is proposed that another alternative exists which might be called the "do less 
than nothing" alternative in that some of the positive planning proposals are not undertaken; 
viz. no Wynberg By-Pass and no widening of the Main Road. 
The rationale behind this alternative is based on two factors; firstly that the centre will 
continue to attract mainly shoppers from the East anc;I secondly that the construction of the 
Kromboom Parkway and South Road schemes will reduce the volume of traffic travelling 
Northwards through Wynberg. 
4.2 Assumptions 
The assumptions made for the analysis of this alternative are based on the road system and 
the size of centre. 
4.2.1 
If the Wynberg By-Pass is not to be built and the Main Road not widened, then these funds 
can be reallocated to the earlier construction of the Kromboom Parkway and the South 
Road/Constantia Road scheme. Therefore the following are proposed as the road comple~ 
tion dates for this alternative. · 
Kromboom Parkway North of Ottery Road 








The traffic flows along the Main Road will be regulated and controlled by improved traffic 
enforcement and management. Increased traffic capacity can easily be achieved by preven-
tion of parking in criti~l loeations and the linking of the traffic signals. ·-
4.2.3 
The development of retail floor area can be expected to be of the order assumed as the low 
values. - . 
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4.2.4 
The erven previously reserved for the Wynberg By-Pass will be rezoned to what they were 
before being reserved for road purposes and then resold as discu$ed for alternative 2. 
4.2.5 
There are no buildings which are declared as "fixed" due to the stated premise that local 
· ·authority does not get involved in a conservation policy. However, the retention of 
clauses 78( 1) and 105 would suggest that refurbishment could be a better alternative than 
redevelopment due to the set backs that do occur in certain cases . 
. 4.3 Description 
The strategies mitigated in alternative three, that of preparing an urban design plan for the 
footways along the Main Road and the deletion from the Town Planning Scheme of the 
Main Road widening and By-Pass proposals will act as incentives in the refurbishment and 
redevelopment of various buildings along the Main Road as greater confidence and certainty 
are felt by the people involved in business. 
4.3.1 
In the first period until the yaar 1980, the reshaping of the Main Road and the development of the site South of the Medical centre will be the most obvious development that can be 
expected to take place. The disposal of the erven previously reserved for the by-pass will be 
accompanied by refurbishment and some redevelopment along the Southern commercial 
strip in anticipation of the increased trade. Some development on these sites can be 
expected to occur within this time prepared. 
Since at some intersections the traffic flow will almost equal traffic capacity, the desire to 
widen the Main Road must be accompanied by the prohibition of "vehicles stopping" at 
critical points along the Main Road, and the provision of alternative adequate loading and 
parking facilities. 
4.3.2 
By the end of the second time period retail floor space will have expanded to match the 
increasing catchment expenditure. At the same time the residential development will have 
almost been completed on those erven sold as an result of deleting the Wynberg By-Pass 
scheme. The greater emphasi$ on refurbishment and the new lease of life due to the 
increased local population will do much to assist the economy of the strip commercial area. 
The completion of the Kromtx>om Parkway and the South Road/Constantia Road scheme 
will considerably reduce the number of vehicles travelling North/South along the Main Road. 
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By the end of 1990 development of retail floor area will have been almost completed as.the 
catchment population begins to stabilise and limit of sustainable retail floor area is reached. 
There will nevertheless be continual renewal of existing stock, as buildings reach the point 
where either their internal arrangement or the building itself become inefficient and can 
benefit from improvements. 
4.3.4 ' 
In the following period until the year 2000, the centre will see the completion of the 
Castletown Road scheme and the Waterloo Road Scheme which will serve for convenience 
rather than need. No further significant changes can be expected to occur within the centre 
itself. 
4.4 Evaluation 
The development of Wynberg in accordance with this alternative appears to be relatively 
cheap in the amount of local authority investment while the opportunities which this 
alternative offers are: · 
1. the minimal amount of local authority expenditure 
2. the land released from the Wynberg By·Pass Scheme available for residential use 
3. the variety of form offered by the positive treatment of the Main Road 
The following shortcomings also exist 
4.4.1 
The maximum environmental improvement will not be achieved as the set back laws and 
pedestrian over-hang controls reduce the possible provision of pedestrian protection 
facilities. 
4.4.2 
No diversification in the activities of the centre will occur, and the centre will continue to 
act as a shopping centre. The catchment population will still be attracted from the East 
side though, the centre is situated on the West side of the·railway line. 
4.4.3 






The management of traffic is a study in itself, although this should be accommodated 
without the widening of the Main Road it will require more detail study than has been 
possible here. · 
4.5 Palliatives 
The palliatives mentioned before can also be applied here. However the most important 
aspects are the prevention of the development of an alternative competitive centre and the 
further improvement of the pedestrian environment. 
4.6 L.A. Involvement 
The involvement of the local authority is reduced considerably to the provision of an 
improved pedestrian system along the Main Road and the control of development by 
implementation of the Town Planning Scheme. The amount of investments is also 
minimal being only used to provide some loading and parking facilities, improvement of 
signal synchronisation and extensions to the library. 
5 .. SUMMARY 
In these four alternatives one has examined the results to the environment of the Wynberg 
centre in terms of the assumptions required for the process. What has emerged is that 
since there is no need for very high North/South road capacity, opportunities exist for the 
Wynberg centre other than those approved at present. 
Secondly in this set of alternatives, the lack of lustre because the local authority is not 
permitted to contribute positively, creates the situation where the centre can only expect 
limited growth. Furthermore functions of centre will not be provided on their own and 
must be induced to the centre. Particularly where job opportunities are concerned, there 
could be significant savings to metropolitan costs. 
The third factor is that without local authority involvement the environmental aspects, 
particularly the pedestrian environment in relation to the building, the street and the square 
would have no opportunity to develop, nor would the conservation of unique buildings or 
precincts be possible. 
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Second set of alternatives 
1. General Pre8mbte 
Whereas in the first set of alternatives the Local Authority was assumed to adopt a rather 
passive attitude in guiding future development, in this second set it became actively in-
volved in steering the centre towards the goals set for the centre. It is proposed that this 
involvement by the Local Authority should be kept to a minimum and that it should pro-
vide only inputs which act as catalysts in the development. The form that these inputs 
could take, will probably include planning, removal of restrictions, the granting of waivers 
and incentives,and even development. 
1. 1 
The basic goal for these alternatives is the fostering of a centre, a place where social acti-
vity takes place at such an intensity that it is able to create those social qualities out of 
the physical form, which are considered essential to a centre. 
While the function of the centre is required to be multi-purpose, providing amenities, job 
opportunities, residential activity, etc, the quantitive embryos of the centre are the retail 
activity and the transport focus. For the retail activity, the goal is to enlarge the retail 
. trade and hence floor area to either the maximum area that the catchment area can sup-
port or the maximum area that the centre can absorb, whichever area is reached first. For 
the transport focus, two aspects emerge, the first is that the through commuters should, 
as many as possible, be captured into job opportunities within the centre. The second is 
that from the amount of North/South road capacity required as determined in Appendix 
B, and the clarificatio.ns of road philosophy, it becomes apparent that there is no need for 
the Wynberg By-Pass and that the need for widening the Main Road depends upon the 
shape and size of the future Wynberg centre. 
The assumption that the Wynberg By-Pass is unnecessary to the Wynberg centre offers an 
opportunity to the future of the centre in the availability of the land which has been ac-
quired to date to be put to those uses which will best benefit the centre. This is treated 
as a topic in itself in Section 2. 
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1.2 
The expansion of the retail area of the Wynberg Centre can be taken to have a maximum 









While it can be argued that projections to the year 2000 are to a large extent calculated 
guesswork, they seem to give a notion of the limits within which one needs to work. The 
actual retail area of the centre will be determined by many factors which cannot be 
analysed in this thesis, since these factors and the size and form of the centre will have to 
be reviewed from time to time. However, even at this stage the upper limit of the centre 
size can be decided upon in terms of growth dis-economies; eg. the harmful effect of 
excessive parking and traffic. 
1.3 
The main reason for the more positive involvement by Local Authority in the develop-
ment of the centre was the opportunity to improve the quality. These qualities which 
were described earlier are important to the uplifting of the centre and will be implicit in 
any proposal for the centre. 
1.4 
The second reason for the involvement was the opportunity to contribute towards conser-
ving those buildings or areas which are considered valuable. These are shown in Figure 
7.1. This list is by no means complete and serves only as a proposal. Public participation 
would be essential to determine the full extent to which conservation must be practised. 
It is suggested that the development rights of these sites be transferred to other sites with-
in the centre, as this would reduce the cost of conservation. 
1.5 
The third reason for more positive planning was to provide the Local Authority with the 
opportunity to build Wynberg up into a job opportunity centre. If one considers the 
population South of Wynberg and the number of people actually changing mode at Wyn-
berg, it is apparent that there exists the potential to increase job opportunities in Wyn-
berg. Although no economic analysis has been possible for this aspect it is proposed to 
set a target for the following increases in employment. 
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The spatial requirements for the 5.000 industrial workers is estimated (300 p/ha) at 166 
ha. Labour intensive industries are sought eg. electronics, clothing manufacture. While 
some of this floor area could be located near Ebor Road, it is anticipated that the Ebor 
Road area would be used for service industries rather; with light manufacturing activity 
locating in the area adjacent to the Rex Trueform factory. 
The spatial requirements of 2 000 office workers at 30 square metres per employee is 
60·000 square metres, (which is approximately equivalent to two floors of the area be-
tween Church Street and Piers Road between Maynardville and the Centre.) 
The land therefore exists to provide for these job opportunities, the question is how are 
entrepreneurs to be attracted? The Urban Transport Act will result in restrictions being 
imposed which will make CBD development less attractive ; it will also result in the 
opportunity to "induce" developers to locate at centres such as Wynberg to save in the 
provision of infrastructure possibly by providing incentives, investment assistance, rates 
reduction and even free land. 
1.6 
The following three alternatives were examined : In the first of this second set of alterna-
tives (ie. Alternative 5 - the Western Development Alternative) it is proposed that all 
future retail development takes place on the Western side of the Railway line. As far as 
achieving the "high values" of retail floor area this would require the development of an 
additional 80 000 square metres of retail floor area on the Western side. 
In the second alternative (ie. Alternative 6 - the Eastern Development Alternative) it is 
proposed that all future development takes place on the Eastern side of the Railway line, 
with the exception of those developments already in the pipeline. This would imply that 
to achieve the "high values" of retail floor area development, 70.000 square metres of 
retail floor space would have to be developed on the Eastern side. 
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In the third alternative (ie. Alternative No. 7 - the Bilateral Development Alternative) 
it is proposed that the future development be split evenly between the areas on the eas-
tern and western sides of the Railway line. If the "high values" of retail floor area is to 
be achieved then an additional 40 000 square metres of retail floor area is to be provided 
on the east and west sides of the railway line. 
Because of the complexity of some aspects of the Local Authority involvement, two sec-
tions have been interposed between the discussion of the alternatives. Before discussing 
the fifth alternative, the disposal and development of the land previously reserved for the 
Wynberg By-Pass is discussed. And, before discussing the sixth and seventh alternatives 
which involve the development of the Eastern side, there is discussion on how to provide 
the Eastern side with the development stimulus . 
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2. Wynberg By-Pass land Utilised 
The strip of land available as a result of deleting the Wynberg By-Pass scheme amounts to 
approximately 70 000 square metres. The nature of the sub areas of this strip are dis-
cussed although the disposal of the Southern portion of the strip is discussed in more 
detail so as to show the possibility of using a new technique in disposing of the land. The 
northern and central portion of the land could be sold in conventional ways with controls 
or incentives applied. 
2.1 The Southern Sector 
Of the 39 000 square metres of land required for the Wynberg By-Pass between Piers 
Road and Constantia Road, only 4 000 square metres have still to be transferred to 
Council. The remainder is made up of 20 000 square metres of vacant land, 5 000 square 
metres of land occupied by dwellings too run down to be renovated and 10 000 square 
metres is occupied by buildings which have reasonable economic lives. 
It is proposed that there exists three goals for this sector: 
To achieve a high residential density ; 
To be developed as rapidly as possible; and 
To minimise any economic losses by the City. 
If land is just sold by auction, it can be expected that low density development will pre-
dominate and that those parcels of land which are large will not be developed rapidly due 
to the adverse present economic climate for multiple dwelling development (eg. flats). 
It is proposed that a technique exists whereby the above three goals can be achieved, and 
what follows is an economic validation of the technique. The technique is to give the 
land away subject to minor development conditions. 
2. 1. 1 To the Local Authority 
Let us consider a typical piece of land 1.000 square metres in extent. Its present market 
value is about R30 000. While this parcel of land might have cost the Council more or 
less than R30 000 on acquisition, its present value can be assessed in the form of an inte-
rest of R3 000 per annum. 
Firstly, it might be generalised that the erven that form this piece of land (typical of the 
whole area) is composed of 50% which would be suitable for single dwelling development 
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and 50% which would be suitable for multiple dwelling development. Secondly, it may be 
assumed that under the present circumstances only 50% of the multiple dwelling sites and 
80% of the single dwelling sites would be developed. Thirdly, it may be assumed as a 
maximum that 10 dwellings valued at R12 000 can be developed on the multiple dwelling 
sites and 2,5 dweUings valued at R 18 000 can be developed on the single unit sites on the 
1.000 square metre typical site. 
Presently, rates to the local authorities are applied as 2.085c/R. Therefore; under normal 
development total rates received could be calculated as follows : 
Land R30.000 @ 2.085c/R = 
.50 x 1 000 x 2.5/1 000 x 18 000 x 80% @ 2.085c/R = 





If the land were given away subject to the 10 dwelling/1.000 square metres density crite-
rion and development within two years ; then the rates could be calculated as follows: 
Land R30000 @ 2.085c/R 





Thus recalling R3.000/annum rates, a shortfall of R1 498,50 would be incurred by the 
city. However, the granting of free land could make an increased rate acceptable. If the 
rates for these properties were increased to 2.585c/R then the rates would amount to 
R3 825,50. Thus the City incurs a shortfall of R800,50. Should the rate be increased to 
3.085c/R then the shortfall would amount to only R500,00. 
2. 1. 2 To the Developer .. 
As far as the developer is concerned, the effect of not having to pay for the land wilt to 
some extent be negated by the increased rates. Since alt other costs remain the same. 
Free land but an increase of rates from 2.085 to 3.085c/R will be seen by a "flats" deve-
loper as follows on the 1 000 square metres of development under normal conditions : 
Interest of land costs 
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This means that a possible rental reduction of R12.5/month/unit. This could be the 
difference that could make a development· viable, since in terms of rental one is talking 
of 10%. 
The arrangement has only been put forward for the development of flats but it is obvious 
that it can be extended to other forms of development. 
To recapitulate, at 3.085c/R the Local Authority still loses some income, but: 
1. It gets the revenue earlier, as development under normal circumstances cannot be 
forced to occur say within a period of two years and if this clause were introduced, 
the value of the land to be sold wouid decrease; 
2. There is an increase in the population resulting in additional retail development, 
hence more rates ; 
3. The prescribed quality and conditions on development can be achieved ; and 
4. The impetus of development will be felt throughout the centre. 
2. 1.3 To dispose of land .. 
There are two difficulties in the process; the first is to determine the best increased rates/ 
development conditions so as to achieve the most for the centre and at the same time 
entice the developer, and the second is how to dispose of the land. To resolve the first 
point is beyond the realm of this thesis, and while the conditions and incentives stated 
herein would be suitable they might just not be the optimum. 
To dispose of the land it is proposed that inter alia the other normal transfer clauses, the 
following points will have to be foreseen ; 
1. Firstly the land simply cannot be given away without accusations of corruption. So 
the land must be sold subject to development conditions on an auction. The buyer 
must then pay for the land when transfer takes place.· If he develops within the pre-
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scribed period according to the conditions imposed, he then gets the purchase price 
back, but not the interest. Since a developer knows that the purchase price is to be 
returned his bid for the land could have been totally unrealistic. However, if there is 
loss of interest involved then the bidding at the auction will have soi:iie control. ,., 
2. Development must be·completed within two to three years (safeguards are essential 
against delay tactics). 
3. A developer forfeits his purchase price should the development not be completed 
within the prescribed period or does not conform with the approved plans. 
It is hoped that this has shown a method of retaining the competitive nature of property 
· development while at the same time achieving goals set for the development. 
2.2 Proposal 
2.2 Proposal 
In considering any proposals for the area available for development as a result of deleting 
the Wynberg By-Pass Scheme it is convenient to divide the strip into three sub-areas. 
These three sub-areas are most easily defined as the area north of Church Street, the area 
between Church Street and Piers Road and the area south of Piers Road. While all the 
areas have a function to contribute to the expansion and improvement of the centre they - · 
do so in different ways. 
Furthermore, this land is used for all three of the second set of alternatives and while the . 
~ 
broad development proposals apply to all three alternatives the details will vary due to 
different demand created by the different form which the alternative takes. 
In the following description it will become obvious that more work needs to be under-
taken in the realm of urban design before a proper architects brief can be prepared for the 
development of the areas. And, since the planner's role falls short of this, the designers 
brief is not complete, although it has been attempted where. possible to quote examples 
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2.2.1 The northern section serves three main functions: 
The transition of the residential area into the commercial area; 
To provide additional residential, office and retail space; and 
To provide parking facilities for the centre. 
In examining the residential area to theWest and the fact that the cemetery and buildings 
along Church Street west of Brodie Road are unlikely to be redeveloped, a development 
to the height of 5 storeys would provide the upper floo11with a good aspect and would 
not be unacceptable. This would begin to merge with the residential buildings to the west 
and create a back drop to the thatched houses at the Northern entrance to Wyn berg. The 
whole site does not appear to have great commercial potential as the development lies on 
the fringe of the prime retail area. Nevertheless, one could expect retail development to 
take place at the intersection of Brodie Road and Church Street. The site however, is very 
well situated for office function being close to the magistrates court sector, and having a 
particularly pleasant environment. The provision of parking in this location is also impor-
tant because it will serve not only the development itself but the Northern prime retail 
area. 
On the 8.000 square metres of land, it is proposed that the following development could 
take place : 
2 000 square metres of retai I 
10 000 square metres of parking, ie. 300 bays 
8 000 square metres of residential, ie. 80 dwellings; and 
3 000 square metres of office 
These areas and the permissible functions conform with the C3 or B3 zoning. However, 
to generate the residential and parking requirements, these would probably have to be the 
conditions of sale. In the three alternative forms it will be seen how the proportions of 




























The central section holds the key to the retail expans~on of the centre. The area is 
approximately 22 500 square metres in extent facing Westwards over Maynardville and 
Eastwards over the present commercial area. Maynardville creates an "edge" (7 .1) to the 
centre and this fact allows a relatively high development {a maximum of 6 storeys} to 
take place taking advantage of the views Westwards. There is no objection to the develop-
ment of residential function on this site but it is supposed that the emphasis will be more 
commercial. 
The parking provided in this area will be essential to the operation of the centre. The 
area allocated to each activity will depend on the form of the alternative chosen, but the 
broad area sizes of the various activities are suggested as follows: 
Retail 30 000 square metres 
Parking 35 000 square metres 
Office 30 000 square metres 
Restaurant on top. 
This bulk again conforms with the B.3 zoning, if one accepts that the parking is for the 
centre as a whole and not just for this development, then the parking facilities will not 
form part of the bulk calculations. 
The office development can to a large extent be taken up by municipal offices, should the 
concept of municipality occur, although demand does exist at a centre for office space. 
The library could be incorporated in the new development. However, the general benefits 
obtained from having the library located in the Town Hall site in keeping night time 
activity in Maynard Road mitigates for the choice of a new location at the Town Hall. 
The timing of this development is quite important and dependant on the economic cli-
mate and the alternative chosen. The development could also be phased if necessary. 
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The Southern section south of Piers Road is mainly residential in nature and an example 
of work (2.10} carried out by UCT planning students is shown, which gives an idea of the 
concept of the land use pattern desired. The area between the commercial strip and this 
area must also be integrated into this style of development. In this way, the transition 
between the purely residential to the West and the commercial strip along the Main Road 
will be accomplished. There is no objection to professional practices occuring in this 
strip as this would assist the transitionary effect. 
The technique of disposing the land is described in an earlier section. A height restriction 
of 4 storeys is essential if the environmental quality of the area is to be attained. 
The increase in population resulting from the densities achieved in the residential deve-
lopment of the Southern sector and the fact that there is no primary school at present in 
~ ~ the area, suggests that the population which exceeds the 600 families quoted could war-
rant the establishement of a primary school. It is suggested that there is no need for the 
large areas normally set aside for primary schools. but that the outdoor facilities could 
become part of the community facilities of the area. 
The opportunity also exists for the development of an old aged home. The home would 
have the convenience of the retail activity, the bus routes, the station, the park and total 
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3. The Western Development Alternative 
3. 1 Intention 
The basic intention of this alternative is the continued expansion of the retail activity on 
the west side. A decision by the Local Authority to pursue this form of development 
could be based on three fears, viz: 
1. That an attempt for retail activity to straddle both sides of the railway line would 
not be economically viable; 
2. That an attempt for retail development on the Eastern side of the railway line could 
be harmful to the existing retail on the Western side; and 
3; That the centre might not expand suffiCiently thus creating any development on the 
Eastern side into a "white elephant". 
The expansion of retail floor area only on the Western side will obviously permit a smaller 
retail floor area than if the centre could exist on both sides of the railway line, due main-
ly to the provision of parking facilities located on one side only. 
The overall intent is to achieve a broader based centre which not only offers shopping 
facilities but also job opportunities, services, amenities and housing. 
3.2 Assumptions 
. To be able to evaluate this as an alternative the following assumptions had to be made: 
3.2.1 
The retail activity would develop in terms of the "high values". However, in the course 
of the analysis it became apparent that the excessive demand for parking on the Western 
side could not be met and that the retail floor area of the centre would be limited to 
80 000 square metres. 
3.2.2 
While the Wynberg By-Pass would not be required, it was found essential in terms of the 
traffic analysis (Appendix B) to provide a link between Wetton Road and Church Street 
by improving the intersection of BrodiE;l Road with Riverside Road. 
3.2.3 
The Main Road Widening scheme is not pursued in its prese11t form, although the appre-
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c1at1on of the fact that there exists three distinct sectors along its route would in itself 
determine the form of the road. 
3.2.4 
Since the Wynberg By-Pass is not to be constructed, the land would be disposed of as de-
scribed in the preceding section. This would obviously include the provision of retail 
parking, office and residential space. 
3.2.5 
The provision of office space could be catered for in the redevelopment of the sector east 
of Maynardville, the new Ackermans site, the Grand Bazaars, minor other locations on 
the West· side and on the North of Broad Road. 
3.2.6 
The provision of industrial floor space will continue to be located mainly in the vicinity 
of the Rex T ruform factory. 
3.2.7 
The deletion ofthe Wynberg By~Pass proposal from the road programme will allow earlier 
completion of the Kromboom Parkway, the Constantia Road/South Road scheme and 
Castletown Road fink. The following could be the amended completion dates: 
Kromboom Parkway {North of Ottery Road) 
Constantia/South Road 





The Government development proposals such as the Magistrates Courts and schools will 
continue on the schedules quoted before. The expansion of the office space on the West 




In the period to 1980 some remarkable activity will take pl9ce in the Wynberg Centre. 
The landscape plan for the Main Road and Station Road will become implemented. The 
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land south of Piers Road previously reserved for the Wyn berg By-Pass will be disposed of, 
and this will generate considerable interest in the centre. Furthermore, the early building 
requirements will create a building activity which will influence the commercial activity 
of the centre. 
Commercial development will take place as planned on the site West of Station Road and 
on those sites in the north which are suitable for redevelopment eg. East of 0 K Bazaars, 
North and South of Station Road. The retail expansion could amount to about 6 000 
square metres in this period. On the East side, incentives for the provision of industrial 
and office floor space could result in the beginning of some industrial and office building 
construction. 
The area north of Piers Road will not be disposed of as yet since it would be important 
that the release of this land be properly studied before being sold. This area is vital to the 
success of the centre in its ability to attract the higher income shopper population on the 
West. Access to the site would be from Church Street (both East andWest) and Brodie 
Road. This complex mtist include high quality shops, offices, parking and even residen-
tial could assist in achieving the impetus required. 
3.3.2 
In the period 1980 to 1985 the Kromboom Parkway and Constantia Road/South Road 
schemes will be completed thereby considerably reducing the volume of traffic using the 
MainR'oad. At the same time theresidential development in the "By Pass" strip will have 
been completed, providing additional buying population close to the convenience retail 
strip along the Main Road. 
The vacant area North of Church Street and East of Brodie Road can be expected to de-
velop. The development of the site could be sta~ed; and about 8 000 square metres of 
additional retail floor area could become available in this period with the development of 
this site and others in the existing Wynberg commercial area. 
3.3.3 
By the year 1990 the Castletown link will have been completed which will incorporate 
the improved terminus on the East side. The need for the road underpass at Church .. 
Street can then be questioned, as access between East arid West will be possible along 
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Road in the local context. With the through traffic out of Church Street, the pedestrian 
environment in the vicinity of the Town Hall will be considerably improved. 
The commercial expansion wifl continue mainly on the site to the East of Maynardville. 
An additional 10.000 square metres of retail floor area will be available during this pe-
riod. 
A decision will be required as to the future of the library. It could be incorporated into 
the new commercial development. An alternative location is the Town Hall itself or 
Town Hall site. This would have considerable advantages in keeping that area "alive" at 
night. Parking facilities could be incorporated into an urban plan for the area which 
could also be used as a recreation area. Thus this area would serve as a recreation area 
during the day and a parking area at night. 
The provision of office and industrial space would continue in the areas described before. 
3.3.4 
In the remaining period to the year 2000 the centre development will begin to stabilise as 
the growth of the catchment population starts declining~ The centre image which has 
been created and future change will relate either to internal improvements over time or 
else a revised goal for the centre resulting from metropolitan and national changes which 
could occur. 
3.4 Evaluation 
This form of development will allow significant progress towards the size required of the 
Wynberg Centre, so that it could function as an important centre providing those qualities 
which are essential. The detail programming of development and release of land in the 
Northern sector would require obviously more detailed investigation. The locational bias 
of development unfortunately creates three shortcomings : 
1. The retai I area of development is restricted in size. 
2. A substantial amount of parking will have to be provided in an area where the land 
values could be relatively high. 
3. The road system will still have to cope with a large number of vehicles crossing the 
railway line from the East. These could have the effect of preventing the elimina· 
tion of the Church Street underpass and require additional road space in relation to 
Wetton and Brodie Roads. 
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3.5 LA Involvement 
The involvement by the Local Authority is prevelant in this alternative. It begins with 
the initial improvement of the pedestrian environment. Proceeds through a re-analysis of 
the.existing town planning scheme and road planning proposals. Becomes involved in the 
disposal of land to which conditions have been applied which act specifically towards the 
goals set for the centre. The attraction of office and retail floor space development might 
have to be accompanied by rate rebates applied to developments for a fixed period and/or 
to developments occuring within a certain period of time (the length of these periods 
continually subject to review). 
The greatest involvement js the change in Local Authority co-operation with education of 
and inducement of the private sector in producing a centre which is more beneficial in the 
overall sense. This involvement also applies to the other alternatives in this second set. 
In this alternative the greatest physical involvement could be the development by the 
Local Authority of the site East of Maynardville. The arguement of who should develop 
is a difficult one to answer. Since a threat does-exist from the proposed Constantia Shop-
ping Centre, it is suggested that these entrepreneurs be invited to develop this area. This 
might be considered unfair and it might become necessary for_ the local authority to de-
velop the centre itself as in the Strand Street Concourse. It could act as landlord while 
the concepts are established, then selling out thereafter. 
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4. The East Side Catalyst 
In the first alternative of the second set, the emphasis.of development lay on the West 
side which would be ~ extension and expansion of the present development form, but 
with the Local Authority involvement. The second and third alternatives realising the 
problems incurred by expanding the centre only on the West side explore the possibility 
of spreading the centre over onto the East side. The major problem in the fifth alterna-
tive was to provide sufficient access and parking to the West side as the centre expanded. 
The obvious fact is that the large proportion of shoppers in Wynberg come from the 
Eastern side at present and while the proportions will change as more shoppers are en-
ticed from the West, the traffic volumes from the East will remain large. A solution to 
the problem is to get the shoppers from the east to park on the eastern side of the railway 
line. This would considerably reduce the pressure on Wetton Road since the motorist will 
have access from Ottery and Broad Roads. 
There exists two major problems : 
1. To entice the shopper to park on the eastern side ; and 
2. To develop activity on the Eastern side which will attract the parking to occur on 
the Eastern side but at the same time not adversely affect the retail activity on the 
Western side. 
4.1 
To achieve this the following strategy has been evolved and is considered to meet these 
aims. It is quite probable that other better strategies can be evolved following better co-
operation and involvement by the community. The other point that must be remem-
bered is that the qualitative values given in this strategy description serve to validate the 
process and the two alternatives that follow will require quantitative measures to be 
applied that fit the specific requirements. 
4.1.1 
The first phase is to put the plan up for public opinion and comment, not at a public 
meeting but in groups of interested parties who can get involved with the plan. 
4.1.2 
The land to the north of Broad Road and east of the railway line .is acquired (some is al-
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land will be used by commuters parking at Wynberg Station. At the same time the area 
east of Wynberg Station is surfaced for parking. This area will be used by commuters 
until such time as the larger area becomes available, thereafter it will revert to short term 
parking use in the interim until redevelopment takes place. The area presently zoned 8.1 
to the South of this parking area is re-zoned 8.3 and the Castletown Road link in a re-
vised form will then be constructed from land gained in lieu of betterment. This re-
zoning will create impetus for redevelopment in this area. 
The land can be expected to redevelop within a period of three years. The betterment 
paid should be reduced to induce development and could even be waived subject to the 
following conditions: 
1. That development takes place within two years; 
2. That the precinct of the Mosque be respected in any proposed design; 
3. That development be such to funnel pedestrians to the subway; and 
4. That land be given for the development of the Castletown link. 
Resulting from this development one can expect an additional 1 ·500 square metres of re-
tail floor area, and possibly some office activity. This development will have the effect of 
providing a funnel for the public transport commuters crossing the railway line. It will 
also provide a retail area for bulky shopping close to shopper parking on the Eastern side. 
In the short term these short term parkers will only be effectively provided with 100 
bays. The land will become available for the Castletown Road link which would then be 
completed to the intersection with Ottery and Sussex Roads by 1985. 
At the same time the development of some of the sites described in alternative one will 
have occurred on the West side, to the extent allowed by the alternative chosen. 
4.1.3 
The second phase cannot be defined quantitavely at this stage, as this depends directly on 
the alternative chosen. The first phase common to both East side alternatives is the deve-
lopment of a comprehensive structure onthe present P G Timbers site and the small par-
king area. This development should contribute approximately 12.000 square metres of 
retai I fl oar space. 
In the second alternative this area would have to be extended Eastwards to create a retail 
1 
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area of approximately 40 000 square metres. This would have its own problems in pro-
viding parking facilities. 
In the first phase the existing P G Building could be redeveloped or refurbished in its 
development. The comprehensive development is seen as the creation of focus for the 
Eastern area catchment population. The proposal is that the development creates an 
amphitheatre for the Mosque. It will also include the bus terminus, the clinic or day hos-
pital (which is needed on the East side), office space and even residential in structure that 
could easily rise up to 7 storeys. 
The inclusion of these community facilities and the conditions of re-zoning would reduce 
the betterment payable and land acquisition costs, thus increasing the attractiveness of 
the business venture. 
The construction of the Castletown link and the location of a portion of the centre and 
parking on the east side will allow the conversion of the Church Street underpass to a 
pedestrian route, with the portion of road between the railway line and Brisbane Road 
being used for buses and loading only. Thus the parking area to the North could have 
multiple level access to the new building even if two floors of parking are not provided. 
The bus route roads can also be regraded so that the redevelopment can take advantage of 
the change of grades. 
4.2 
The retail function of the Western side of the railway line can be expected to be of rela-
tively higher order than on the eastern side, in that a high order department store eg. 
Stuttafords type, would be viable on the West side but not on the East side. However, 
the range in quality of retailing will obviously overlap, with the West side frame area 
actually having lower order shops than the Eastern side. 
4.3 
With the retail trade expected by the year 1990 and 2000 the development of the Eastern 
side is quite feasible. Only the danger of fragmentation into two sectors is to be avoided. 
If this occurs then obviously the attraction of Wynberg will be considerably reduced. 
Furthermore, the retail development that will be permitted to occur on the West could 
be considerably reduced if the area to the East of Maynardville is retained for parking. 
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5 The Eastern Development Alternative 
5. 1 Intention 
The basic premise in this assumption is that the retail function of the Wynberg Centre 
must expand and thus be accompanied by the various activities which are essential in 
creating a comprehensive centre. However, the appreciation that accommodating the 
additional traffic access and parking would be problematic has suggested that the solution 
lies in limiting the expansion of retail activity to say 15.000 square metres on the West 
side and providing the add.itional floor area (even up to 40.000 square metres) on the 
Eastern side. Since this alternative is based on Local Authority involvement one can 
anticipate attempts at achieving those qualities described before as essential to the centre. 
5.2 Assumption 
The following assumptions were made to project the future of the centre according to 
this alternative: 
5.2.1 
The retail trade activity will develop in terms of the projected "high values". 
. 5.2.2 
The retail floor area on the west side will expand by approximately 15 000 square metres. 
This will occur with the development of the site at the western end of Station Road, the 
area to the east of 0 K Bazaars, the area west of Woolworths and the redevelopment of 
the sites in the vicinity of Station Road. 
5.2.3 
The present area to the east of Maynardville would in this case probably be laid out for 
parking with trees and shrubs to soften the change from Maynardville to the Centre. The 
area could be held in reserve by the Local Authority. 
~i2.4 
The area to the North of Church Street and East of Brodie Road and the area South of 
Piers Road would be developed as described in the section on utilising the By-Pass Road. 
5.2.5 
The area to the East would be developed as described in the preceeding section although 
the amount of development involved would have to spread Eastwards so that sufficient 
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retail floor space could be developed. The need to provide almost 2000 parking bays 
could become a problem. 
5.2.6 
The expected retail floor area growth would result in approximately 50 000 square 
metres of retail floor area on the Western side and 40 000 square metres on the Eastern 
side. 
5.2.7 
The revised road construction programme with the deletion of the Wynberg By-Pass and 
Main Road Widening Schemes the Kromboom Parkway, the Constantia Road/South Road 
link and the Castletown link road would be completed by 1985. At the same time 
Church Street underpass could be closed to vehicular traffic. 
5.2.8 
The government proposals to redevelop the Magistrates Courts and education facilities 
wi 11 go on as planned. 
5.2.9 
The provision of office space will most likely occur on the Eastern side as this is where 
the impetus of development will take place and industrial expansion could occur in the 
Rex Truform factory area as well. 
5.3 Description 
5.3.1 
In the period 1980 one will experience the pedestrianisation of Station Road, the deve-
lopment of the Ackermans site and the beginning of the residential development to the 
South of Piers Road. The magistrates courts will also be completed during this period. 
On the Eastern side the parking area to the North of Brodie Road will have been deve-
loped and the commercial development near the subway will have only just commenced. 
This retail area could be allowed to expand Southwards, as sufficient area would be re-
zoned to develop the centre on the Eastern side to the size required. Instead of 1 500 
square metres in this initial proposal, one would expect approximately 5 000 square• 
metres to be re-zoned to B.3. The fact that the additional land is to be re-zoned wouid 
require more detailed investigation as would the development and betterment conditions. 
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5.3.2 
In the next period to 1985 the road schemes feeding Wynberg Centre will be completed. 
On the West side the Northern area adjacent to Brodie Road will have been redeveloped, 
and a few other sites would be remodeled depending on the economy. The new police 
station will also have been completed. On the Eastern side where the major input of 
development is taking place the large commercial development on the Southern end will 
have been completed introducing almost 5 000 square metres of retail floor area. The 
parking areas will have been re-organised as well as the access road system. Planning will 
have commenced on the redevelopment of the first portion of th Mosque "amphitheatre" 
development. The concept of the centre straddling the railway line will have been rein-
forced and the pedestrianisation of the Church Street underpass will add to the other 
pedestrian linkage. The development of office space will have been fostered in the deve-
lopment of the area adjacent to Brodie Road, the new Southern retail development on 
the Eastern side and the area adjacent to Broad Road (which will have been stimulated by 
the development of the par!dng area and development incentives). 
5.3.3 
In the third period between 1985 and 1990 there will be little new development on the 
Western side although some re-orientation in shopping pattern could be carried over from 
the previous period as the centre on the West attempts to attract the upper income shop-
per population. The major retail complex forming the amphitheatre of the Mosque with 
the offices, clinic and amenities will have been completed, providing the centre with its 
form and focus. Offices and industrial activity will also continue to be developed in the 
Eastern area North and South of Broad Road. The Eastern side of the centre will require 
considerable parking facilities besides the public transport facilities, and it can be expec-
ted that the parking area to the North of Broad Road would require decking to increase 
the amount of parking on this site to over 1 000 bays. Additional parking requirements 
could in themselves constitute one of the criteria for controlling the size of the develop-
ment on the Eastern side. 
5.3.4 
In the next period to 2000 with the stabilisation of the catchment population, the Eas-
tern retail area will expand only slightly while the major development activity on the 
Western side will be refurbishment rather than redevelopment. 
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5.4 Evaluation 
In this alternative which allows the centre to reach at least a retail floor area of 90 000 
square metres but could easily be increased Eastwards, the qualities of the centre can be 
incorporated into the incentives to have all activities being provided in the new develop-
ment which results from the re-zoning of the large area of land from 81 and 83. The 
major shortcomings of this alternative are : 
1. The large development investment on the Eastern sector and the probable difficulty 
in stimulating sufficient private investment; 
2. The large area of land East of Maynardville which will not be fully utilised; 
3. The difficulty in providing sufficient parking on the Eastern side; and 
4. The difficulty in attracting high income population shoppers to the Wynberg centre, 
even to the Western sector. 
5.5 LA Involvement 
The major involvement of the Local Authority is in its planning procedures. The develop-
ment of the Eastern sector will involve a considerable education campaign aimed at all 
the people involved in the Wyriberg Centre. Firstly, it must be aimed at those who have 
investment in Wynberg to make sure that they are confident of the future of Wynberg 
and confident that the Eastern development will not adversely affect their investment. 
And secondly, it must be aimed at the catchment population who make use of the centre 
especially those who will relate the "mosque amphitheatre" as one of the aspects making 
them belong to the centre and the centre belong to them. 
The Local Authority will be involved in creating incentives to develop the land available 
as a result of deleting the by-pass and for the provision of floor space to increase job 
opportunities at the centre. 
The extent of the physical involvement of the local authority includes the three road 
schemes, the parking areas and the pedestrianisation scheme on the Western side. It is 
proposed that the amenity requirements would be provided in lieu of betterment pay-
ments. This will have the advantage that the local authority will have considerable in-
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6 The Bilateral Development Alternative 
6.1 Intention 
Following on from the examination of the last two alternatives comes a compromise solu-
tion to the two extremes, the obvious problem of both previous alternatives was the load-
ing on access routes and the provision of parking. This alternative intends a more effi-
cient alternative with parking at the Eastern and Western ends of the Centre which strad-
dles the railway line, but at the same time the centroid remains on the Western side. The 
basic concepts that Local Authority becomes involved in the development of the centre 
and that the qualities of centre are fostered are carried through to this alternative as well . 
6.2 Assumptions 
The assumptions that were made so as to postulate the growth of the centre were as 
follows: 
6.2.1 
The retail activity will develop in terms of the projected "high values" ; 
6.2.2 
The retail floor area on the West side will expand to about 80 000 square metres while 
that on the East will expand to about 20 000 square metres. The Western area retail 
expansion will be in accordance with that proposed in the "Western Development" 
Alternative. The development on the Eastern side will be similar to that proposed in the 
"Eastern side catalyst". 
6.2.3 
The road construction programme will be as follows: 
Pedestrianisation of Station Road 
Kromboom Parkway North of Ottery Road 
South Road/Constantia Road 
Castletown/ Road 






1990 (Subject to review) 
The development of the magistrates courts, police station and education facilities will be 
implemented as stated earlier. 
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6.2.5 
The provision of job opportunities by the development of office and industrial floor 
space to be in keeping with the proposals set out in the general preamble. 
6.3 Description 
6.3.1 
In the period to 1980 the proposals set out would be publicised and comments received 
'and incorporated into a comprehensive plan. The Local Authority would show its full 
commitment to the scheme by pedestrianisation in the Northern sector and the disposal 
of the Southern strip of land that formed part of the Wynberg By-Pass Scheme. At the 
.same time the develOpment of the site at the Western end of Station Road would be 
completed. Furthermore, the impending growth of the centre will probably entice the 
development of the sites to the North and South. of Station Road and East of 0 K Ba-
zaars thereby creating a development of approximately 10.000 square metres. Further-
more, plans to dispose of the land North of Church Streetwil! create considerable public 
interest in the centre. The proposed Old Aged Home will be developed quite soon since 
the land is available and the Magistrates court will also be redeveloped. 
On the East side the existing parking area will be re-surfaced and the sites forming the 
large parking area will be bought by the Local Authority. Planning will be bought by the 
Local Authority. Planning will be in progress for the development of the "Mosque 
Amphitheatre" South side development . 
. 6.3.2 
In the period to 1985 the expansion of the centre will continue with most of the residen-
tial development. Old Aged Home and a primary school being completed in the South-
ern strip on the Western side. The police station will also have been completed and the 
construction of the new Wynberg school could have commenced. The area adjacent to 
Brodie Road, North of Church Street will also begin to redevelop during this period pro-
viding an additional 5 000 square metres of retail floor area. Planning will have com-
menced for the development of the site East of Maynardville. Before construction takes 
place the library will have relocated near the present Town Hal!. 
On the Eastern side the large parking area, the small parking area and the southern 
"Mosque Amphitheatre" building will have been completed creating the beginning of the 






















\990 - '2.000 
In terms of the road system the Kromboom Parkway, Constantia Road/South Road 
scheme and Castletown Road link would have been completed. This will allow the clo-
sure of the Church Street underpass. The environment near the Town Hall would be 
greatly improved, with the pedestrianisation of Station Road and the reduction of traffic 
in Maynard Road. 
6.3.3 
In the period to 1990 the development will take place on the Western side with the con-
struction of an additional 30 000 square metres of prime retail high order retail space. 
The increase in local population and the retail development in recent periods is expected 
to improve the quality of retail development on the Western side considerably. Therefore 
the time would be right for this large high quality development to take place which will 
act as the magnet for that population living on the West. Besides providing retail space 
there will also be an increase in the amount of office space. 
On the Eastern side of the railway station the development of the large "amphitheatre" 
will have commenced. Thus, the parking and bus terminal facilities will be re-arranged, 
the industrial expansion fostered by rates incentives should have taken effect by this stage 
providing another group of buying population. 
6.3.4 
In the remaining period, the Western area will have stabilised in quanitity of development 
with refurbishment and updating of the older buildings beginning to take place. On the 
Eastern side the construction of the retail expansion on the present P G Timbers site will 
have been completed adding an additional 18 000 square metres of retail space. The 
catchment population of Wynberg centre will have begun to stabilise. During this period 
any revised proposals resulting from a review during the course of the development of the 
centre could be introduced. 
6.4 Evaluation 
This alternative appears to have the flexibility required to cope even if the centre does 
not grow to the expected size or grows beyond that size. This alternative also appears to 
provide a link between the Magistrates court complex, the centre and the office/industrial 
area alongside Broad Road. Its shortcomings in the provision of parking on the West side 
can be made up by differential parking tariffs and expansion of the East side parking area. 
The amount of expansion on the East side is related to two large parcels of land, which 
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appear sufficient enough to incorporate a large supermarket i.e. where the bulk buying is 
done, being closest to the parking area. The problem of the plan lies mainly in the detail-
ing and timing of the East side development, which a better economic analysis (than 
possible in this thesis) would resolve. 
6.5 Involvement 
Local Authority involvement in this alternative appears very similar to that in the pre-
vious two alternatives ; the three road schemes immediately related to Wynberg Centre, 
ie. Kromboom Parkway, Constantia Road/South Road and Castletown link Road com-
pleted by 1985. On the West side it includes the planning and disposal of the land in the 
West side strip made available as a result of deleting the Wynberg By-Pass, the pedestriani~ 
sation of Station Road and parts of the Northern sectors of the Main Road and the re~ 
development of the library in association with the Town Hall. On the east side the Local 
Authority will be involved in the detailed evaluation of the benefits achieved by re-zoning 
attempting to obtain amenities and facilities for the centre from private enterprise, the 
provision of the parking .area/garage, the control of the large development around the 
Mosque, and the stimulation of industrial and office jobs by incentives to developers to 
provide this sort of development. 
7. Summary 
This set of alternatives pre-supposes that the Local Authority uses its powers to motivate 
development. It uses its powers to create a centre which is a centre, with its varied func-
tion, good environment and a charisma of its own. It is able to have the buildings which 
are important to the centre conserved, and it is able to extend the scope of the centre be-
yond the shopping precinct, involving residential, industrial office and amenity in a com-
prehensive plan. The advantages become obvious. There exist problems also. In fact the 
real problem is the evolution of the "modus operandi" between the Local Authority and 
the individual members of the private sector. This has been evolved to some extent for 
the Southern portion of the West strip. But the other areas in which the Local Authority 
becomes involved require much more detailed evaluation of the practical and legal impli-
cations of the waivers, betterment and conditions imposed so that the competitive nature 
of private enterprise will be maintained, that "corruption" or "Wheeler dialing" might 
not occur, and that the optimum development is induced for the Wynberg Centre. 
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Wynberg plan 
1. Comparison of Alternatives 
Before the seven alternatives are compared, it is felt that the role of the planner in local 
government should be restated. It is proposed that the planner should prepare and exa-
mine alternative plans of develoPrnenfTnrelation-tothe goals of the public, either as sta-
ted, or as perceived by thep!anne-r. -rfTs then his function to describe the potential, ad-
vantages, dis~gesand problems of each alternative and compare these. He is then 
in a position to recommend a course of action to councillors who represent the public. 
These councillors should be fully informed regarding these alternatives so that they are 
able to judge the recommendations and take the decision for the public body. 
An important aspect of this procedure is the presentation of work in the early stages of 
preparation so that greater publi"c involvement can be obtained. This will have two results 
viz: 
1. the public will be better informed and therefore more objective in its critism of any 
plan, and 
2. the planner will be better informed of what the public desires. 
Unfortunately in this thesis it has obviously been impossible to .consult the public, and 
the author has had to work within the realm of the perceived goals. 
A comparison between the ·alternatives was related to seven topics which might also be 
considered as the goals for the centre : 
1. The centre should be multi-functional and have those qualities which create a centre. 
2. The shopper environment should be optimised. 
3. There should be confidence instilled in the private investor. 
4. The centre should have size flexibility. 
5. The centre should provide job opportunities. 
6. Local Authority investment should be minimised. 
7. local Authority involvement should be minimised and should be inducive and not re-
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TABLE 8.1 GOAL ACHIEVEMENT MATRIX 
Table 8.1 shows the goal achievement matrix for the seven altematives. Briefly, they are 
described as follows: 
1.1 Qualities of Centre 
It is obvious that the more positive involvement of the Local Authority in the develop-
ment of the centre will allow the easier achievement of certain goals. The second set of 
alternatives allows for this more positive involvement and therefore will be more efficient 
in this respect than the first set of alternatives. 
The achievement of a greater diversity of activity will be easier if incentives and con-
straints can be applied to attract or discourage activities. The centre can therefore be 
developed to serve a wide function if development takes place in terms of the second set 
of alternatives. · 
The quality of the environment within the centre will also be better as a result of imple-
mentation of a plan from the second set of alternatives than from the first set. The more 
comprehensive pedestrian plan that can be developed could include pedestrian priority 
areas, pedestrian protection from the elements and the conservation of buildings. These 
all help to improve the overall quality of the centre. 
1.2 Shopper Environment 
The main shopping area lies on the Northern Sector. Alternatives two, four, five, six and 
seven made po5itive attempts to reduce further widening of the Main Road, this will help 
to maintain a pedestrian scale. The second set of alternatives expanded the centre size so 
that a greater variety of goods and services could be available. Also the second set of al-
ternatives considered the relaxation of clauses 78(1) and 105 which would permit the re-
tention of pedestrian protection features eg. collonades and canopies. The distribution of 
retail floor area in alternative seven would provide the greatest amenity to the shopper, 
with the provision of parking and retail facilities on the East side and railway crossing 
routes, but retain the locational bias on the Western side. 
1.3 Investment Confidence 
The second set of alternatives, in the positive involvement policy of the local authority 
would help to create investor confidence. Alternative five and six would not be as good 
as alternative seven in this respect due to possible problems discussed in earlier sections, 
which these two alternatives could have in enticing large private investment. 
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1.4 Size Flexibility 
Alternative seven has the greatest size flexibility since its proposals are not fully commit-· 
ted to one side development only, allowing greater flexibility during the review of deve-
lopment over time. 
1.5 Job Opportunities 
One of the objectives of the second set of alternatives is the provision of job opportuni-
ties at Wynberg so as to reduce the journey·to work. In the second set of alternatives this 
policy is pursued positively, in that office space development is a condition of sale in the 
North Western sector and the East of Maynardville sector, and a condition of re-zoning of 
the erven on the Eastern side. Incentives were also suggested for the areas North and 
South of Broad Road to stimulate development in the second set of alternatives. 
1.6 Local Authority Investment 
Investment by the Local Authority should be kept to a minimum. Although direct com-
parison between alternatives is not really valid in this case as the non construction of a 
road is based on a traffic study and the inclusion of construction costs in one alternative 
and not another would imply disagreement with that study. However, for indirect com-
parison purposes. costs have been included for some works in Table 8.1. 
1. 7 Local Authority 
Since this thesis sets out to ·show the advantages achieved by local authority involvement 
in the development of the p!an, this comparison must also be made with caution. Ob-
viously the second set of alternatives have much more Local Authority involvement than 
the first set. They do at the same time have greater benefits. Within the second set it 
would appear that while the general amount of involvement is similar, the seventh alterna-
tive is less likely to require any additional involvement as might be the case in five and six 
with their more bias development strategy. 
From this comparison it would appear that alternative seven, the 'Bilateral Development' 
Alternative, is the alternative which most successfully meets the goals for the centre and 
alleviates the concerns about the future of Wynberg because : 
1. It appreciates the need for a more positive involvement by the local authority in the 
planning process. Firstly this is needed to stem the deterioration in the environmen-
tal quality and develop a policy for conservation. Secondly, it is needed to create the 
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environmental quality of the future centre .. And thirdly, it is needed to create the 
framework within which those functions and activities can be attracted, which are re-
quired by the centre to fulfill its proper role within the metropolis. 
2. It appreciates the need for an examination of the proposed road system, and the envi-
ronmental and economic damage which it could incur. 
3. It acknowledges the advantages of locating job opportunities closer to home. 
4. It takes advantage of the land made available as a result of not constructing the By 
Pass, and attempts to optimise its use, by inducing the development to take place that 
would best serve the centre in achieving its goals. 
5. It provides the stimulation for the expansion of the retail activity, which is allowed to 
locate in such a way wh~h is considered to minimise the risk to private investors and 
reduce the cost of providing road infrastructure; and 
6. It attempts through the policy of public participation to achieve a plan for the centre 
which is wanted by a well informed public. 
2. The Bi-lateral Development Alternative. Part two. 
Since this alternative was discussed in some detail. in the preceding chapter, this section 
serves solely to round off the description of the alternative by consolidating the various 
aspects that constitute to the alternative. 
2.1 
In the first period between now and 1980, the publication of the plan will arouse con-
siderable interest in the centre and in the proposals set out in that plan. The pedestriani-
sation of Station Road, the improvement of the Main Road pedestrian environment, the 
improvement of traffic flow in the Main Road and the surfacing of the parking area to the 
East of Wynberg Station will indicate physically the Local Authority determination to 
develop the centre of Wynberg to its full role within the system of centres in the Metro-
polis. The non-physical development such as the disposal of the Southern sections of 
land previously reserved for the Wynberg By-Pass, with conditions which will generate 
rapid redevelopment, the provision of land for an old age home and prfmary school, and 
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the acqu.isition of land for parking to the East of the Station, north of Broad Road, will 
further reinforce this determination. 
The need for public participation and involvement either in large or small groups is essen-
tial if the questions regarding the role of those sites North of Piers Road, (made available 
as a result of not building the Wynberg By-Pass) the re-zoning of land on the East side of 
Wynberg Station, incentives to stimulate the provision of job opportunities, and the con-
servation strategy, are to be resolved. 
The actual construction work in this period will include the construction of the new ma-
gistrate courts and the completion of the school on the Eastern side. The private sector 
will have completed construction of almost 6.000 square metres of retail floor area to the 
West of Station Road. Possibly some of the other sites mentioned in earlier sections will 
also develop. The site South of the Mosque can also be expected to be redeveloped as a 
result of re-zoning, this would only commence during this period. 
2.2 
ln the second period, betvveen 1980 and 1985 the major road construction which affects 
the centre will have taken place, Kromboom Parkway will be completed North of Ottery 
Road. Here it will be linked with the Van Der Stel Freeway via Constantia Road/South 
Road, which will also be constructed during this period. The Castletown Road will also 
be constructed on land made available in the reconstruction of the site South of the 
Mosque. These road schemes will allow the conversion of the Church Street underpass in-
to a pedestrian link, while the completion of the large parking area to the East of the 
Wynberg railway station and North of Broad Road will allow the smaller parking area to 
be used for short term parking. This short term parking area will begin to attract shop-
pers, coming by car, from crossing from the East to the West. 
This period will also see the completion of the Magistrates Courts/Police Station complex 
and the commencement of construction work on the new Wynberg School, the new 
primary school and old age home in the land made available for them in the earlier 
period. 
The private sector will have completed the development of the land South of Piers Road 
made available by not building the Wynberg By~Pass. This will result in redevelopment 
and refurbishment of the commercial shops along the Main Road and the area between it 
and this newly developed strip. Furthermore, sites such as that to the East of 0 K - . .. 
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Bazaars and to the North and South of Station Road might also be redeveloped during 
this period. The development of the retail activity to the South of the Mosque will have 
been completed during this time, adding _ about 2 000 square metres of retail floor area 
on the East side in relation to the short term parking area on the West side of the Rail~ 
way line. Construction will have commenced on the sites North of Church Street, East of 
Brodie Road. 
During this period the planning and public involvement will reach a new level as the de-
velopments of the "Mosque amphitheatre" complex and the site East of Maynardville are 
planned. The construction of the New Library in relation to the Town Hall will also have 
commenced during this period. 
2.3 
During the third period between 1985 and 1990, the completion of the development 
North of Church Street/East of Brodie Road can be expected as can the New Library and 
its associated parking area and also the Old Aged Home and primary school in the West 
strip. The commencement of the development of the site East of Maynardville will set 
the course for the expansion of the retail shopping area by an additional 20 000 square 
metres and create the magnet required to attract the shoppers from the areas West of the 
centre. Towards the end of this period the development of the "Mosque amphitheatre" 
and Eastern Bus Terminus will also commence. 
2.4 
In. the last period under review, between 1990-2000, the completion firstly of the deve-
lopment East of Maynardville and later the "Mosque Amphitheatre" can be expected. 
The retail trade, job opportunities and the facilities required at the centre will have stabi-
lised to a certain extent and further large development is not expected to occur. 
2.5 
Throughout this period constant review will be necessary and this will guide the develop-
ment, the incentives and restraints applied. Also taking place throughout this period will 
be the refurbishment and/or redevelopment of buildings throughout the centre and also 
in the areas North and South of Broad Road to which the development of office and in-
dustrial floor space is being induced through the provision of rates incentive. All the 
development providing job opportunity, needs to be attracted so that the centre can 
move towards a target which has been set at 8.000 more jobs by the year 2000, but will 
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While these developments can be expected to take place as discussed and as shown in 
Figure 8.2, it is necessary to discuss in a little more detail the initial work of the urban 
designer. 
Just as it is vitally important to the centre that diversity of function exist, it is also im-
portant that a good pedestrian environment exists. This is particularly the case in the 
Northern sector of the Wynberg Centre. 
The first proposal to be studied by the urban designer that will take this work further is 
the pedestrianisation of the Main Road and Station Road. In the Northern sector it is 
important that the Main Road be kept as narrow as possible to maintain cohesion be-
tween the East and West sides of the Centre. It was proposed in terms of the new traffic 
policy that, Station Road be out of bounds from general traffic during the day, that the 
signals along the Main Road be synchronised and the "no stopping" of vehicles be permit-
ted along the Main Road in the North Section between Piers Road and Conway Street 
except in existing embayments not used as bus stops. This will allow the widening of the 
footwalks by about 0,6 metres to provide the existing and potential collonades with vehi-
cular protection and still retain sufficient road width for right hand turn lanes at the 
Maynard and Church Street intersections. Pedestrianisation of Station Road must allow 
for the bus terminus opposite the station and bus movement along it. 
The next urban design problem is to prepare the brief for the control of development in 
that area South of Piers Road made available as a result of not constructing the By-Pass. 
It is suggested that the controls/incentives can also be applied to the area between this 
strip and the commercial strip. What is required is a plan that will provide a high density 
·residential environment with multifunctional open space used as parking for both residen- · 
tial and commercial activities. The residential environment should be restricted to three 
stores in keeping with a policy of ground related living. Within this development the re-
creation/public open space/pedestrian route complex should be able to focus on ameni-
ties such as the canal, Maynardville and the Primary school in a North-South direction 
and the commercial area to the East. It is suggested that closure of any East-West Roads 
should be avoided as this would result in a re-assignment of traffic in the remaining roads 
which would then carry excessive traffic. 
The next important task for the urban designer is the prep~ration of requirements from 
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the development of the site South of the Mosque to create the forecourt to the subway 
link to the West side and a building in keeping with the overall plan of the "Mosque 
amphitheatre''. 
The fourth assignment is the preparation of the layout in the surrounds of the Town Hall 
which is to include the new library and a parking area which during the day is to be used 
only by people as a recreation area and at night is to be used as a parking area for people 
coming to the library and Town Half. 
The fifth task of the urban designer is to prepare a brief enlarging on the quantitative as-
pects proposed for the development of those areas North of Church Street and East of 
Brodie Road. 
The sixth task is to re-assess the pedestrian system in the terminal area with the conver-
sion of the Church Street underpass into a pedestrian route. The system must be seen as 
not only providing the links betvveen the station, the bus terminus and parking areas, but 
also as the linking force holding the East and West sides together. In this aspect the East 
and West sides of the bus terminus, the parking areas, the Squares (ie. Town Hal! Square 
and Mosque Square) and the commercial facilities, must be pulled together. 
The final task that is discussed as required of the urban designer, is a composite one of 
extending the quantitative details proposed for the East of Maynardville development and 
Mosque Amphitheatre development into more concrete development envolopes including 
in these requirements for the pedestrian system and Mosque Square. The Mosque square 
(subject to public reaction) is seen as a functional square in which hawkers will congre-
gate, in which fetes and meetings can be held. The impact of the Mosque is to be exten-
ded to the square in the attempt to provide a focal point for the Wynberg Centre. 
2.7 
The decision to declare Wynberg a Municipality centre would have ramifications for the 
urban plan. If this decision were to be taken then it will probably be either taken, or 
under review in the period 1985-1990. It will be necessary to decide whether the muni-
cipal offices should form part of the commercial development or should be a purely 
municipal building. This problem can be resolved by public involvement in the choice of 
location. Two possible locations are the site East of Maynardville or the area just North 
of Broad Road. 
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The development of the municipal offices on the site adjacent fo Maynardville should not 
be at the expense of reducing the retail and parking proposals for the site, although the 
municipal offices could take up the office space developed on that site. The choice of the 
site North of Broad Road will permit the development of a Municipal Building per se, as 
the land utilised is not required for retail use. The use of the site of the present Town 
Hall should be avoided, as this would detract from the centre, the Historic Town Hall and 
the proposed environmentally valuable precinct. 
3. Recommendations 
As a result of the work undertaken in this study I would like to make the following 
recommendations: 
3.1 That the existing policy of local authority involvement in the development be 
reviewed. 
3.2 That the existing attitude towards the functions and the provisions of road space be 
reviewed. And that in the light of this review that the plans for the construction of 
the Wynberg By- Pass andMain Road widening schemes be deleted from the Town 
Planning Scheme. 
3.3 That the advantages offered by the provision of job opportunities closer to home 
associated with a system of multi-functional centres be investigated in more detail. 
And, if the advantages are found to be as great as suggested in this thesis, that a 
metropolitan policy be formulated in this regard, and; 
3.4 That this plan as proposed for Wynberg be examined and that further work be 
carried out with the involvement of interested parties so that a more comprehensive 
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ECONOMJC A.~ALYSIS OF THE COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY IN WYNBERG 
One of' the f'unctions which the Wynberg centre serves is that 
of' a major retai1 centre. In any p1an f'or the Wynberg centre 
it is therefore essentia1 to determine how 1arge a retai1 
component can be economica11y viab1e. This appendix serves 
as the ana1ysis of' this component and is very coarse, because 
of' the 1ack of' information avai1ab1e. A more detai1ed . 
ana1ysis wou1d be possib1e if' accompanied by a comprehensive 
market research survey. 
This analysis wakes use of' an estimate or a·ssessment of' the 
·present and future: 
1. Probability of' expenditure in Wynberg; 
2. Population of' the trade area; 
J. Household size; 
4. Household income; 
5. Discretionary expenditure pattern; 
·6. 
7. 
Turnover of' f'.ood, clothing, f'urnitur~ a1coho1 
and tobacco sa1es; and 
An e:stimate of' the retail f'1oor space that could be 
economically supported i.n 1980, 1990 and 2000. 
Figure A1 shows the catchment area and sub-zones which are 
being analysed. 
1. THE PROBABILITY OF EXPENDITURE IN wYNBERG 
~bile it might be possible to define primary, secondary 
and even tertiary trade areas, th~ assess~ent here is 
based instead on "the probabi1ity" that expenditure take~ 
place in ilynberg. 
This method assumes that the probabi1ity that peop1e 1iving 
in an area will spend at a contre is equa1 to the 
propor•ior..o~ their total expenditure that will take p1ace 









1.1 The choice to spend at a centre is based on the 
"attractiveness" of' that centre. a"bile numerous 
factors contribute to· the "attractiveness" of' a 
ceritre (e.g. availability of' parking, environment, 
pr·csence of' key shops, management techniques of' 
individual retail outlets) in mathematical model, 
these factors need to be simplified. Two f'actor 
ar~ normally used,viz, the size of' the cen.tre and 
the distance between zone and centre.when this is 
compared to all other centres. 
1.2 The mat.hematical model that was used in this analysis 
may be expressed as f'ollows: 
Pij = 
..,..here Pij is the probability of' people living in area i 
shoFping at centre j, 
SJ is the size of' centre j, usually expressed is square 
metres. 
Dij is the dis~ance of' centre j from area i. 
The distance fa{;;to'i:- is considered to play a 
.,;jgnifj.cant role in the model. and is usually expanded 
by a f'actor >. • In this model has been chosen to be· 
equal. to 2. If more detail analysis is required this 
value could be made to vary dependant on the goods being 
marketed (Dewar and Dewar}, usually derived f'rom market 
research, regression analysis, category analysis, etc. 
l..J In this analysis Claremont, Athlone, Blue Route Centr~, 
Kenihrnrth Centre and "Wynberg were considered to act in 
competion, Two models were tested the f'i.rst in which 
the centres grow so that they remain the same size relative 
to one another and the second model where Vynberg doubles 
in size by 1980 and the other centres remain relatively 
equal in size. The .retail f'loor area or the centres were 
taken to be as shown in table A2. 
Claremont/ -
Model 1 Model 2 
Claremont 86 046 86 046 
.Athlone 31 665 31 665 
Blue Route Centre 21 000 21 000 
Kenilworth Centre 28 000 28 000 
Vynberg 41 700 83 400 
TABLE A2 
1..4 The probabilities that (and as such the p~oportion of') 
expenditure that each catchment area sub-zone will 
spend in Vynberg as cal.culated f'rom the model is given 
in table AJ. 
2. POPULATION OF THE CATCHMENT AREA 
Wh.ile it is probable that the Group Areas Act might be 
rescinded in the f'uture, the pattern of' housing densities 
and population.distribution that has resulted as the 
result of' its implementation will not change overnight., 
and as such the densities and population charact~·ristics 
at present are considered f'or the purpose of' thj" .analys i ·. 
to remai.n the same. 
2.1 Data was available f'or both population size and income 
f'rom the 1970 Census data. There would 
be considerable diff'iculty in updating this data to 
1976 values, An altern.ative .source of' data exisL•?d whic 
while not as statistically accurate as the census data 
was based on a sample household interview survey carried 
out in 1975. 
2.2 This data is given f'or each cat.chment sub-zone in· 
'fable A2, As a check the equivalent data :from the 
1970 census is also included. A comparison sho..,:s 
significant increases in the coloured income over the 
six year period• These are attributed to: 
2.2.1. the census income data are based on the f'amily while 
the 1976 data is based on the household; and 
2.2.2 the real increase in income of' the coloured populat:i.on. 
A further check on the validity of these income f'igures 
·comes f'rom another independent survey which found the 
following average incomes f'or coloured households of 







Rl. 488 per annum 
R'.3 252 per annum 
R4 416 per annum 
2.3 The populations of the catchment sub-zones were 
calculated to increase in proportion to the metropolitan 
growth as given in table A4, until the "holding capacity" 
of these catchment zones was achieved. 
POPUJ,ATION 1975 1976 1980 1990 2000 2025 
ites 4'.)0 000 4'.39 000 475 000 568 000 .66'.) 000 ·892 ooo 
976 base ratio 0,98 1,00 1,08 1,29 1,51 2,0'.3 
oloureds 7'.32 000 755 000 858 000 1 15'.3 0001 494 0002 494 000 
976 b&se ratio 0,97 1,00 1,14 i,5'.3 .J.,98 J,~a 
TABLE A4 
2.4 The holding capacity of the catchment sub-zones were 
--calculated for three categories· of white residentia.l 
To/ -
areas and two categories of coloured residential areas 
as follows: 
Wl White high density 
'.}.2 io· ooo 60'/> 64 pfha x x = JOO 
W2 'White medium density -2t_ x 10 
JOO 
000 x 6~ = 4J p/ha 
WJ White low density 
4 
70'/> 28 p/ha·· 1 000 
x 10 000 x = 
Cl Coloured high density -2..:. 
'.300 x 10 000 x 60~ = 100 p/ha 
C2 Coloured medium density -2..:. 
500 
x 10 000 x 65% t 65 p/ha 
An attempt has been made to include the effect of household 
size, dwel.lings per hectare and percentage of l.and 
useable for residential activity in a predominantl.y 
residential. area. 
The values calcul.ated for the "hol.ding capacities" for 
.each catchment sub-zones in thi·s way are sho\al in 
Table A'.). 
5 
~.5 To cal.cul.ate the number of households in each of the 
catchment sub-zones it is necessary.to know the average 
size of househol.ds that are to.be expected in these 
areas. Table A5 gives estimated household sizes th~t 
can be expected in the future for the metropolis. 
AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD 1975 1976 1980 1990 2000 2025 SIZE 
·'Whites J,48 '.),47 '.),41 J,Jl '.),16 J,15 
1976 base ratio 1,00 1,00 0,98 0,95 0,91 0,91 
Coloureds 4,86 4,8'.) 4,72 4,50 4,JJ 3,99 
1976 base ratio 1,01 1,00 0,98 0,9J 0,90 o,8J 
TABLE A5 
2.6 Paragraph discussed the average- household incomes that 
existed in 1976 in .the catchment sub-zones. An 
.estimate has been made of the future real incomes that 
can be expected in the future. These .were equal to 
the ratios expected for metropoli.tan averages that are 
given in Table A6. 
AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD 
.1975 1976 1980 1990 2000 2025 INCOME 
'Whites 5 786 5 900 6 '.355 8 050 ~ 214 lJ J71 
1976 base ratio 0,98 ]. • 0 i,os 1, 36 1,56 2,27 
Coloureds ]. 970 ~ 017 2 2o6 2 980 '.3 489 5 '.349 
1976 base ratio 0,98 ]. • 0 1,10 1,48 1, 7'.3 2,65 
TABLE A6 
These figures are real. rands and have bee~ estima·ted 
allowing for inflation. 
'.). EXPENDITURE PA'171'ERNS 
~nile the expenditure pattern of households can be 
expe.cted to vary with household income~ this analysis 
has been simpl.ified, and the average household 
expenditure patterns for whites and coloureds has been 
deduced to determine what proportion discretionary 
expenditure is of the total average household income. 
These figures are shown in Table A7. 
F~od/ -
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l.975 WHITE A'Vf;RAGE PENINSULA COLOURED 
ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD CONSUMER EXPENDITURE 
EXPENDITURE 1974/197.5 
"' 
% of' R '1> 
'1> of' 
RANDS Expend. Million Expend. 
ood 1 '.335.3 13;74 50, J4 162,8 37,34 55,32 
137. 7 1,43 5,19 9,0 2,06 3,06 
93,7 0,96 3,53 12,6 2,89 4,28 
444,7 4,58 16,76 63,6 14,60 21,61 
&rniture/Equipment 507,1 5,22 19.12 35,6 8,17 12,10 
ash/Clean Matefial 54,5 o, 56 2,05 5,5 1,26 l., 87 
eanine Materials 79,7 0,82 ).,01 5,2 1,19 1,77 
UB TOTAL 2 652,7 26,48 100.,00 29,43 67,51 ioo,oo 
ISCHETION EXPEND 
ry Cleaning 29,5 O, JO 5,0 1,15 
er:;ona.l care 185,S 1,91 13,0 2,98 
ledico..l 306,6 3, 15 l.. l. 0,25 
ln<tsing/Fuel/Light l. 613,5 16,60 45,l 10,35 
204,1 2,10 
l .OOl., 2 l.O,JO 32,3 '7,41 
l.ltB, 7 1,53 o,4 0,09 
orr.nn:nication 102,4 1,05 0,5 0,11 
Flea ti on/Sport 5J9,0 5,54 5,9 1,35 
Ln,;11rance/Tax/Savlllf!f2 54'7,7 26,21 34, 5 7,91 -
.!i·s•;£-!llaneous J85,8 3,97 3,0 0,69 
; OT.AL 9 718,4 l.00,_0~ 435,9 i oo,oo'I> 
TABLE A7 
4, EXPENDITURE IN •'YNBERG 
I:f one simplifies t.he retail ·hierarchy into three 
ca-cegories: 
CBD; 
Major Cen"tres; and 
Neighbourhood cent;res and corner shops 
the proportion o.f retail. expenditure spent at these 
thr<o!e leve1s o.f centre has been .found to be as f'ollo,:s; 
J~ at the CBD; 
60% at Major Centres; and 
10~ a~ the rest. 
These proportions can be expected to vary depending on 
income and mobi1ity, but f'or this anal.ysis an average 
value shou1d sui'f'ice~ 
The/ -
7 
4 • .1 The calcul.ation of' the retail expenditure that may 
be expected to take place in Wynberg is represented 
by the following equation: 
E(Eij = fil. x Kij x Ii x Pij) where f'i 
Eij is the expenditure which the population of' area 
i will spend at centre j. 
Ni is the population of' zone i 
f'i is the average househol.d size of' the population of' 
zone i 
ki is the proportion of' income spent by the population of 
zone· i, on discretionary expenditure" at the type of' 
centre which centre j is. 
Ii is the average household income of the population of 
zone i. 
Pij :is.the proportion of total discretionary expenditure 
the population of' zone i will spend at centre j. 
5. ESTIMATION OF· THE AREA OF RETAIL FLOOR SP.ACE.THAT CAN 
BE ECONOMICALLY SUPPORTED IN WYNBERG 
5.1 Having estimated the total retail expenditure that can 
take place at Wynberg the amount of retail space that ca 
be sustained based on the accepted values of turnover 
per annum per sq metre; which apply to a ne..- shoppini; 
centre. In tbe Wynberg situation much o.f the 
infrastructure that is normally requirerl in n ne~w. devclo 
ment is not required and ~ values have been adjusted as 





















The adjustment is based on the estimate that in a new 
devel.opment 20'f, is required :for extras and 10'f, i.s 
required :for circu1ation. 
5.2 Based on the estimated expenditure as calculated in 
Table AJ. The :floor area of retail space that can 
be supported in Wynberg is shown ip Table A9. 
l 1976 19SO 1990 2000· 
Spent Area Area Area Area 
Annua.l sq m sq m sq m 
Rxl.000 
sq m 
11 907 26 J.69 lJ 848 JO 4J5 19 755 4J 418 24 074 52 910 
ng 4 :n4 9 063 4 519 9 494 7 159 15 040 8 686 18 248. 
ure J 545 6 176 4 119 7 176 5 880 10 244 7 272 l-? ~09 
1/Tab l 8.16 2 674 2 112 ,J 110 4 014 5 912 J. 6='9 5 448 
44 082 .50 215 74 614 89 275 
2 
19 084 4.1 94J 27 J70 60 154 J4 295 75 J74 
ng 6 927 14 55J 9 928 20 857 12 413 26 077 
ure 5 665 9 869 8 J.18 14 41J 10 249 17 855 
l/Tab 2 907 4 .281 4 158 6 124 5 641 7 719 
.70 646· ;101 278 ,lZ1 025 
TABLE A9 
6. CR I TI S."I OF THE AN.AL YSIS 
6.1 This analysis does not propose to be the most accurate 
and comprehensive analysis possible, as many short-
cuts had to be taken ·to keep this analysis manageable •. 
However, the :figures o.btained serve as a guide to the 
o~der of magnitude of the amount o:f retail space that 
is possible at the Wynberg Centre. 
The/ 
9 
6.2 The mode1 o:f probability is based on good individual 
mobility, usually in the :form o:f the private vehicle. 
This is not the case :for the bulk of the population to 
the east. This factor is more than compensated bY 
the c_hoice ·of catchment sub-zones which have bus 
routes feeding Wynberg. 
6. J The model al.so makes the assumption that attrac.tion 
is based on size of centre. H0wever, in the case of 
the white population, partic~larly those to the weqt 
o:f the centre, qual.ity of retail. outlets is also 
significant and this will af:fect the proportion of 
expenditure.of these sub-zones in Wynberg. 
6.4 The data used was in many cases not as statistically reliable 
as one woul.d have l.iked it to be. 
6.5 Neverthel.ess the test ~aste Model l. 1976 shows that 
model approximates the existing situation reasonably 
wel1, say within 10 - 15 ~. 
6.6 The supposition of SJ 400 sq metres in model 2 is 
proven to be impossible to sustain by the year 1980 
and i:f this area o:f retail is to be developed it is ·not 
l.ikely that it wil.l only be feasible by the year 198J/1984. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 There appears to be sufficient catchment buying power to 
support over 84 000 sq m·of retail space by 1984, 
over 100 000 sq m by 1990 and over 127 000 sq m by the 
year 2000. 
7.2 This is dependant on the attraction of the centres 
share :from the zones to the west and south-west. 
This should be achieved by increasing the amount of 
:floor area which will. be accompanied by the develcip"ment 
o:f higher quality retail. outlets. 
8. SUBURBAN EXPENDITURE 
Ii' a decision is taken not to uphold the commercial. 
centre and all.ow an alternative car-orientated centre 
to develop in the vicinit-y, then Wynberg will. have to 
rely on the expenditure of zones 7 and 8. If this 
was so then the :foll.owing ·retail. space could be maintained 
as shown in Tabl.e Al.0. 
Food/ 
l.O 
.1976 .1980 .1990 2000 
Spent Area Area Area Area 
Annua.l sq m sq m 
Rx.1000 
·sq m sq m 
Food 2 777 6 lOJ ) 02.l 6 640 J 878 8 52) 4 J25 9 505 
CJ.othing 985 2 069 .l 2)0 2 ,584 .l 4.50 J 046 ]. 6].J J J89 
Furniture 7JJ 1 277 800 ]. J94 1 026 . ]. 787 ]. J.60 2 02.l 
Alcobol./Tab 401. 590 4J.5 641. .559 82J 628 92.5 
TOT.AL l.0 .OJ9 ].]. 259 l.9 J.79 l.5 840 
TABLE A10 
8.1 The result of' another major retail devel.op111ent in 
· .c.lose ;-:i::_o;it:!_mity to Wynberg _wou.ld be disastrous t:or 
the W'ynberg Centre as the Centre could not hope to 
rely tota.l.ly on the public transport captive consumer 
ldth his increasing .income (hence mobility) and 
po·ssible _changed bus networks. 
Appendix B 
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS OF THE VYNBERG COMMERCIAL CENTRE 
Various schemes :for the improvement o:f the road system in and 
ciround the Wynberg Centre have been approved by the Cape To"n 
City Council and the Administrator o:f the Cape. (See paragraph 
5}. Almost all o:f these schemes 1'ere prepared more than .15 
years ago and there:fore need reviewing so that an assessment 
can be made as to their necessity, desirability and even 
viability. 




The present road system and tra:f:fic conditions; 
.The estimated :future tra:f:fic; and 
J; The approved road schemes and other alternati'le schemes 
It is proposed tit- t>.i.·.;ract the best-·aspects of' the approved 
schemes and supplement these with new proposals where necessary 
:for an et':ficient t'uture road system in the environs or the 
Wynberg Centre. 
l. THE PRESENT ROAD SYSTEM (See Figure Bl) 
1.1 Within a metropolitan road hierarchy the t'ollowing 
description might apply to the road system in Wynberg: 
Major Arterials: Edinburgh Drive/van der Stal Freeway 
pasdus in a North-South direct:i,.on to the West of' Wynberg 
and Rosmead Avenue/Prince George Drive pass~s in a 
North-South direction to the East o:f Wynberg. 
Minor Arterials: The Main Road passes through the centre 
running North-South linking all the other centres on the 
''Southern Suburbs" spine. This road stil.l maintains to 
some extent a metropolitan function. However, with the 
completion of' the metropolitan road system the !'unction 
will alter.to one of service to the Wynberg Centre 
rather than as a through route whil.e routes such as the 
Kromboom and the van der Stel Freeways ·a.ct as 
metropolitan routes. The Trovato link road - Waterloo 
Road - Bower Road - Gabriel Road runs North-South to the 
west o:f the centre parallel. to the van der Stel Freeway. 
ON -
2 
O:f the six east-west routes on1y Vetton Road-Riverside 
Road passes the centre :from East to ~est. The other 
routes are·Broad, South and Ottery Roads on the East 
and Constantia Road and Church Street on the West which 
terminate in Wynberg. 
Service link roads. Because o:f the railway line road 
access between East and West is limited to Wetton Road, 
Rockley Road and Church.Street. The last two routes bein 
rather indirect. 
1. 2 The centre i tselt' ha• developed on either side of' the 
Main Road with numerous streets cro~sing providing access, 
parking and loading :facilities. The most important 
or these are Church Street, Maynard, Station, Piers 
and Rockley Roads. 
On· either side of' the Main Road lie Fleming Road to 
the west and Ebor and Lester Roads to the east which 
provide back service to the activities at the Wynberg 
centre. 
2. PRESENT TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 
The present tra:ft'ic conditions that exist in Wynberg can 
be discussed t'or three time periods; viz: 
- Saturday morning 
Weekday Peak Periods 
- Weekday Ot't'-Pe£;lk Periods 
A :survey' was carried out by the City Engineer's Department 
and it is proposed to use the results of: this survey iu 
this analysis, 
2.1 Figure B2. shows the tr.a:ft:ic volumes which werP f'ound on 
a Saturday morning survey between 08hOO and lJhJO and 
also t'or the peak hour between lOhOO and llhOO. The 
volumes of: trat:t'ic using the various roads even in th£· 
peak hour do not appear to be su:Ct:iciently large to 
create congestion. From personal observations it is 
apparent that lack of: proper traf':fic enforcement and 
co-ordination of signals contribute to the short periods 
ot: congestion which might occur in the area between Church 
Street and Piers Road. 
Figure/ -
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FIGU~E B2. SATURDAY TRAFFIC VOLID-!ES 
2.2 Figure BJ shows the duration of' stay of' a sample of' 
vehicles entering the Wynberg area on the same 
Saturday morning. From this is appears that at least 
52% of' the vehicles could be considered to be just 
passing through. ~nile it is accepted that some of' 
these vehicles do drop of'f' or collect people in Wynberg 
there is a large proportion o.f' traf'f'ic which does not 
contribute to Wynberg in any way besides increasing 
congestion. The completion of' the metropolitan road 
system in the .area will assist in enticing some of' this 
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2.J Figure B4 shows the ma~rices of' the movement pattern of' 
vehicles within the centre f'or the Sato.Arday morning as 
well as a weekday morning pe.ak period and a period at 
mid morning. 
From these matrices it is obvious that relatively 
large volumes of' tr&f'f':lt:: pass "through Wynberg, particularly 
in the north-south or south-nortp directions. 
4 
On a Saturday morning when the centre is busiest, heavy 
vehicle traffic occurs in Hockley Roa~, Piers Road and 
Church Street. 
2.4 Figure B5 and B6 shows the traffic volumes on the entrance 
into and exit routes from Wynberg f'or the mid week morning 
and evening peak periods, together with the peak hour 
voiumes within- these periods. 
Once again these traffic volumes do not represPnt heavy 
volumes which should create congestion in the important 
roads. 
2. 5 The last time period for which .trafTic conditions is 
the of'f-peak period. Figure B4 shows the matrix of' 
movements through the centre and Figure B7 shows the 
volumes along the major routes to the centre. 
2.6 The traf'f'ic conditions found in the survey may be 
summarised as follows: 
2.6.1 There is a large volume of' through-traf'f'ic using the 
Main Road because the road system is incomplete and the 
Main Road s'till attractive as a through route. 
2.6. 2 More than 50~ of' the traf'f'ic entering Wynberg. has 
no business in Wynberg, and ~oes not contribute to 
the economic activity of' the centre. 
J. PARKING - SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
There are at present over 2 200 parking bays in Wynberg. 













Almost 9~ of' the of'f'-street parking facilities are 
located as can be seen in Figure B8 relative to the 
major retail facilities in the northern sector. 
).1 At peak shopping periods on Saturday, the available 
parking just meets the demand although.some parking does 
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The parking areas are reasonably accessible from the 
"'est, but accessibiiity :from the east is rather tortuous. 
PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT 
Pedestrian movement is a1waysbased on major generators or 
attractors "1hich in the case of wynberg are: 
- the Parking areas; 
- the Bus termini; 
the Station; and 
- the major retail outlets. 
Figures B9, :910 and Bll sho"' the volume of pedestrian 
flows at various locations in Wynberg, as found dU_T .:.ng. 
the morning and evening peak periods and th~ dl.in morning. 
·rn an attempt;- to determine· th.e number o:f people in 
Wynberg a count "1as taken o:f people on the pavements 
of Wynberg between lOhOO and llhOO on a Saturday in 
December. 
Bl2. 
The results of this count are sho"'n in Figure 
PUBLIC TRA.~SPORT 
The Wynberg area is served by t"'o railway stations, 
loittebome and Wynberg and three bus termini, one on each 
side of Wynberg Station and one to the "1est of Wittebome 
Station. 
The railway line serving Wynberg and 'Wittebome is the 
suburban line on which over 100 trains travel in each 
direction daily. 
The bus 'terminus to the ·east of Wynberg Station serves 
the area· east· o:f Wyn berg the large portion of' which is 
occupied by people who public transport capture. The 
bus terminus to the west side serves a wider area· to the 
west even as :far as Hout Bay. These routes are shown on 
the Figure Bl4. The bus terminus ~ear Wittebome Station 
is the traditional terminus of the Sea Point - CBD -
Wynberg bus route along the Main Road. 
The result of surv-eys carried· out in the morning to 
determine the bus passenger- traffic is summarised in 
Figure Bl5. This survey_sho"1ed th~t over 2000 persons 
boarded buses in Wynberg between 07hOO and 08hJO "1hile 
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PROPOSED ROAD SCHEMES (Figure B 
Appendic C lists comprehensively all the plans presently 
to be found in the Toloffi Planning Branch of the City 
Engineer's Department relating to Vynberg. The most 
significant proposals among the 200 plans are the road 
schemes!'or: 
- Main Road 
- ~ynberg By-Pass 
- South Road - Constantia Road 
- ~a~erloo Road - Gabriel Road 
Castletown Road 
6.1 Reviewing the historical development in the preparation 
of these plans might c;ast some light on the thinkinl'!" 
behind the proposals and the present collectio" .... i" "plans. 
. ' 
l t appear.· .... :th,,tc the Main Roaq_ between Cape Town and 
Simonstown has always been considered as important. 
The proposal to provide an east west connector between 
wetton Road and Carr's Hill Road was superseded when 
the proposal of' the rout~- by passing the busi·ness centre 
to t.he west was prepared. This proposal divided 
Maynardville into two halves while the widening of' Main 
Road {to an average width of 26,000 m) was retained as 
a scheme. The alignment of' this route was subsequently 
moved eastwards so that its effect on Maynardville would 
be reduced. The :i:·oute remains nevertheless impressive 
in cross section having two lanes in each direction 
shoulders, and turning slots (an average width of' '.)2,000m.). 
To this wid~1 is added various minor areas of' parking 
distinctly cutting the centre off' from the remaining 
residential area. 
At t'he same time as these schemes were prepared a scheme 
to link Waterloo Roocl - Constantia Road - South Road and 
Ro::;mead Avenue was also prepared. This al;most semi-
circular ~oute was subsequently modi:fied into' a north-south 
route (Waterloo R_oad - Alphen Hill Road - Gabriel Road) 
and an east west route (Constantia Road - South Road} which 
intersect to allow the change in direction of' traffic 
movement. 
The last major road scheme is a north-south route along 
Castlcto_wn Road parallel to the railway line which also 
provides access to the links across the railway line at 
Wet ton _Road, Church Ro-~d .. and. Rockley Road as well as 
incorporating proposals for a bus te~minus and parking 
:facilities on the east of' Wynberg Station. 
1 
6.2 While the road system away .from the Wynberg centre appears 
at this stage to be varranted to cater for the metropolitan 
movement, there is an inadequate east-vest link to the 
north of' the centre and an abundance of' road space near 
the heart of' the centre for north-south movement. 
7. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR TRAFFIC FACILITIES 
This section provides a series of' tables, figures and 
factors as an aid to any design and evaJ.uation of any 
proposal. 
those that 
serve as a 
Many of' the factors are not precisely 
will apply to Vynberg, nevertheless, they 
guide to the design. 
The i·nf'ormation is set out under the ":following eight 
headings; 







8. Public Transport 
Traffic generation 
- Parking demand 
- Loading demand 
- Turning radii :for 
cars, buses & trucks 
- Cross sections 
Roa:ci c·apacities 
-·Bay dimensions 

















· Table D2.5 
- Design criteria Table B26 
General comments 














(Junior Depm~t Store) 
Resion11l Rcuil 
(Rclionaf 5hoppins Center). 
Central Area lletai1 
Hipway..()rieeted ComlDercW 




Sinsle-Story Baiktins with Surface 
Parkins 
Two-Story Building with Surface 
Parking 
TbRe to Four-Story Building with 
Deck Parkins 
Three to Six-Story Building with 
Stnleture Parking 
High-rise Office Buildina with 
Structure Parkins. over 
10 Storin 
lndua1rial 
Highly Automated Industry; 
Low Employee Density 
(Refinery, Warehouse) 
Light Service I nduslry; 
Sinale lot Industry 
(lumber Yard) 
Industrial Tract (5 acres} 
(Machinery Factory) 
Oftkc Campus; Research and 
Development (Research Industry) 






























Tr.flic: Generation Rate 
Daily Trips 






















































































Public and Semi-public Uses 
Schools and Colleaes 
Places or Public Assembly 
{Theater, Stadium, Convention 
Center) 
Administration Facilities 
(City Hall, State Offices, Post 
Offices) 
Recreation Facilities 
(Park, Zoo, Beach, Golf Course) 
Terminals 
(Bus Termjnal, Airport) 
Hospitals 
Density 
Tralk Generation Rate 
Daily Trips 
Varies Vehicle Trips Eads/Acre 








































A million sq ft regional shopping center would produce the following ·typical 
traffic values: 
Daily vehicles entering 
Vehicles Inbound, P.M. rush hour 
Vehicles Outbound, P.M. rush hour 
Vehicles Inbound Peak Shopping Hour 






CAVENTIISH SQUARE FAIDCI!W GARAGE 
Saturday Peak Flow Rates 
Inbound 412 v.p.h./1000 bays 
Outbound 554 v.p.h./1000 bays 
TABLE Bl6 TRAFFIC GE:NE::U.TION. 
LmdUte 
Jlesjdentjal Si,.., &mily 
MahifamilJ 
E8icieacy ' 
1 and 2 bedromm 
l or more bedrooms 
Hospital 








Elementary-Junior Miah School 










1,000 sq ft 
(poss floor area) 
1,000 sq ft 
(Iron floor area) 
1,000 sq n 
(poss leuable era)' 
Rooms and employees 
Classroom 
Student and std 











Parkina Spaces/Indicated Unit 
Parkins Recommended 
Space PllDllioa Minimum 
Needs Standard Standard 





0.60-1.40 l.~1.4 1.2 
O.Ol-0..50 0.25-0.33 0.3 
N.A.• 0.33-0 • .50 0.l 
Variable 0.33-0.50 0.6 
N.A.• 0.20-4.33 0.3 
0.4-0.6 O.S-0.7 O.St 
1.S-8.0 2.0-8.0 4.0 
2.9-4.0 2.~s.o 3.3 
5.S 
1.0 per room 
and O.S per employee 
1.0 
o.2 per student and 
1.0 per ataft' 
Sources: Wilbur Smith and Associates, under commission trom the Automobile Manufacturers Associatioa, .. Porlcllfl a. die Ctty COiia-, 1965, pp. 64-67. 
PorlcU., Priacipln, Hipway Researclt Board, S(*ial llepon No. W, 1971,. pp. 34-39. 
Anrqe Dlstuce Walled fl'.- Parktaa Place to Destlnatioll 
ClalSfftetl .,, ™' .....,._ 
Trip Purpose 
Population 
Group of Personal 
Urbanized Shoppina Business Work. Other 
Area (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 
10,000-2',000 200 208 270 190 
25,000-50.000 280 240 400 210 
'°·000-100,000 3.50 290 410 260 
I 00,000--250,000 470 390 500 340 
250,000--500,000 S70 4.50 670 380 
500,000-J ,000,000 '60 '90 650 500 
Source: ParlcU., PrlM#pln, p. JS. 
TABLSS 31 7 and 
Floor Area sq.::: • l~o. 
under soc 
Bee 2 500 
2 500 5 OC·C 
5 000 10 CCC 
10 000 20 200 
each additional 2(' cc~~ 
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WHEN LOW KERBS(0,15m 
.OR LESS) ARE USED TO 
DEMARCATE THE PARKING 
AREA, THE OVERALL WIDTH 
MAY BE REDUCED AS 
SHOWN. 
NOTE: 
AISLE WIDTH MAY 
BE REDUCED TO 6, 7m 
IF WIDTH OF STALL IS 
INCREASED TO 2,58m 
!IT~ I I 
--j1.21joii. 
60° PARKING 
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(al Mutlilewl parking without ramps 
(cl Straifht two·way ramps 
split·level design 
(el Ramped floor with two-way 
traffic (sloping floort 
(bl Straight one-way up and 
down ramps 
(di Straight one-way ramps 
split-level design 
(fl Rainped ·floor with 
one-way traffic 
lgl Double ramped floor with 
one-way traffic 
(i) Helical one-way ramp 
at each end 
lhl ~>eal ramp with 
two -Y traffic 
Iii l'lle<1ocking helical one-way 
ramps at one end 
Fipre 15.3. Ramp systems;(Soun:ca: Roti, R. F., (a, c, f, a. h) Sq,.,,e Foot Cost 
.AHr11ging Pritlcip/efor P11Tkl11g Struetwes, National ParkiDI AssociatiOn, pp. 7-9, and 
Kloso, D., (b, d, c, i,j) Mmopolitcn Parki1111 Str11Ct11res, (New Yort, N.Y.: Frederick 
A. Pracacr, 11165), pp. 30-31.J 
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(Ml module-~# feet area per pedestrian 
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.F~ J.t3. Level of sei'\ice standat~ (t-.)f wa.tkways. (Source: John. J. ~ruin. 
l'ede.•trian Planning olfll Desig11. Met~\l;llD Association of Urban Des1p1en an~ 
l:'nvironmental Planners. Inc .• New Yo!'ll< ... 1JY7J. P· 78.) 
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Fipre 3.12. Pen:ent of pcc1cstriaAs acct~ pps of liven six in c:f05Sina. (After 
Jacobs, 1968.) (Sounx: llobert B. ~.l. ·"'.lbe PeclaUian." P. 237.) 
FIGU3::; 325. 
MAXL'«JM SERVICE VOLUMES UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS ON FREEWAYS 
LEVEL OF OPERA TI KG N.AXIML'M VOLUME 
SERVICE SPEED (.KM/HR) PER LANE VPH 
A 100 1 000 
B 90 1 500 
c 80 1 800 
D 60 1 Boo 
E 60 2 000 
F 50 2 000 





20 m with 21' superelcvation 
2.5 for two way bikeway 
2.0 for one way bikevay 
Minimum side clearance 0,6 m 
Minimum vertica1 clearance 2,5 m 
Grades >iaximum 
Desirable 
Stopping sight distance 
4. 5~ 
1evel to 2'!> 
SPEED (KM/HR) 
10 










MAXIMUM LANE SERVICE VOLUNES ON URBA .. 'i IJlTERIALS BASED 
ON 5~ CYCLE SPLIT AND AVERAGE DENSITY SPEED CRITERIA 
LEVEL OF OVERALL AVERAGE DENSITY APPROXIMATE VOLVME 
SERVICE TRAVEL SPEED (KM/HR) v p M PER LANE (v 
A 50 10 JOO 
B 40 20 500 
c JO JO 600 
D 25 45 675 
E 15 75 750 
F 15 75 variable 
ONE WAY AND TWO WAY CAPACITY OF BIKEWAYS AS A FUNCTIOK OF 
THE :NUMBER OF LANES 
p H) 
TRAFFIC NUMBER RANGE O~ ESTIMATED CAPACITY 
DIRECTION OF LANES BICYCLESjHOUR 
One vay l 1700 - 2530 
One way 2 2000 - 5000 
One way J 3500 - 5000+ 
Tvo way 1 850 - 1000 
Two vay 2 500 - :woo 
Two way J 1700 - 5000 
Two way 4 4000 -10000 
CHAPTER 1.-SUMMARY OF MAJOR HND-
INGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1.1 The urban transpOll problem i11 the Repuhlic 
\O\ap:C'r :'I). 
1.1.1 The causes of the urb;in tramport prvblcm in 
the Republic may be trnc..-d to r~~'lors asw..-ii;.ted with 
1!ic rapid economic development of the c:ounuy and 
the urbani:.atioa of lhe population. Of special impor-
IAnce have heel) the increase in the use of can. lbe 
growth ia incomes. tbe prcv11lcac:e of low density hous- . 
ic£:. the high density of cmrloymcnt in oeatnl and 
artain mh~r urban areas, the COlllOentration of traffic 
. d•Jring 1-eak rcriOO.. of the ~y. the losses suffered on 
public uansport, and the financial problems f:acod by 
local nuthNiti~<. 
1.1.2 Tb~ "dualism" in the South African economy, 
wi'jch is .il•o reflected in urban tr3Dsport, leads lo 
the .:nr.clusiou that the trali~portatioo of people in the 
urb::n areas of the Rcpuhl!o resoh•cs largely into two 
dislhct ~>.ts of problems. viz.. thO!O Telatiag lo the 
transportation of Whites and or Non-White,,. A 
third set •>f prot.lcms. associ.11.tcd m.Ully with the 
tra"''l'Ortation of goods. may be distinguished. (Par. 
~.l4.3.) 
1.1.J The high owr.cr<hip rate of can by Whiles, 
ar.J the r~l .. tivefy low owncrs.'-~ra•.- of Non-Whites, 
have been basic facto" in detcrmin111~ the nature and 
rattern of urban trans1>Mt problems 111 t!ic Republic. 
roe nnl idreted rapid incn:~sc in the ownership of can 
b) No.i-V.'h!te.~ will have a sii.'Tlific-ant impact on urban 
t"":lnsrc·i't i:l the coniin!t decades. (Par. 3.14.2.) 
1.1.4 l he ph""'"llcMn of daily peals in urban 
tl'!ln,pc:rt rc::u:1~ in (•) traffic conge.•tion which involves 
chc community in exces!.tjve uK>Cio6CCOnomic costs .. 
<r.l&natir.g from trafiic delays, and (b) additional 
investmcn: in tr;nsp..'1! facit:lics whi.:h are required to 
<•'PC \\ilh f'CU r-cnod traffi<:. This raises the qu~ 
of the ""'''ings wbkh .i:wld bo df~ed ii the peaks 
<"t:l<l be ··r.utt~r.ed"'. (hr. 3.14.6.) 
1.1.S A matter for coccem is the subotantial current 
1.-is~~ s~l'.a•!d .:in puhlic tramport ir. the major cities 
of the R~:whJ;c. This is plrtkulariy SC1i0'~• in view of 
th.: fir..1nci•i ;>roblems experienced by local authorities 
during the postwM JX":iod. 1P;ir. 3.14.7.) 
1.1.6 The environmental ind safety •spec!S of urban 
transpc,rt r>1erit special att~ntion in the Republic. eYen 
thou!!h •ilc~: may be kss sorio:is than i11 the 1111!.jor 
cities ovcr~a,. l>cc<1.usc they intimately aftec: the qua-
llt;- nf life of a large part of the P<*l"Jlalicr~ (Par. 
'.l·U.<.) 
l.i.7 The full iml"'cr ,,f the fuel crisis cannot be 
rkarly as;<>sccl yet, but a dlcht 1fo1~r>!o!l to th:: ll$C 
,,f i)Ubiic tr•n,port ha~ ht,(n discernible i.'> lbe major 
cities ,,f tr.c R(publi~. (Par. 3.14.9.) 
I.:! Url>an Tronsport ·Planning onJ Pdiey Formula-
1;,;,, (Oiaptcr 41. 
1.2.1 Thr luture JO\·elopa1cnt of urban tnuisport iD 
!tie maior u;ban ate~• of the R~1hlic .should be ;ro-
r><:rly p!.,nned Within tbe fral'lCWNk of & S}slC?ll of 
1.2.2 Ra:om. Tbe Committee belkvas that the P.-
aiag lo:, and prorisieo u(, adequale urban tr11ASport 
&cilili<9 should be ASiigaed a prime ruling la che 
on!c:rlag of aarioaal CCGnoniic prioritia la tbe 
Republic. (Par. 4.6.2.) · 
t.2.3 Rccom. Tbe funcdoa of the National "I-r-
port Commbz.io• should be ellllcnded to lndude the 
f-nlatJoa of wbu lrallspo11 polida, and brollll 
-~ ovu aa4 -rdlaatioa ol aU mlllten rela&-
Jlls to arbu tnuuport bl the Republic. For Olis p..., 
.-a dlRe adclllloaal memben co1n-enut wllll · urbiua 
Cnmpert problCDU 1hnlcl be appoiated to tbe C-
alsdoca. or tbele, one Uciold be the O>mnalniuna' 
for Urban Transport, wbo would be ta c:h"JV of aa 
Urbu. Tra ... port Dlvllloa created hi die Dcpairtmut 
d Tnlmport. the ~- ihoald ttpraeaf the Soiltla 
Afrk:u Rallwaya. and the ~ tlboald ·repttlftlt die 
lrrcMtcl public. (Par. 4.6..3.) 
1.2.4 "Reeom. In order to - t'O-Onlinaled .udNUI 
tnmport ht a mctropolltaa area, a Mctropolitaa Trau-
pon Adrilory Coundl olloald be established by tile 
Admml&irator la any metropolitan area wbkb -~ 
Ad! aa orgarrisall1>11 la tbc view of tbe Admtr_:..orator 
.. weU u Che N11tl-Onal Tnuport C~!...."8kla. Suda 
a Comadl ohould ad"'- lhe ,._.:....~ oo aU 
--.ecta of tbe pl&atng :aa· -rdlnatlon of erbaa 
~ wltbltl lbe area, aad daoald •lloo ....-. • 
a forum fOI' u exc:baqe ot ..Wa 09 tbcse 1Htfen 
~ lbc three den of go•enunent, prlute eommrrce ed mdmtry. In order lo ensure proprr ro-onlluatioll 
•Ith the work of the Mrtropolit110 Tnuupon Advbnry 
Cmmcib. R'pft:seotation should be given to tbe t.ller 
- the Central Gulde Piao Comndttca or Mdropollt-
Plamslng Councils whkh the Drpartme11t of Pianola& 
lllld the EnvirOPJllClll II eelliq ap I• Che m11jor lltb&9 
.us. (Par. 4.6.6.) 
1.3 Loftg-t~rm Remedlal Meas11ru (Chapter S). 
1.3.1 Rocom. Bocllet1 and lnsll!utioaa at an len:k 
..odatrd with land ase1 and transport planning •ml 
-~a ~ hls:htid prlortty to urban lra11.1pol1 ftquil't'-
,lllftltl by c•labl!.tiing In ad .. nce the e"tmt of, and 
mnlmnm drniidM BAd bulk facton envl..agecl for key . ._.DCS> al>d employment attlll la ordrr to rnallft tbe 
pnvbfoa of adeqntllC~ Cran.•porf farilltics, aad Ihm to 
e~te tbe -..<! for tt90rtiog to n«Mh·e lnvemnral 
ill ltllrh fadtlrl<11 at a later sUI~ In ordtt lo kttp city 
-- .. alin"'. Tbe prc""pt of ttdnciog the ~ for 
trimsportauon to a minimum ahould be applied a far 
u ...,..;ble. (far. 5.3.10.) 
J .3.2 R"4.~•m. llii:hrr d•Mldes should be -promo1rd 
k urbac l'l'Sidrnrial housing. and local u wcll as pr<>-
TSW auf~oriliet •bould Kin much more wright to 
dm .factur ID the biyout oi Future :suburbs.. IPar. 5.3.12 .. ) 
1.3;3 Rec.ml. I.a the plan:ring of Nc:a-Wlaite n:sidm-
tial and workhlg _., attl"9twn lhoald be 1<i>'et1 to 
tJte ttdudion, as far as praclkablr, nf tt.f' ftlathdy 
1o1J1 distantta aad timr iatolnd In lbe datJy rr-
pm.tiOfl nf Non-Whiles. as swh rcdnttto. woUI ntall 
_.~ o• transport~•• and promote pnldoctirlty aa 
wrilJ aa tontCl>tlncm nf the labour :orre.. (Par. 5.3..15.) 
l'r!'.ie>r-<l and cit;· planning. ,..ilK:h should logically be l.l.4 Reoon1. Plua'~ 11ud10ridei ahould f.-
.:o-.>rJi:u•c-<l on a i:otiC'Dal basis by the Ikpartmeat aild1oc madman: b"1Jt facton fa the rcaJnl ll&'hml 
o! Planning and the Enviroamcnt. Crtaa truisport - d. doe m=jor IUdtOpe>li:ea aruo, aad U-.-
r,Jan::ir.~ i.!loulJ be btO;ldly direct::d and ClD-Ord."lated ....ma. t!lould be loaeuod only aftff IM atllloorf&:a 
hy the l>iational Tll!.llSpOn c-imissior .. aDll imp!:>·· .~ safWied tbemRJva that Ille a.oricipatcd ~
ment~ 1'y meam of the rutmin~ imd:hiaJ  lriU be .aeqaa. B.Jk bdoa lllMicl4 11111 ... 
cb:n"bed in C1lapc:r II and a:r out ia amt C (Par. dlkd .. 1111aaa tnllapolt !"-za .....,_. .. .. 
·U.1.J . . W 'l'"V*' Cl .. r-., (hr. SA6.> 
1.3.S Recoin: All buildinp ettctN by .publk audaorl-
Cieo. l11ducll•g lhl' Crnlral Cowenuilent, lllonlcl be wb-
jl'c1 lo the abtwe "'5tri<11nna, 111td shuuld comply with 
tbe provisions nf town planning schnna and balk 
faaon Ppplkable to lbe· -· Public bullclillga mould 
bc·sifl'd wilh due r"l(urd tu their a«culb!Uty ud wlarre 
Ibey do DOI add to 1be urbaa transport problem. (P•. 
5.4..7.) . . . 
1.3.6 R«om. Properly roncelvecl urbae ~ 
plans for the major metropolitan arem1 should ~ ..._ 
111ittftl for approval to lhe Nallooal Tl'liMpOlt e-
mission by Ille provlnd•I admlnistnllum. lllld aathori-
tin implrmfllfing ltK'b plans daould qnalily for gn1111S 
and 11111J,;idlrs, as ladblcd lo nrioua recommr.tadou 
In tbls Rl'p<>lt. (Par. 5.5. t 0.) 
1.3.7 Rocom. Provlsioaal mas.Imam lncrc- ol 
3Chl5 and 100-i 10 pn ttnt over 1970 tibuuJd be .c • 
taq:eta for White nir lravrl hi die 111alor Rbu -
hi tbe ynn 1980 alld 2000. tttptttively. but ~-­
taraell nonld be •ub}ttl to rontinum rnkw ill Ck 
light of dla11glng dttumsllmca. (Par. 5.5.11.) 
1.3.8 Rco.,m. Provldonal ma1.hn- i-- .t 
78-80 and 200..250 per <eat o-wer the Jelath-dy low 1978 
Ogurc ~bould be.Id u targets for Non-White.._. tta•d 
iA cl•e u1•iol' White urbu areas. exdtldini: N-w.itc 
ruidcallal and busi- arcU. i. the ;years fffO aH 
2000, but 11tt targeta ahould be aubf«t to C"OWl-
ieriew In lbe ligbl al dumgt91 ritt......._ (hr. 
5.5.12.) 
1.3.9 Rc-c<>m. The expansion of taxi Sl'rvkft amt 
ht- rcg11rded ,.. a lltteSSary acljuoct lo lbe drvelopnwol 
of more 1u!c11uRfc poblk lran.<p0rt servkrs, cspttiaDy 
di•lribuli••D Sl'nkrs, lo the major urban t't!n~ Inst 
rhe aambc-r of liccnca ,.bkh are Issued- In rarh <'ftllrc 
for Whitr 1111d Non-White transport shnold be rubjtod 
to .-ontiuonus review In order lo kup thCH •• dose lo 
aa optimum as pouiblr. Taxi. mould be "nro11nigecl 
In oprrate on a ro•ing i,.,s;. In ceatral attaS, aRJesa 
ff><. snin~ of fuel or other facton should .ID<liar.ll' oditt-
... isl'. (Par. 5.6.6.) 
1.3.10 Rc.:om. 1be Nallonal Transport C'ommistNa 
should msore !hat proper and adl'quate prori<M>• is 
made for the e'p>U!Sioa of b05 aoJ :ith~r lnlmport 
Ro·kes for Whites and Non-Whiles In the mban 1-
port plans •ubmitted to II for approYlll. FuD <ost ~ 
parisom "ith olbu modes of tramport ahonJd be .-
when aew, or upansiona In, hos &erVict"a ...,. colltra-
platcd.. (Par. 5. 7.11.) 
1.~. l 1 Ro..""Om. Grants amoanling to 50 ptt n9l ol 
the "°"'' of nipilal l'qUipm~nt and 60 prr ttnf ol Ille 
c:o\I of Ltnd and cnn•frvctlnn <>f ronds and rdakd 
amcniti"5.. A1cb RS bus d<'t>"t., reqtdtt.! tn replac:e ...r 
improve bu.• fadlilies under approved mb:ui t11U15pOl1 
pl"""• ma~· be autbo~ by Che National l rampcm 
Commmloa: Such i:ranrs mu.c nm, howntt, ~ S-Y· 
able Oil l'qotpment and facilities _.ct solclv for ....-.icrs 
wltklt ....... alrc•dy RJl!s)disecl by Ille Go.-enmmlf. (Par. 
5..7.lfl.) 
1.3.12 Ro."m. Local authoriliea sho..Jd bl' eligible 
for i:nals of 60 !'«ten.I oa the tou.kuctioa aGCI exiiro-
p:ftlCioo rosts of 6fre&waya ancl arttrilils. ~ 
aJl"'1diuus lo servi<n. "hid> ha.-e to be bsik n pnt 
oi - urb24 transport pl.,. apprund by the Natio&al 
Tr-..rt Ccmnolsslo&. T!w aliove nae doould. ....... 
nn-. i.e '"""•eel wl>ea _. ~ - ........,. IM 
appro-'. (Par. 5.1.9,) 
1.3.IJ RNOln. 'Ille~ ·...w wflidt ~ 
wli)' offs 1Fcfa1 ~ fw az111m ~
-~-- ..... ...-.-~.-
2 
rcqufn,d,, indkate 1h8t urbll• nih•n• .. m ·-'•'"' 
hi play 1!11 lmportaol rule In ln111p0naii"• bc<•ft11 
hfgh-<L:ns1ty 11reas. llnwl'\·u,· pro1><r ,....,. n>mr-o•'--
diould ~ mode· wilh otbtt mod<t ol tnua'I"'" """• 
die c:onsfrucliua of new liue1 Is roa.udtttd r ... _..... 
1naasport purposes. (Par, 5.9.9.) 
l.~.14 R•=m. A clcciSion on 1bc .bulkllac 9' • 
llDllcrgroulHI rallwa, or 11 fJI ... tnan.-il .,,,., ... •• ... , 
ol dsl' major urban areas uf lhc Rcpubh.- ••uld tW 
tam naly after • fuU femibllil)' tlecly 1111<1 ....... ..rt.« 
llludil'll as may be nettsSar)', btdn<llng • ckl•il<<I ;..~ 
A!n"ey aDd u cva!uatloa ol iUCfal and uei.., •-· 
-.uk aspttu. (Par. 5.10.5.} · 
1.3.IS R.:oom. The. Hpct;dkurc oa i.nd. co'!!.'!'...,,-u,.,. 
aad ~uipm~nt ia bulldiq tlll -l<f'Kn>unit r..ii ... , ow 
ma.a rraasit •Y5tem •honld qoallf) for a i:"'"t of ,,0 ptt 
"9t. (P•r. 5.10.6.) 
1.3.to R..-.:om. The on-etreef loiiding ...,4 .,.,1,-.dfoc ..r · 
aaocb vehlda la «Dfral urban and <"U11~, ... 1..i anM 
mould br shilled .... rar .. po<.•ihlc to nkht ,,, ····h 
monai.,_ boon. and furlbtrmnrr p.·ohlhitc-d ftlltn-1~ 
cfuriq ptek hours.. Esplidt prvvi.•lun •huuhl he tm1tk 
fOI' aud1 aR'allllmt~nl• la urban lraa•J"•>1 1•1•.. .,.,._ 
..Uttd la the Nalioaal l~a ... -port Co111n1b,;,,,., I """'t 
aUlhuritir< arc nquc.•I~ lo lmplenu·ul l:d< r.-.·u1un..,..Ja-
tio9 as 50\la u posslhk. (Par. 5.! I.~.} 
1.3.17 Rc.:0111. l"be ~bllily or u•ini: "'""" c..n,...,."f 
Sdivcry •~hkks In the Rrpubllc"a. c<11tral '11, ..,....,; 
ihould br ia•ntil(nlrd b)' Che prop<>kd l 'rban Tra'1•· 
pot1 R....-a...,h Dhi•ioo of the C-"i.l.lt., no•I lur 1h!• 
putpuSf' rhr fN>.•ibllit) of esi..blishioi: 111urc di.•trihuti«" 
ckpu!tl eud utendinjl cont11iu;:-rbatioa should he co•· 
lidttcd. IPar. 5.11.!I.) 
1.3.l!l R.-., 0111. Control obuuld be '"~n:l<c•I uwr rhr 
Utt of 2•K><b >chirl"" rutrri<ia ttalral dly >1nd <O~ul<d 
arua.. (Pat. 5.11.6.l 
I .4 Sh,,,,,,,.,,,. R.m1t'lli"1 ,\f,.,,,.,,,,., (( "hap•cr l>I. 
1.4.1 Rccmn. 11w prop<>..-d l\1<1mp<•li11m Tran<porl 
AdYisofl Couacib !llnn•ld piomofC' lhr iuCro,fucHon uf 
measures ct.~~ncd Co cruourc prnp.-r anil 11<frquutr cu-
onlinatiun aud iot~ratit-.o f)( lhc- "!.lrious urllan tr.tn!'ii· 
port scnict"!i. induJin~ thr r-.1itw•.l•, in the major 
lllCfrop<!ljlan an:u ol the J(rpublk. 0'11r. 6.2.7.1 
I .S '.! -Rocom. 1l>C Committtt •upJ"•t1• 1n prindpk 
lbe lntrodudiou of l.f:i9s:£C'tt'd •u~rtdus: huun !Khrml·ff, 
..ct i11 thi1 ttitard the pr~d !\frtrnl"•lill•n fu•n.,p-•rt 
Adtii.nry C"ouacib c11a pl•!i· • ll!i4.·fui rolr •. \ 'f.il:J:l~ .. ·rrd 
\\'erliini: Ho""' C.mnmittre oh .. uld ~ '"''•hli,h.-d in 
eacf\ atrtropotilaa an'a, rn-fttahl~ UD<h·r 1!1~ ucyi• of 
•hr 1u<"al ?\lctropolit.aa 1"ran.tpon J\J,·ho~ Cuurtt:it, to 
ia\·r\fiJ:11k· and ~uper,i:w the- impk·m~:n.r.ation ,., 
· slRJ:!:t'rcd ...-nrl.iDg boon;. F.mpln~<"f"• "" ,.dl ~• 
emp!o,...,.· oq:•OU..liom •huulcl be ttpr..,,.,rttcd ••n tlic 
COfllmintt. (Par. 6.3.7.) 
IA.\ Uc.:om. The collditiom oq v.h.kh p:u\iiig f1Kili-
1i<s "ill bto pro•idtcl or P""l'ilteci Jiould k ..-t onl in 
artr.au trampol1 pi..u.• s11bmil•rd tn the Nati<•nd Tran .. 
port Commksiva. 1Par. 6.A..&.) 
1.4.4 R<'~"Olll. nr priariplr n( chllf)!iDg ,,,, p .. rldni: 
spatt allCI loaditte z.oon RI c:el!fnd my ol'C•.S •hould ~ 
applio.4. 1u11d ri>.af'l'S >houW ~er all dlr«I 8A<I .,.,,,,. 
din:d ero.omk c:oolls. ucrpf i. thl' ca.<e of ~·and­
rilSe f-arililift. (Par. 6.4.6,.) 
.1.4.S Ro..-om.. ~~ .. i...rr o,....,.. .. ..,._ bl' 
aoloptbl lo caa!lle l<.ca! ~ Co fr.•me rq:o?&tio<>s 
...._.,, die ,.nm.w. .t paitia« ~ io ail .buildic;z.a 
_. - all -.. - lie ~d. ... lo Ima- a 
.-W ta • '"1 - ...... ..,.-e. C~r. '-'6.7.) 
1.4.6 Rccom. A pro~r traffir mllfrol pol:iey doAlil 
form part of any urban transport plam. ubmittrd C• 
the N:w:iucal Transport CommimoR for •wnval- IP•. 
6.5.-4.) 
1.4.7 Recom. Cranlll may be l'IUl<le b:i1 &Jae Nanc.o.1 
T r.mspart Commission at a me of SO pt.~ ttllC oi lilc 
capitll.I .-~pcnc!i1ure of additional l:<juipmrut required 
· for the <"unlrol of lr.iffic iu ttnlral urban areas, pro-
'ided that lhe acquhilion ol s0<·h equipment G approved 
b) -lhe Commission as part of an urban lnio.sport pm 
M·hich is suhmiued for approul. (Par. 6.5.6.) 
1.-1.R Rcn>m. A levy and pennit syslftn for dittrtl' 
conln1Uing lhe number of can ,. hich are i>"rruilled to 
enter cuo~ested nte~s or ~t."Sfrict«-d zone\... in major 
cities •h•mld .be introdu<·ed lu impro•·c lhe b"lance 
betwct:i lh~ =mbcr uf vel1klcs and the a•·ailable road 
qjuce, Such a •Y•l•m should, ,. hett nttessary, be 
iolduded in the ruea.•urei; propoS4.'d for impkmenting 
ur!>ao tnm'I"'" plans "bkh are submiltrd to the 
Na1;'!nal Tran•purt Commission, but sho11ld b" imple-
tn<·nt<'d ,..;,;, due rrgard to the l'iabilily of the ceuln.I 
bu.slue ... db.lrict. (Par. 6.6.10.) 
1.4..<1 R,•,·0111. l'rbsn transport undcrtakin;:s should 
be n.-quin·J lo sati•fy the National Triubport Com· 
mi,1Jinu th:tt effet..·th·c 11ad cfrident m:-ina;,tt"ment pru~ 
· · ttdurc• are applied and regubriy re"kwed. (l'ar. 6.7.6.) 
1.4.10 R~..:.un. The Commillce •upporu in principle 
-t~c r-culrali.satlun uf &ubsldy pa.}u1ents on Non~\.\"hitc 
l rHn>porl uo<kr lhc Deparlmenl nf Tr~o.•port, and 
11111.n•v<"s of the basic prindples ,.hkh· are bdng 
ap11ill'rl .. \II lra1L<port subsidies should, funhenuott, be 
bn,c1I as fur as pos..1iihlc on the \'olume of ~nice 
r .. ·ndt"rc..·d. and whL·re Chis bi lmpractk..sbl~. on C'urrcnt 
n·vl·nut·. mul ~houfd :iot hav~ adverse t..-.fft..~'1.,- · oo 
dfidcn.:y. ll'ur. 6.8.S.) 
1.4.11 R~,·om. llus lran:;purt should be acrnrded 
prrfrrencc in urban traffic contxol syofem.s by means 
. 'u<h as lhe in1roductioo or c•du>h"e bus lanes or slrttfs, 
/lnslng of roads lo ur Craffk daring J"'Bk hours or 
. for longer p<'ri<1ds, <·oatra-fl•Jw .._..., of one· way streets 
b~· buses •. spcciul rohot and lrldfic light •ignaning, and 
oilier <le•ices. (l'nr. 6.9.9.) 
I A.12 P.,·.;:nn:. ,\ sul:sidy o! ;:& pa cent on current 
rennue slmultl be paid on public urban bus aervlca 
"hich are nol alr<ady sub.<IJ~ by the CoYenamcot. 
pro•·idcd thut such undertakini:s -
Iii kttp full ""ts of books and prepare properly 
<"t!'rtified stat~mcnts; · . 
(ii) charge fares approved. by the Natlouul Trans-
port Commi!J....;;ion; 
liii) run services whkb are part of· au appron-d 
m~tTopo!ltaa trunsport plan; and 
(iv) fully observe_Gowrnmcnt policies. 
The sahsidy basis should be changed to Che l'olumc 
of service rendc~d where the latter can be salL\factorily 
measured, and lhe prindpl~ sel out ia par. 6.8.2 should 
he observed as rar as possible. (Par. 6.9.lJ.) 
1.4.13 R.:.:om. A1 ii la impurtant lo augment public 
trBll"P<Jrt fucilides before imposing measures to dis-
rour~ge the use or motor-.:an iu urbao ar~as. Recnm· 
mcnd11tions 1.3.U sud 1.4.12 should ·be applied as soos 
a.s ~ibk OD SR interim basis lo lllll:C public b'llm-
porf Wldcnaklngs la the major urban areas, subject to 
•iKh wci:uarclinll coaditloa.s u may be con.ddered 
n-ec~ by the NatJooal Trampnrc Coai.m.iaioa. (Par. 
6.l>.14.) 
3 
U.14 Rroocn. 0- llaboa s!toDI lie estaa&Md 
lod-.- dae Mdl'Opolilas Trmspon Adrisol'y Cotmrilm 
-1 dor IRaallgml<l"5 of the Railwa)1i Adminiseratioe 
a..t .twa bas Ulldmakiogs for the purpc>x of .i..ty-
ilig ad co-ordiueiAjl the eeffs and iwefe- ef.dlit 
~ pebht in vrbiln attaS. cPar. 6.10.S.) 
l.4.15 Rc..-..m. TM principle .huuld be adopCed that 
'aria!* <'OSU na uy specific wburhllll railway nrl>fork 
sbould be <"D•ettd .._, rar as possible by re•e11~ fl"Olll 
fares. If ittw aervitts should hal'e lo be pnnic!ed 
requina~ iBYCSlmruf la addilional fixed asseu. f-
slooa!d nncr Ike full addilioo11l cosn as far as possi~­
<Par. 6.IU.6.1 
R..,.,rva1i.>n. ·rhc R>1ilwa~·· n:prcsentaliYe, Mr ti. J.1-
do. Toil. holds the •·iew that touil costs ihould. be med 
a. a basis, AS mot1v .. 1ed 10 the ruenatioa under par. 
6.J0.4. Funbermott the principle expressc:d in Reeom-
ibft>datioa J.4.JS ahould be R lung-tenu aim. but llah 
prfocip&e 6boaJd be made aabsenieat lo cbe -
ebjc<iin (MIC par. 6.8.2) ill order that public Cl'llalpCllt 
may be supporlrd by motorilts. 
1.4.11\ R«om. Suburban railwa)· senicft for find 
mid seruod riau p~ngen wbkh remain esscuti11l bot 
att aot np«led 10 bttak "'""" on variable ~""Is and 
.. bich nnuot be repla~cd by ocher modCll, should be 
subsidised no lbe voluwc of senice lo rnable them lo 
cover los~ <!R l'ariable ('OSls. Su~h iubsidies should be 
fiaaoced .. foUows: 
(i) an amouut of >1pproximalely RS milllun ~r 
annum lo be prol'ided from the r.sourn·s of thC' lJrbllll 
Tr8n.•port Fund, as set nut in par. 7.6.J, rhis amount 
ttpr.,..,nling lbe transfer desc:ribcd ia par. 6.8.l (ii); 
(iii the balance lu fonn a rilarge a11aiust lhe Coa-
aolidaled Rucnue l'aind nf the. Cenl1'ul Gov.-rnmeot, In 
krms or lhe e~posilion in par. 6.8.! ('1') and ( •i). 
R--s.:n a1ion. The Railways re11r•...,nlalive, Mr II. J. L 
du Toil, holds lbe l'iew Chat the opcuiag seoleo<e ol 
ibis psraRrapb obould read as follows: Suburban ralJ-
"•Y se.rvic"" for all clas.<es or pss.•engers whkb rnuala 
usc:ullal but att "'" expected to bttak cna on total 
costs and wbkh ~auaol be replaced by other modes, 
mould be sub<.IJ!scd on Che l'ulume of aervice to 
eGllble lbcai tu rol'cr Iossa oa total COits. 
l.S Finnnri.il /mplirations of the Proposals (Chap-
ter 7). 
1.5.1 R~rnm. Additional funds for expenditure Ola 
Che lmpronmenl of e:d•tlng urban Crampon. facilitiet. 
•od the provision of t..dlitic<1 "hkh should be addi-
tionally .finaottd, should be plauacd for at a rate ol 
. about R9Z million per annum al 1974 pri<"C'S In lbe 
major ml11u1 areas during the yeaIS lmmedlalely ahead. 
This includes a subsidy of R5 milHua for· suburban 
railways. (Par. 7.7.1.) · 
1.5.2 Recom. About Rl8 million of the required 
R92 million per aru1wn would become available to the 
local aatboritia iD die m:ajor urba11 areu u a ftlDlt 
of additional tar.es, whkh 11lao11ld. be earmarked for 
approl'rd urban 1ramport plans. These caza aft-
(1) au additional levy of up to 25 per cClll oa 
eentral "itY properties; 
(II) addidoaal rnenue from parklag fee., ol wllldi 
a fb:ed pcruatage should ~ earmarked; 
(Iii) 8 tax <>II park.iag tpace; 
(IY) ~foe loading-· 
(Par. 7.7.2.) 
(ii All 1ehirln . . . ... .. . 
(ii) \"chides ia majot 
mba11 areas ........... . 
(iii) \'dlkla subject to 








The abo.-e revenue could •lso be obtained born • 
fuel llax. (Par. 7.7J.) 
R.-scrvation. 1be two proriacial repraentali•·es, 
Messn F. J. HU1?0 and J. G. ua· dtt Mcn.e. Mid lbe 
Yicw lh11t lhe additional fbllds meatloaed in p•r. 1.5.l 
lhoulcl be obtained from a fad tu md/or a~te 
mb.idy. 
l .5.4 R•-c1•111. Aa Urban Transport •·und •hould be 
ntabli•hed und~r Che aegis of IM National Tramport 
Commimoo, and che )ield Crom the lcry and pennit 
system. supplemented by OIMr sourtu HS dttmrd 
llffess:u~·. mould he paid inlo the Fund. Grants. •ub-
ddies and expenditure, as proposed by the Commillee, 
1hould he finan<'ed frum the Fund in attordance with 
Pf'!o~tit·s deknnined by the N11lluaal Transport Com-
m110>100. (Par. 7.7.6.) 
' 
1.5.5 Rccom. At the Nafional Transport Commission 
would require lnili11l funds fo ~over adulK'e lldmiui>tra-
til'e and tran.•port sfudy costs and to set Che rint orbaa 
lnlnsport plun going, and as fundc will be l'<"!llired for 
the proposed <'apilal end ttven!H> &Ubsidies oa bas 
•r•kC'S In sdun"e of lhe iulrodn•·liou of the transport 
plans, at lca•t on.e of the impusls prupooed in par, . 
1.5.J should be 1mplernenled immediately after the 
Goveniment ha• laken a fnourahlr dedsloa on r«Om• 
mendutions of lhe Commillee which involve addltii>oal 
ellfJ<"DJiture on urban transport. (l'ar. 7;7.7,) 
I.Ii A dmini.<tratfre machinery required ''' u11ple111011 
the P'•'f><•safs IChaplcr R). 
t.6.1 Rccom. The followlnJ? OfRanlSallons should be 
rniresenle<l on the Metropolilaa 1'1'1lD5port Ad~ 
Councils recnmmeuded la par. l.l..4: 
(I) National TBnsport Comml .. •ion: 
(ii) Tht Souch African R:dlway•; 
(iii) Derartmenl of Community D<'vtlopmcnl; 
(il') Department of Bantu Adminislralion and 
Development; 
(v) l)(:j.tsrtment of Platoulug ·and lbe EaYlroonacul; 
(l'i) the Pro•indal Adminlrtratlon; 
(viii local authorities in the area (one member ead1)· 
(viii) Chambcn of Corwnerce aad Sakekamen (~ 
member only); 
(id Chambem of Industry lllld Sabkrlmen (ooe 
member ouly). (Par. 8.9.1.) 
. 1.1\.~ Rr.:om. l"he appointment of all except lhe fi...a 
five m~mbcrs of the l\fctropolifan Transport AdYisory 
Cou...-1ls, tn~m_e~trd In par. 1.6.J, 1boald be apprond 
b' lhc Adnun .. tralor, who should also dnignate the 
chainn.aa. The Admlni!.1rator shuuld be empo .. ered to 
appoint the coft dty as the "agent" of the Pro,·incial 
Administration, If be should ._ It adYIAble after 
· consultallun "Illa the Nalional Tramport C-mi"'oao, 
for lhr purpoae ol pttpariae llDd llllplem ""WI a 
aaetropolifllll lnlllpCllC plaa. (Pa;, 8.9.2.) 
I .!>_1 Rc..-.>m. "Ille N81ional Transport CommiRioa, 
,... ~ ia attarda9ce -..ilh the.re.:onnMndalion ie 
par, l.1.3. ~ _,.e tiual rHpon,ibility lor bull> 
&he •-ulasiou mad application of " ckar<ul urban 
aad •mupulitaa tramport polky in the Reroblic, 
llMMld ~ &he broad fuartioas and rnponsibill· 
tics of _. ;..cit11:1ioa Utd orpnisatioa concerned .,-;th 
Ille laopJe..mwicm of tbe policy, 11od should c&11rr 
daat eada ol 1bs:a applia · en adequale S}stem of 
~ fiaurial ud peliey clwcks. <P•r. 8.9.3.) 
8 
8. FUTURE TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 
The factors given in earlier sections were used together 
with the estimates made in the economic analysis 
(Appendix A) to estimate parking demand and tra:ffic 
generation. FigureB28 and Table B29 are used together 
to show the computation. 
8.1 'The following assumptions were used in the analysis! 
8.1.1 Total trips into and out o:f Wynberg on a Saturday 
(as shown in Figure B2) were 20 293; in the peak hour 
5 497; therefore a ratio of 0,271 peak hour/total day. 
8.1.2 From the survey (Figure BJ) it was assumed that 50~ 
of the traffic was through traffic. Therefore,. 
Wynberg based trips i.e. trip ends were equal to· 
2 749. 
8.1.J The ratios of' trip generations based on American 
practice (Table Bl6) vary between JO - 50 v p day/ 
100 "quare metres. Using a ratio JO for the tr:ips 
based to the west and 22 f'or those to the east; the 
model was tested i'or 1976 ·and f'ound to agree reasonably. 
8.1.4 It was tllen assumed t!1at half' the through traffic 
would be attracted away rrom wynberg by any appropriate 
by-pass route. Since in the Saturday survey through 
tra:ff'ic was al:nost: equal to 'liynberg generated traffic 
in the analysis total wynberg traf'f'ic would be 1.5 x 
retail activity generated traffic. 
8.1.5 The :final factor \00uld be .th-e assignm_ent of' the 
traffic. The sums or inbound and outbound traffic 
in the peak hour ,..ere equal in the Saturday survey• 
Thus the assignment simpl if'ies the analysi.s by 
assigning t the total traff'.ic travelling in each 
direction during th;: peak hour along the routes available. 
8. 2 Th.:> par-king demand of' 5. 5 bays/100 sq m as quoted in 
th~. American standards (Table B17) is a bit high when 
c«mpared io the <iemand found in Vynberg _which was 
estimated to be about 1 800 !-or 42 000 sq rn, i.e. 4.29 
bays/100 sq m say 4.5 bays/l.00 sq m. 
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9 
9~ TRAFFIC GENERATED BY ALTERNATIVE WYNBERG GROWTH MODELS. 
Three different development alternatives are proposed 
!'or analysis. The first model. presumes that growth 
takes place mainly by the expansion of the existing 
northern area, eastwards and westwards. The second 
model presumes that development takes place mainly westwards 
and the third model presumes that development takes place 
east~ards, All three alternatives are shown diagrammatically 
in Fit;ure BJO and are feasible, since a large department 
storu development could initiate the impetus to aliow 
the development of' any of' the thr·ee alternatives. 
9.1 This anr.lysis considers only the major road system serving 
Wynl.>erg and docs not evaluat~ or estimate traf'f'ic volumes 
~or any er th~ minor roads within the centre itself. 
Furthermore, the suge-ested form of' development only in 
the ·Jic ini ty or lo'ynberg Station is based on the hypothesis 
that acceptable pedestrian valking distance is 250 metres. 
7he existing retail strip along the Main Road.would probably 
mal11.tain its present character of" motor car, hardvare, 
- rurr!i ture ar.d Hecond hand goods retail. All these 
activities are suited to the strip f'orm of development. 
9. 2 Th•, r<>tail generated traf'f"ic analysis was carried out 
f"or three \!!ynberg Centre sizea, 19bO, 1990 and 1990 
iestraine.:l uevelopment. The estimated tra:ff'ic volumes 
(Sor table B29) were assigned normallf :f"or the three 
centre sizes and three altornative patterns of 
de,·elopment. To ease CC'mputation of' the traf'fic 
assi(!nmcnt. the f'olJ 01iiiint; o.ssu·mptions wore made: 
2. 
The South Road/Co.,st11ntia Road link would be 
c-<>nstructed by 19~>0. 
In model 1 it was assumed that all the .traff'ic 
eePorated in ~he West would be &ttracted to the 
w'?stern sector of the Centre 'While half' of the 
traf~ic g~nerated in the East w?uld be attracted 
to the ~estern sector &nd half' to thd Eastern 
sector. 
J. In model 2 it was c.ssumf'Cl that all the.traffic 






In model ' it was assumed that half' the ~estern 
traf'f'ic would be at~racted to the Eastern sector 
and half' to the western sector, while all the 
Eastern traf'f'ic would be attracted to the eastern 
sector. 
Traf'f'ic was then assigned by "ad hoc" method usually 
either all or nothing or a 50/50 split beT.ween two 
routes which were considered comparable. 
That adequate attractive pedestrian linkages could be 
provided between East and West to reduce the need :for 
private vehicle accessibility to the specif"ic sector. 
9., For comparison purposes the trip assignments have been 
combined !'or each year. Figure Jl f'or 1980, Figure B'2 
for 1990 and Figure BJ' for 1990 with re~traincd 
development. Table BJ4 has also been prepared to 
hig~light the comparison. 
9.,.1 Model 1 implies a spread oC traCf'ic bet\oi"ccn the 
Eastern and Western sectors with the Western ~cctor 
(because development i9 added to its existing 
development) attracting about 6.5% of" the t1·af'fic. The 
signif'icant :features of this model is the importance 
o:f Church Street and Ottery Road, and the moderate 
traffic volumes expected along other access corridors. 
9.,.2 Model 2 implies the attraction of tra:ffic totally to 
the Western sector. The importance of Last-~tst 
links, particularl.y across the rail.way line are 
eviden4 also, Church Street, a link between Church and 
Wetton Road and the Main Road as well as Rosmead 
Avenue show the need if" this model. is adopted, :for 
the widening of all these roads to cope with the 
expected t;.aff'i.c evE:n in the restrained development 
model. 
It sho~ld be rem~mbered that the estimated t.ra:ff"i~ 
volumes are those of liynberg re"tail generated tra:i~f'ic; 
so roads f'or:ning part of a metropolitan syst::ri e.g. 
\'etton Road or South ~oad, vill bc,carrying additional 
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J.980 1990 1990 (Restrain.ed) 
HODEL MODEL HODEL MODEL MOI•EL MOIJEL ~ODEL MODEL MODEL 
1 2 J 1 2 3 1 2 3 
'.".ain Road 275 1 501 2 136 432 1 170 1 707 345 
\iaterloo Road 296 196 296 463 46J 463 J70 370 370 
E.N/S Weste.rn 1 '•51 1 781 571 1 963 2 599 895 1 540 2,077 715 
S'.'.!rtor 
Church Street 501 501 501 754 754 75:. 602 662 602 
iietton J:oad 
rt.u1·ch Street 764 1 .560 386 1 231 2 197 590 1 048 1 756 470 
Lin!< 
Bro:id Hoad 192 1 605 225 2 360 200 1 887 
Ottt'ry il<Jad 
904 904 1 271 1 70J l Oli 1 J62 
'\"p:c:; t. of' ll-:>smead 
Throue:h east 604 906 275 
J: C'S• Area 
fl(Jdl!lf?flitl ..\'I. .. nue J02 906 906 635 1 271 1 271 508 J. 017 1 017 
!~/~ S~\'.: t-~'r 2 002 1 81'..? 3 690 2 lJl 1 271 5 J)li 1 725 1 017 4 266 
w.:-t Inn Road 49!1 l 2'10 Jl6 860 1 ill 590 708 1 416 8/il 
St.lUth no ad 635 1 271 1'J2 .508 1 017 3115 
c~nstanti3 f-;oad 296 296 296 463 1'6:J 1163 J'{O J70 J70 
t'Ani- lNC. DEMAND 
P-f.ST 2 150 J J. 50 591 J 11'8 4 500 905 2 52') J 600 i2J 
£AS1 l 000 2 559 1 352 J 595 1 077 2 8'{7 
TABLE BJ4 COMPARISON OJi' TRAFFIC AND 
PARK l:NG R£Ql>IREMENTS 
11 
9.3.J Modl'l '.3 implies that almost t>oc.' o:f the traf':fic 
attracted to ~ynbcrg will be attracted to the 
Eastern se~tor. ln terms of' property development 
it implies that all :future development will take 
place on the Eastern sector. This scheme places 
considerable strain on Broad Road, Ottery Road and 
Rosmead .Avenue; all these roads will roquire widening. 
9.4 In the choice of' model the amount of' additional parKing 
requirements must al~o be added into the in:frastructure 
costing comparison. Table B'.35 shows that model 1 is 

















9.5 '!'able B')6 has been J>repared to show the major implications 
ot• the decision o:f f'uture development model on the 
inf'rastructural costs and on the existing environment. 
9.6 The :final :factor .i.s the need to analyse i:f there coul.d be 
a "limit to growth~ bosed purely on "traf':fic considerationsn 
Natural.Ly this would depend on the model o:f development 
'Which the r.entre p1:rsues, and the amount o:f additional 
inf'oastructure tha'C .:.s consiuercd economically and 
environ:oenta1l.y vi~,ble. 
9.6.l It would appear that model l would be able to cater 
:for the greatest amount o:f development :for the 
minimum inf'rastructural and environmental costs :from a 
transport inf'rastructure point o:f view. A dcoision 
woul.d t.e req..;ircd .in "Che phasing process at which stage 
:further deYelop::;;cnt would be undesirable. 
Main Road 
;:ynberg By-P:iss 
C!'lurch S tre.-, ,;/Carrs Hill Road 
Church. St rcH?t./cet ton Road link 
Ottery Road(wes~ 0£ Rosmead Ave} 
:-:osmead .Avf'or1ue 
South Ro:>-d 
Pedestris:m linke ncross Railway ~ine 
Parking 
~•Jom:t I 
Dees not require widenir.g 
provided that servicing is 
f'orcod o:C':C' it and the policy 
of' a roadway o:C' arterial 
standards is not adhered to. 
N°ot required. 
Waterloo Road/Carrs Hill ~oad 
needs detail design 
AdbE z 
Must be widened to tvo lanes 
in each direction or the 
Yynberg by pass can be devel-
oped to cater ror th.e.f"lov or 
traf':C'ic vith the Main Road 
becoming a service road. In 
this case the Main R•:>ad need 
no!; be widened. 
Probably required, cheaper 
than wide~ing Main Road 
!ttOBR 5 
Does not rCGUlre ~idening pro>i~e~ 
that scrYicing is :C'oi'ced o~f' it, 
and the policy or a road~ay o:C' 
arterial stand~rds is not adhered to. 
Not. required. 
N':l widening required in terms of' retail traf"f"ic generated 
Attention to intersection with Waterloo Road 
This link is essnetial f'or southbound traf'f'ic wishing to reach the major Yestern Parking Garages/Ar£-as 
This link need only be minor 
in nature 
No signif'icant additional 
capacity required f'or retnil 
trips generated - this route 
is b regional route 
Minor physical improvements to 
existing carriageway 
ditto 
No widening required 
Not a major role in retail 
traf':C'ic 
Major element in allowing the 
spl.i t o:C' parking and trip. 
ends 
Least additional parking 
required 
A major link required capacity 
over 2000 vph in 1990 
Watton Road"will require 
widening 
No improvement required 
' ditto 
The link need only b~ minor 
No widening required 
I 
in nattJrel 
Reconstruction of' ro.ad,.·ay required 
~o cater f'or high traf'fic volu~os 
ditto 
Widening essential i:C' Kromboom Park~ay is delayed and 
2000 if unrestrained growth is permitted 
be yon<:! 
A major role in retail traff'ic 
could e:C'f'ect regional traf'£ic 
flow 
Not requi.red 
1. Large scale parking 
Minor role in retail trarf'ic 
Required due to extent or the 
present retail development on the 
west s.ide 
Most additional parking required 
J. Possible light 0£ some Western 
development on vest side sector retail ot.T.lets. 
TABLE BJ6 
2. Large scale parking dEcvelopment 
on east side 
CO'.'fP ,\Jl.I SON 











Spectrum - women's clothing 
United Building Society 


















O. r.. B<lzaars ·. 
\.li.ne & Spirit Mcrchant11 
l'ish & Chips 
Capitol Butchery 
C3pe Fruit Store 
C-.rd:•' s llakery 















Th" Rose Bowl - florist 







































Oodo' s - sho<!s 
Wellington Fruit Growers 
Cuthberts - shoes 
Cooper Chemi11 t 
J. llart - Jeweller 
Shoerama 
Wool and Needle Centre 
Shoearama 




2. Rook Shop 
3. Offices 
4. Offices 























Tex ti le Shop 
Watchmaker 
i Price Stores - clothing 
l'ick a Shu 
Dulux Paint & l'aper 
Lou,_,• s Hairdresser 
o .K .t:. T. V. & Electronic3 
Van Coller llai rdresset: 
Gay Bon Furnitut:e 
Ed~ar~ clothing - male 
Allied Building Society 
Ed~ars clothing - female 
Russells - furniture 





























































































Universal Family Clothing 
Farmer's Meat Supply 
Rifkin & Miller - clothing 
Barksole Shoe Repairs 
Je..,eller 
Cashworths clothing 
Truworths - women's clothing 





































lt. Mnximums Clothing - female 
12. The Optical Centre 
13. Die Wonder Winkel - clothing 
14. Vacant 
15. Bergas. Men's clothing 
16. Caress Jewellers 
17. "Things" - electrical appliances 
18 .• Hotz Clothing 
19. Lenk em Chemist 
20. Vacant 
21. Musicat Record Cantre 
22. Shrand Shoes 
23. g,., •• ~.;l'lllA - clothes ""'""" ...... 't ........ 
24 • Fountain Confectionery 
25. Pick 'n Pay 
26. Personal Cleaners 
27. Film Hire 
28. Sno Man Ice-Cream 
29. Vacant 





34. Hc:itz Clothing 








43. Withinshaw Hardware 
44. Vacant 







































->'>. roud1 of Class - ladies hairdresser 105 
SUB TOTAL 2510. 
,,;u1::;u n.l.luR 



















H. . , 
·~· 
1-:ynberg Curtain Boutique & T.V. Centre 
African En~le Insurance 
300 
25 
rsalm 99 Bookshop 40 
Morkels - furniture & electrical appliances 612 
1;eneral Dealer 70 
Sterns Jewellers 70 
Louis' Shoes 70 
Trust Bank 900 
Post Office 240 
Pink Panther Poster Shop 12 
Homes Trust Life 200 
Photo Printing 12 
San lain 140 
Ila i c .by Lucian - ladies hairdresser 105 
Van Riebeeck Paints 120 
Sant am 75 
fa,;t Print Service 90 
Sannucci Dry Cleaners 120 
l'ep Stores - clothing 375 
~ynber.g Boutique 
Barnett's Furniture Centre 
Clicks 
Sunshine Bakery 
Th., Modern Fashion Store - ladies clothing 
Louis Shoes 
On the Spot Dry Cleaners 
llaritons - men's clothing 
Pearly's - ladies' clothing 
The Blobe Store - ladies' clothing 
Wynberg Chicken Inn 
llelpmekkar Butchery 





















lluss & Heiman Clothing - male and femole 
Nova Hats - female 





l. Book Promotions 
2. Chartered Physiotherapist 
3. Breytenbagh W.N. Co. Tax Consultants 
4. Homes Trust Life Insurance 
S. Doctor 
6. Doctor 
7. Trust Bank Properties 
8. Trust Bank lru;urance 
9. Verhave & Trop Master Buildt?rs 
10, Vechave Architect 
11. · Southern Peninsula Deve lopthl!nt 
12. Eric Stewart 
13. Gresty W. II. (Pty.) Ltd. 
14. Package & Machine Design 
15. Naomi Beauty Form 
16. Doctor 
17. Blue Circle Construction 
GROUND FLOOR 
J. Shoer;ima 
2. Wynberg Furniture tLul 
3. Mikes - men's clothing 
4. Butcher's Den 
s. Wynberg Furnitute Mart 
6. Waldorf Butchery 
7. Kay's Clothing - rNle .and (eDllll• 
8 • Nico Furnishet's 














































Joffe's Clothing - .. 1e 
School Outfitters 
K. Chong - general dealer 
SUB TOTAL 
(:ROU!llO FLOOR 
l. Levis Stores - Furniture & appliances 
2. Universal Family Clothi.og 
). Rolefto Clothing 
SUB TOTAL 
·I. Dr. Cohen 
~. Estate Agent 




1. Goodall & Co. - undertakers 
:: • \>yr.berg Motors (van Riebeeck Motors) 
1. 
I. 
Shoprite - grocery shop 
Wo~lley's Furniture 






















































Edworks - ShoH 
Envoy Clothing - scl••h>l .:tvUung 
Dick Coosner Hard~are 
Fifth Wheel Clothin& - l•-I• 
Travel Agency 
Love - women's clotbins 
Carlton LiRhtfog 
Aquarium & P .. ta Cc•ntre 
Hoover Service and Sp~r•• 

















Bourne's Motor Srares 
Logans Srorts 
S.A.R. Disrem•an-
. Hepworth11 - clothi.n11 
Pick n Shu 
The Jlrush & Comb - laJi ... 1.,., ,,Jr••••n• 
H. Cohen & Se>n ·- men'" colcthin" 
Foschini - ladieoi' clothin1t 
Harmony Furnisher• 
Louis' Shoes 
Hobbies & llandicr .. tl 
Bradlows F'urni~her• 
































14. K.icz Furniture 
15. Oieckers 






1. Schockers Furniture 
2. Barclays Bank 
3. Vacant 
4. Ackermans 
WYNBERG Mi;;DICAL CENTRH 
S. Markhams 













Just 'f,ve - women's clothing 
Vacant ·. 
Xquisit Gift Shop 
Phillips Radio & T.V. 
Crimpers Ladies' llaintylist 




Record & Tape Centre 




P.~. Cooras & American Sw'iss - jewellers 
•·~·s..:hini - women's clothing 
C~lJen Egg Restaurant 
.! ) . Vacant 


























































!'ink anJ lllo., 
Gift Shop 
Optici:u1 
Jluncan T~yl<\r - ~~:· • :. ~ t:1. :-,. 
Ace Dry Cle ... wr~ 
Shalom Rtos tJur .mt 
Duncan Tayl'or - ""\:~•''" , h"t.:•:.to,;. 
Clark's Wool :.11c11 
McDonald's Cfothir.,: 
C. N. A. 
Crockett & Jonei; - •h.,,.• 
Rivett& Chtoi:iist 
EJworks - shoe,; 
Vacant 
Misique Record Centt• 
Louis' ·Shoes 
Old Mutual 
Budget Hair - wonwn' s h .. i rJwt·~~··t 
Auctioneers 
Cari tol Milk Bar 
Capitol Cinema 
Great Expectati•ma - wor.a .. n'• .-l,•thi1111 
Ortician 
24. Tailoring. i Hairstyli9l 
25. Nannucci Dry Cleaner~ 























































C1·ai n - Brokerli, CoDllllission A&ents 
Windsor Motivatio: 





















Natal Building Society 
llom;,s 3. Hearth Furnish'1!rs 
Wynberg Wool Shop 
Cape F'ar;ner's Fruit Store 
Yankee Kitchens Restaurant 
Hi Guys- men's clothing 
Romens - men's clothing 
The Green App·lt! - women's clothing 
Vacant 





F1RSl" FLOOR .1 AllOVE 































2. Cycle shop 
3. Flimzee Family outfitters 
4. General .dealer 
s. Vacant shop 
6. Fibreglass 
7. Schus motors 
8. Winford motors 
9. Linen Boutique 
10. Book Exchange 
ll. Linen Boutique 
12. Cycle shop 







2. Motor cycle workshops 
3. Shoe shop 
4. Fruit shop 
s. Motor spares 
6. Hairdresser 






8. Film Hire 
9. Number plates manufacture 
l. Clothing 
2. Tailor 





s. General Dealer 
13. Cafe 
* Terminus Centre 14. Second-hand clothes 
6. Plumber 
15. Fishery 
( 16. Motor spares 
7. Post Off ice 
( 
( 17. Bank 
a. House 
( 
(18. Plate glass 
9. Book Exchange 
* ( 
( 19. Prokote p~ints 
10. Hairdresser 
( 
( 20. Cafe 
11. Pharmacy 
( 
( 21. Furniture and clothing 
12. Cafe 


















4 .• Dry Cleaners 
Offices 
AREA I .... 




2. Vacant shop 
3. Auctioneers 
4'. Furniture 




2. P.ome movies 
3. Cafe 
4. Hardware 
s. Movie Centre 
6. Vegetable shop 
7. Wholesaler 





l. Sewing machines 
2. Optician 
3. Brokers 
4. Vacant shop 
s. Vacant shop 
6. Refrigeration 








1. Publisher's Offices 
2. Bottle store 
3. Furniture store 
4. Motor repairs 
5. General dealer 
6. Herbalist 
7. Two cottages. 
8. Furniture 
FIRST FLOOR 
































Level crossing between Plumstead and Wynberg 
Tennant Road Widening Land required 
Castl.etown Road, Plumstead: Proposed improvement 
Main Road, Wynberg Widenin~ Reservation of' area between 
Wetton and Con'l.·ay Streets :tor residentia1 purposes 
Church Street and Price Lar1e, Wynberg: Pl.an of' subdivision 
Castletown Road, Plumstead: Proposed improvement 
Waterloo Road, Wynberg: Plan of' proposed widening f'rom 
CarJ.· Hil.l to Herschel Walk 
llo,;cr, Albert and Wal:cr.ioo Roads, Wynberg: Proposed 
improvements 
CastJ.eto>;n ncad, Wynberg: Proposed improvements al.so Rockl.ey 
Road !Subway (Rly. Blueprint) 
Ca ... tletown Road, Wynberg: · Plan showing Proposed Improvements 
Brampton Road Extension to Castletown Road 
Carshil.l Road and Waterloo Road,.Wynberg: Plan of' Proposed 
Imp·.·ovemcnts 
Albert ~cad, Wynberg: Plan of' proposed widening between 
A.lphen H.il.1 a:;d waterloo Green 
Carr's Hill. Road and Waterloo Road, Wynberg Plan 
See R578 
Piers Road, Wynberg: Plan o:C proposed improvements between 
Main Road and Al.phcn Hill Road 
Car~•s Hill Road: Plan of' proposed widening and construction 
of' s. W. sewers 
Bower Road, Wynberg: Pl.an of' proposed widening between 
Constantia Road to Alphen Hil.l. 
Wetton and Main Roads: 
Rockley Road, Wynberg: 
of' 
Plan showing amended layout of' junction 
Alternative proposals £or the improvement 
T.P.S.: Claremont - Wynberg Sect. Use 0£ land 
Constantia Road, Wynberg: Proposed Improvements 
Durban Foad and Wellington Avenue, Wynberg1 Proposed improvement 
to Junction 
Proposed Improvements to Junction o:C Gabriel and Constantia Roads, 
Wynberg 
Constantia Road, Widening 














Js •. 12. 23 
'.37.06.29 
'.}8.04.29 



















































widening South Road, P1umsteada Wynberg By-Pass Road 
Widening South Road, PJ.umstead: Wynberg Dy-Pass Road 
Widening South Road, P1umstead1 Wynberg By-Pass Road 
Intersection of Constantia and Alphen Hill Roads, Wynberg 
Sketch pl.an showing South Road in re1ation to Road proposals 
Wynberg Plumstead Areas 
Sketch Pl.an showing South Road in relation to Road proposals 
Wynberg Plumstead Areas 
Pl.an showing Wynberg and surrounding areas 
Surface Land Utilisation 
Prop~sed improvements to Intersection of Constantia and 
AJ.phen Hi11 Roads, Wynberg 
Land Surface Utilisation, Wynberg (Regional survey 1945) 
Plan showing 15 Acre area Maynardvil1e Est. 
Proposed J.ayout for the development of Maynardvi1le Est. 
liy11berg 
Proposed By-Pass of W.ynberg Main Road 
Wynberg By-Pass Road: Amended Scheme 
Plan showing portion of Maynardvi11e 
Proposed improvements to Gabriel. Road 
Proposed extension to Cast1etovn Road and Redevelopment of 
1and abutting Wynberg Station 
Proposed widening of Tennant Road and Riverstone Road, Wynberg 
Intersection of Alphen Hi11 and Bower Roads, Wynberg 
Pro~osed DeveJ.opment Maynardville 
Proposed Deve1opment Maynardville 
Proposed Deve1opment Maynardville 
Proposed improvement ·to Intersection of Constantia and 
ilpl~en Roads 
Proposed Widening of Alphen Hi11 Road 
i'rop~sed Widening or.' A1phen Hil1 Road 
P:r-oposed Widening Sussex Road, Wynberg 
Proposed Extension of Mill.bank Road and. Division of Parking Areas 
Proposed Widening Constantia Road, PJ.umstead 
Proposed New Bus Terminus W"ynberg Station 
Proposed Extension to Castletown Road, Wynberg and new Bus 
Termi.nus 
Sho..,·ing land required for :coad widening c/r Mains Ave and 
Tennant Road 
Widening of Main Road, Wynberg (Wetton Road - Constantia Road) 
Proposed widening of Church Street and Piers Road, Wynberg 
Proposed interim widening of Waterloo Road, Wynberg 
Proposed link between Brisbane Road and Bathurst Road, Wynberg 
Proposed Development of Maynardville 
Proposed Development of Maynardville 
Proposed Development of Maynardville 
Maynardville - Wynberg: Amended Layout 


























































Parkin~ at Station Places: Wynberg/Wittebome 
Proposed Flower Sellers Stands at Maynardville 
Widening of Albert Road and Waterloo Road between 
Carr's Hill Road and Bower Road 
Proposed Improvements to width of footways; Maynard Road 
Wyn berg 
Proposed widening of Tennant and Riverstone Roads, Vynberg 
to Kenilworth 
Alphen Hill, Wynberg: Showing Proposed Proc. Main Road widening 
Proposed Widening of Church Street between Maynard and Main Roads 
Wyn berg 
Proposed Amendments to Wynberg Road Pattern 
Proposed Amendments to Wynberg Road Pattern 
Proposed lunen<lmN1ts to Wynberg Road Pattern 
Rezoning of preop~rties abutting Church Street, Wynberg from Main Road 
Business Zone to Court Hoad 
School Board Open Spaces Wynberg Area 
Parking Area near Library Millbank Road, Wynberg 
Proposed Widening Riverstone Road and Riverston Road, 
K c-·nil worth 
Proposed ~ddening South Road - Ottery Road to Main Road, Plumstead 
Proposed Redevelopment Wynberg Park 
Intorsect_ion Ottery, Brisbane and Sussex Roads, Vynberg 
Proposed Widening of Constantia, Alphen Hill to -Bower Road 
Dev. via Bardia Road to South Road widening of South to Honiton Roads 
Widening .MaJn Road - Indian Road, Kenilworth - Wetton Road 
Proposed arterial link between Wetton and Waterloo Roads, Wynberg 
Plan showing further amendments to Arterial Road system, Wynberg 
Proposed Maynardville Feeder and Link Road, Wynberg 
Zoning of land abutting Brodie Road, Widening 
Request for Civic Centre site, Plumstead 
Proposed widening of Tennant Road and Riverstone Road, Wynberg -
Keni1worth 
Re-routing, Wynberg Main Road By-Pass 
Intersection )).lain Road and Wetton Road, Wynberg: Proposed 
signposting 
Intersection Main Road and Maynard Road, Wyn berg: Proposed 
signposting 
Intersection Main Road and Millbank Road, Wynberg: Proposed 
signposting 
Intersection Main Road and Piers Road, Wynberg: Proposed 
signposting 
Historical Homes suggested for Preservation Old Wynberg 
Proposed Amendments to Wynberg Road Pattern 
Proposed Arterial Link between Wetton and Waterloo Roads, Wynberg 
(Amended Schedule) 
Wynberg By-Pass - Rerouting Main Road 












































































Gabriel Road: Improvement and Link to Victoria Roadi Plumst-ead 
Proposed Parking and Bus T.erminus, Wynberg 
Establishment or Management Comm. for the Wynberg/Wittebome Area 
Coloured Group Area situated in the area of jurisdiction of the 
Municipality or Cape Town 
AJ.bert Road, Wynberg widening: Main Road No. lJ Waterloo Road to 
Bower/Constantia Road Intersection 
Proposed widening Hiverston and Tennant Roads, Wynberg 
Intersection Wynberg By-Pass - Constantia Road 
Improvement c/r Kemms and Main Roads, Wynberg 
Service Access Lipton Road, Wynberg 
Proposed Main Road Loop - Church, Main and Constantia Roads, Wynberg 
Parking Area, Church Street, Wynberg 
Parking Area, Church Street, Wynberg 
Proposed Amendments: PMR Routes 
Proposed Parking Area adjoining By-Pass, Wynberg 
Constantia Road, Wynberg, Alphen Hill. Road to .Main Road I 
Zo11ing or Area I 
Ar:s-a l<nown as "Chol.sea" Arca, Wynbcrg 
Proposed Rezcnlng of land Malton Road, Wynberg: Messrs Flemming I 
:>io-i;or Service 
Proposed Widening of Tennant and RiverstoneRoads, Wynberg - Kenilworth 
Proposed Widening of Tennant and .RiverstoneRoads,· Wynberg Kenilworth! 
Proposed Widening o:f Tennant and Riverstone Roads, l>ynberg - Kenilworth, 
Proposed Parking Areas adjoining Wynberg By-Pass IX 
~~:~~~::a!oB~Z.~h=~t=:~no~::~Yb:~::en wetton Road and AJ.iwal Road, lj 
Wynberg 
Approximate area of inrluence: Motor Shopping Centres, Kenilworth 
Temporary Parking Area, Brodie Road, Wynberg I 
Land Use Plan, Wyr1bcrg Central Area 
Condition o:f Buildings, Plan for Central Wynberg 
Establishment or Management Committee for the Wynberg/Wittebome 
Coloured Group Areas 
Proposed Splay c/r Maynard/Station Roads, Wynberg 
Maynard Road, Wyn berg · 
:::mpi-ovements to• AJ.iwal Road Widening 
Widening of Constantia Road, Alphen Hill Road to Main Road 
Proposed Parking and Bus Terminus, Wynberg Station 
Areas Reserved for Open Space Purposes in tho Wittebome/Wynberg Rrea 
Proposed Bus Terminus, ffynborg Station 
Extract :from Widening of Constantia Road, Alphen Hill to Main Road 
Wynberg showing property No. lJ 















































































Proposed Redevelopment of' Maynardville arising out of' the new 
Wynberg By-Pass 
Proposed Redevel.opment of' Maynardvill.e arising out of' the new 
Wynberg By-Pass 
Proposed Redevelopment of' Maynardville . arising out of' the new 
Wynberg By-Pass 
Properties af'f'ected by Constantia Road 
Proposed rezoning of' Coggils Hotel (Pty) Ltd Wynberg 
Proposed Widening and Realignment of' Constantia and South Roads, 
Wyn berg 
Sussex Road, Wynberg: Improvements to Intersection York Road 
Proposed Service Road System to Constantia Road between Vernon and 
Buchingham Roads, Plumstead 
Bus Terminus: Proposed Development 
Parking.Study - Wynberg Business Area 
Wynberg Suburban Business Centre Of'f'-street Parking 
Proposed Improvement of' Intersection, Alexandria, Mains and Tennant 
Roads 
Proposed Extension of' Business Zoning between Main Road and Proposed 
By-Pass, Wynberg existing Fl.oor Space Relationship 
The Spa~ial Relationship between the Shopping Centres of' Wynberg, 
Claremont and Kenil.worth Centre 
Existing Terraced Housing, Wynberg 
Rezoning Flemming Motors Malton Road, Wynberg 
El.imination and Substitution of' Wynberg By-Pass Proposal.a Rezoning of' 
Land al.ong the route of' the f'ormer Wynberg By-Pass 
Mains Avenue - Alexandra Road - Tennant Road Intersections 
signalisation 
Proposed Extension to Maynardville Park and Incorporating 
and Circus Site 
Proposed Extension to Maynardville Park and Incorporating 
and Circus Site 
Proposed Extension to Maynardvil.le Park and Incorporating 
and Circus Site 
Improvement to Vehicular Subway, Broad Road, Wynberg 
Wynberg: Proposed Resiting of' Public Convenience 





Extract from Map of' Town Pl.anning Scheme showing zoning and Road 
Proposals in vicinity of' Seven Oa:ks Road, Plumstead 
Improvements to access Road of'f' Wetton Road to Conway Street and 
widening of' Conway Street, Wynberg 
Proposed l.ink road between Long Street - Wi11iam ~treat and 
construction of' Will.iam Street between Norway and Loop Streets 
Proposed Open-Air Roller Skating Rink, Maynardville Park, Wynberg 
Extract from Town Planning Scheme, Wynberg 
Proposed Improvement to Alphen Hill/Constantia Road Intersection 
Wynberg 
Extract f'rom Town Planning Scheme showing·zoning in vicinity of' 
c/f' Batts and Mars Roads, Wynberg 
Proposed new Traf'f'ic Lanes, Albert Road, Wynberg 

















































































E: VALUE OF PROPERTY IN l(YNBERG 

























1 472 730 
54 470 
2 747 680 





1 381 240 
1 117 280 
382 850 
1 701 890 
1 558 930 
_588 190 
140 250 
1 035 .510 
1 427 310 
1 603 670 




1 271 JOO 
1.51 290 
.563 970 
1 582 060 
2 128 .560 
Bo 870 
2 320 820 










2 394 040 
3 375 740 
921 530 
401 510 
1 502 4.50 
2 361 J.50 
2 264 J40 
2 0.54 200 
l 340 660 
1 867 860 
1 145 560 
2 062 8.50 
2.56 510 
770 160 
2 346 040 
J 601 290 
13.5 340 
.5 058 .500 
5 227 929 
641 610 
V A L U E 0 F P R 0 P E R T Y 
0 W N E D BY C C C 
NO OF LAND 
ERVEN VALUE 
7 123 440 
2 2 840 
9 17 360 
1 .l.1 560 
12 516 680 
2 220 
1 261 260 
7 661 
12 22 890 
4 80 
15 72 880 
16 168 2.50 
2 15 5.50 
9 19 600 
10 .5 .570 
9 216 4.50 
3 2 810 
6 2.51 670 
1 1 .530 
BUILDING TOTAL 
VALUE VALUE 
6 790 130 230 
2 840 
2 650 20 010 
11 560 
65 680 582 360 
220 
140 2.50 401 .510 
661 
88 870 133 760 
Bo 
107 ,020 179 900 
60 790 229 040 
4 520 20 070 
49 230 68 8JO 
.5 570 
40 710 2.57 160 
2 810 
71 100 322 770 
l 530 
EI051D 69 1J6 740 JJ8 J60 475 100 7 4 540 l 860 6 400 
EI052A J2 l 452 850 l 054 740 2 507 590 2 7 520 8 040 15 560 
EI052B 56 164 770 580 040 744 810 
EI052C 63 155 960 4JJ 430 589 390 5 24 210 14 570 JS 780 
EI05JA 39 882 JJO l 049 630 l 931 960 4 35 100 5 060 40 160 
EI053B 58 216 020 883 850 l 099 870 J 740 740 
EI054A 53 713 150 l J43 790 2 056 940 4 16 990 J2 410 49 400 
EI054B 54 192 970 l 282 770 l 475 740 
EI054C l 35 980 20 240 56 220 
EJ050A 60 584 010 l 435 J70 2 019 JBO lJ 29 110 39 020 68 lJO 
EJ050B 62 552 720 580 540 1 133 260 l 20 20 
EJ050C 39 128 260 J86 920 515 180 l 500 500 
EJ05lA 57 171 910 699 620 871 530 2 
EJ05lB 68 189 380 J8l J20 570 700 2 3 600 J 600 
EJ05lC 77 180 460 620 190 Boo 650 
EI05.5A 42 J.58 920 926 J20 l 28.5 240 l 2 OJO 2 OJO 
EI05.5B 50 270 010 556 630 826 640 2 10 580 9 110 19 690 
EK054A 50 190 840 454 790 645 630 l 4 OJO 4 OJO 
EK054B 56 238 640 526 990 765 lJO 4 21 530 9 820 Jl J.50 
EJ052A 75 20J 630 582 J80 785 910 l 150 l.50 
EJ052B 63 217 880 488 400 706 280 J JlO JlO 
EJ05JA 79 JOO 490 637 290 937 780 .5 12 940 8 060 21 000 
EJ05JB 68 173 650 57.5 470 749 120 2 3 700 8 990 12 690 
EJ0.5JC 42 1J6 610 437 430 .574 040 
EJ0.54A 63 211 lJO 550 270 761 400 8 2J 920 10 970 J4 890 
-
EJ054B 60 209 960 505 620 71.5 080 7 24 500 10 960 J.5 460 
EJ055A 66 335 680 652 .590 988 270 7 29 170 26 9.50 56 120 
EJ0.5.5B 26 - 151 lJO J08 742 549 872 


APPENDIX F: PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO 
lo Main Road West Side Southern Section 
2. Main Road West Side Northern Section 
J. Main Road East Side Northern Section 
4. Main Road East Side Southern Section 
5. Church Street, Hawkers, Station Road, 
Facades and Ebor Road. 







APPENDIX G NOTES ON URBAN ACTIVITIES 
As an aide to the process a few notes were prepared 




4. Entertainment, cultural and education facilities._ 
5. Industry and warehousing. 
6. Government facilities. 
l. RESIDENTIAL 
The choice of residential location should be 
based on an evaluation of the advantages to the 
individual based on factors such as acconunodation 
accessability, environment, prestige, convenience 
and eco!lomy. 
His choice is based on his expectations;one of 
which relates to the type of neighbours, both 
people and activity. While this would c.all 
for a certain amount of homogeneity in the local 
scale a variety in the facilities available in 
the wider scale could add t~ convenience and 
the fullness of experience. 
Variations I .... 
2 
Variations in residential density creates 
different degrees of social activity intensity. 
It is this variation that allows the introduction 
of activities other th~n residential. into the 
residential matric without incompatabilities 
occuring. By this is meant that in a quite 
cul-de-sac it would be difficult to introduce 
any activities without them creating a nuisance. 
~n a situation of high density living conditions, 
the shops, light industry, offices can easily 
be interwoven with no illeffects. 
The development of high density residential 
areas has the effect of significantly changing 
the existing"norms" for the provision of 
amenities. This is caused by the intensity 
in the use of the amenities possible with high 
.aggregation of people. 
The last point is that high densities do not 
necessarily mean high ... rise apartments. The 
provision o.f 3 storey development with O. 33 
c.overage could achieve densities of up tci 
360 persons per hectare, (Equivalant to R4 zoning). 
Much h~s been written about the social ills 
that occur in high rise residential. developments. 
5 
improvement in technology has come the reduction 
in the amount of face to face contact required 
and increasing spedalisation within ·large 
organisations. As a result of the 
expansion of the urban area the advantage 
of the c B D location have begun to decline, 
thus with the change in office practice 
alternate locations become feesable. 
A study was carried out in Britain (4) which 
showed that a relatively small proportion of 
trips were made by people in off ices in the course 
of their work. In the survey quoted this 
amounted to less than 20%. This study also 
showed that it was mainly the legal profession 
that requirecf·c B D location. 
Offices have been classified (1) into six 
types based on the types of linkages which 
they require viz.: 
1. Offices with interdependant functions 
orientated towards the C B D and dependant 
on close contact with it. These must 
be located in a C B D location e.g. financial 
offices. 
2. I .... 
6 
2. Offices for interrelated functions orientated 
towards the CB D but not:initially dependant 
upon close contact with it. These also 
located in the c B D location e.g. diplomatic 
and professional offices. 
3. Offices for interrelated functions orientated 
outwards from the C B D but requiring 
reasonably easy contact with it, these 
offices usually locate on major arteries 
in the frame e.g. some executive offices 
of large manufacturing industries. 
4. Offices for activities emanating from the 
suburbs but requiring contact with the c B D 
these locate close to major terminal points 
in the suburbs, usually associated with the 
areas from which their business emanates 
e.g. credit control offices for shops in 
4. I 
the suburbs. 
s. Public offices - these usually cluster 
together to achie~e the greatest mutual 
accessability. Often related to the older 
parts of the city. 
6.' Interdependant offices orientated towards 
the suburbs. These.include the processing 
units of large concerns which can carry out 
the bulk of the 'Nark within its walls and 
the offices tend to provide a service 
regionally or even nationally e.g. Mutual 
at Pinelands, Southern Life at Rondebosch, 
stock control and computer service of large stores etc. 
9 
Special schools, technical colleges, and the 
university draw their students from further 
afield. 
The land requirements for education facilities 
can be reduced if the public open space system 
for the community acts also as the informal 
playing fields for the schools. 
5. INDUSTRY AND WAREHOUSING 
Light industry employs a large proportion of the 
worker force of Cape Town. Almost 60% of the 
coloured labour force is active in light industry. 
Dependant on the size of a factory, it could be 
located in relation to residential area from 
which the worker force is drawn, and no 
incompatibility should occur. 
Large establishments obv.iQ.a\rcreate greater 
.activity and require greater accessibility; 
and location in a residential area is not suitable. 
Well planned location of this activity could 
result in a considerable saving in transport infrastructure 
and costs. 
Service industries can also be located in a 
dispersed fashion. 
Heavy I .. · · 
10 
Heavy industry must perforce locate in an 
area so that noise and air pollution will 
not be experienced in other areas. 
Possible.worker density in industry is 100 
persons per hectare. 
Warehousing as an activity has considerably 
reduced since the advent of the large food 
chain stores, with warehousing being larger 
and further removed from suburban centres. 
6. GOVERNMENT.FACILITIES 
The location of government facilities is usually 
related to the older parts Of the city. As 
this relates to Wynberg there is the magistrates 
court and police station, clinic, library, 
3 post offices, office of provincial inspectors. 
Disposal of other functions such as the ~eansing 
service, health clinics and fire brigade also 
occurs. 
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A place for all seasons 
Schools, shops, church, sport 
IT is said that a person could 
Jive in Wynbcrg all his life and 
not need to move very far in 
order to obtain the things, 
practical or luxurious, that he 
needs. 
The hard fact remains that 
Wynbcrg presents a small 
cross section of the com-
munity and it renccts virtually 
every facet of the community. 
This is well indicated in the 
commercial sphere. Along the 
sprawling main street and the 
shorter side roads, there are 
shops of every type, from 
large supermarkets to little 
speciality stores dealing with 
hobbies, jewellery and similar 
goods needed only for leisure 
times. 
The busy housewife has a 
wide range of shops for ob-
1aining the daily needs. She 
can buy at the larger, rather 
impersonal supermarkets, or 
she can spend her money 
across the dusty counter of a 
corner grocery where she will 
get a little local gossip and 
some good advice thrown in 
free. 
For her dresses she can go 
to any number of shops where 
fashions as up-to-date as in 
the centre city are obtainable, 
or where long wear and ser-
vice counts more than style. 
The biggest hang-up of 
Wynbcrg shopping is the traf-
fic problem, which can 
become chronic at times, so 
that everything seems to 
freeze up solid. 
The streets are narrow, and 
lhe traffic seems to pour down 
into a few throughways. The 
town council makes strenuous 
efforts to keep the traffic flow-
ing and in fact there has been 
Considerable improvement. 
Traffic-wise, many of the 
problems arise from people in 
other suburbs using their own 
transport and choking the 
Wynberg streets. They come 
from the southern suburbs 
and funnel inio an already 
congested area. 
Wynberg, a remarkably in-
tegrated area, is well-served 
with public {fansport. The 
railway line plunges through 
the heart of the town and has 
a couple of stations where 
commuter traffic is picked up 
morning and evening. , 
On the main road the giant 
buses lumber along, creating 
their own private t raffic jams 
and yet doing their best to get 
the people away. 
It is the better-off areas 
which send their cars into the 
maelstrom which complicate 
things. Fortunately many use 
the upper roads such as Edin-
burgh Drive. 
There is a wide spectrum of 
classes and languages, colours 
and cultures in the town. 
There are advanced schools 
and there are primary schools. 
For relaxation there are 
cinemas and playhouses, or 
theatres, "'ith sports fields and 
play grounds. 
Church bells ring out on 
Sundays, and there is a place 
of worship for nearly 
everyone. 
AU in all, Wynberg really is 
a place where one could be 
born, live and die quite happi-
ly without moving far away to 
seek exci1ement and pleasure. 
As old as 
derthetreesintheKleinOude 
Wynberg estate. British of-
ficers from India were sent 
there as a Rand R (rest and 
recuperatioii point and many 
chose it as a leave venue and 
on retiring as a home. 
WYN BERG lies 13 km to the 
south of the main city centre 
and at one time was a 
municipalit)' in its own righL 
from 1886 to 1927. h is the 
headquarters of a magisterial 
district and is generally con-
gested due to the narrow 
streets which were laid out in 
more lcasurely times. 
The name comes from a 
vineyard of considerable anti-
quity laid out by Governor 
Jan van Riebeeck in I 658 -on 
his farm BOlheuvel onf the 
slopes of Wynberg HilL·The 
old man seemed to have an 
eye for a good thing, for his 
farm is today known as 
BishopscourL and is one of 
the more .. classy .. spots in the 
Peninsula. That is it has good 
climate and soil and the 
ground prices have rocketed 
immensely since those days. 
Wynberg went backwards ~·-~~~~'-~-~=----around 1850 when the Indian ~ 
Mutiny, faster transport and 
the attractions of Australia 
combined to take people in 
other directions. By !886 
things changed again and ex -
tensive barracks were built 
there. Butchers. bakers and 
the candlestick makers 
flooded iii setting up the com-
mercial life of Wynberg as 
known today. 
Visitors can still have a 
look at a hedge of wild al-
monds. planted in an attempt 
to start the first Bantustan but 
this one was to keep the Hot-
tentots out, not in. Portions 
are still with us and have been 
declared a national monu 
menL 
It was at this time that 
Wynberg became a separate 
municipality with its own 
water supply from the top of 
Table Mountain. It had been 
reached by t!v= railway from 
Cape Town in 1862. 
After the South African 
war things quietened down 
and Wynberg lost its pre-
eminent position to towns 
farther down the line. 
In 1964 the architect Brian 
lleseltine began a move to 
save and restore the fine 
Regency houses in old 
Wynberg. The area became 
known as Little Chelsea. 
Maynardville wi1h its uni-
que open-air theatre and 
Shakespeare seasons since 
1956 is a public park. \\ith 
Wynberg Park 38 ha. being 
1he best known. 
The oldest surviving n====;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;i 
building in Wynbergis a plain 
house, thatched and with old-
style walls, which belonged to 
1 St John's Church. It is alleged 
to own a resident ghosL 
The Dutch Reformed 
Church was founded in 1831 
and St John, the Anghcan, in 
1836. The DR church was ac-
tually built in 1839. Both 
churches are still in ex,istence, 
although greatly altered. 
At the time, living in 
Wynbcrgwastheinthingwith 
the fashionable and the new 
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'., 1 .. TOUGH RUGGED 
HARD-
WEARING 
• CAN ALSO H wo~c~:T.:t,;11 WITH DITACHA•U: 
AVAIL.AIU AT All llAOINO 
SUN HOPPER STOCKIST$ 
TRADE INQUIRIES: P.O. 90Jl 101 K~n 7790. 
Tel 71 -31 08 
It's our birthday 






STORE TO VISIT! 
NEW SEASON'S FOOTWEAR 
• A •election that le different 
• Sm.rt but not extreme 
• Exclusive but not expenaive 
FABULOUS SUMMER FABRICS 
• Horrock•e• Cottone 
• Liberty T.,.. Lawns 
• Figured Austrian Linen. 
IMPORTANT ACCESSORIES 
• An excellent ... ection of NEW 
SEASON 'S BAGS 
• Attractive Continental Jewellery 
• Lovety New Scervee 
IN OUR BUSY HOMES DEPARTMENT 
e New dulgne In Kitchen C~ 
• Interesting new ,.,.. of Pyrex 
Were 
e 899Utfful PwllgOn Bone China TN ·-
VISIT OUR MEN'S OEPARTMENT 
• New rang .. of good Suits end 
am.rt striped Shirt• 
• You ' ll notk:e our .... eon11ble pric• 
• Friendly end helpful Mrvlce too 
SO MANY FIND WHAT THEY 
WANT AT 
cJlcVtncaU,, 
WYNBERG 
.• 
